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 This dissertation examines the transnational beauty practice of threading in salons across 

Los Angeles county through its emergence, labor, regulation, and contestation in the neoliberal 

immigrant service sector. I argue that threading salons, which provide facial hair removal and 

skin care services, rely on South Asian immigrant and refugee women’s affective and intimate 

labor; their labor not only produces clean eyebrows but also a global beauty aesthetic and 

relations rooted in a South Asian imaginary emerging in the late twentieth and early twenty-first 

centuries. Once learned informally among friends in schoolyards or at home in India, Pakistan, 

and Nepal, threading takes on a different form as service work in Los Angeles salons in ethnic 

enclaves, strip malls, and chains where the practice is represented as ancient, cultural, and/or 

natural.  

I draw from feminist theories of work on racialized and gendered service to demonstrate 

continuities in how immigrant and refugee women of color have long performed devalued 
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reproductive service work that produces and requires affects, emotions, and feelings in 

contemporary global capitalism. I examine salon workers’ service interactions as well as broader 

forms of worker advocacy through the lens of affect to understand new dimensions of 

exploitation. Ultimately, salon workers navigate relationships with customers, other co-workers, 

and owners embedded in workplace pleasure and instability as a way to challenge affective and 

intimate forms of exploitation in non-unionized work. 

I deploy interdisciplinary methods, including 18 months of ethnographic participant 

observation at two different threading salons, one in an ethnic enclave and another in a multi- 

ethnic neighborhood, along with 26 interviews with workers and owners in the region, to 

compare salon workers care and body maintenance work. I also use discourse and policy analysis 

to parse out the ways threading gets situated within multicultural incorporation and deregulation. 

Additionally, I participated in local, regional, and national beauty salon organizing meetings to 

capture how advocates build intersectional organizing across racial, environmental, and 

reproductive justice movements necessary in the beauty service industry.   
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INTRODUCTION 

One morning in January 2008 seemed to pass like any other for Piya, a salon worker then, 

at an established chain beauty salon in Los Angeles County’s Little India. A slow stream of 

customers—mostly women in their 20s, 30s, and 40s, some South Asian, and some from the 

neighborhood—arrived every twenty minutes or so, and slid into either her or her co-workers’ 

sleek salon chair for a beautification service. The beauty salon is often depicted as a place of 

glamour and leisure for body grooming, where the stylist knows your name and doubles as an 

informal therapist.1 In that sense, it was common for Piya and her co-workers to care for their 

customers while pampering them. The salon where she worked focused on the eyebrow, which 

until recently had been an ignored feature in mainstream parameters of facial and bodily upkeep. 

Eyebrow cleaning, eyebrow shaping, and in particular, eyebrow grooming, though not new to the 

Little India area, was becoming a central part of Los Angeles salon-goers’ monthly and even 

weekly beauty routines.  

Piya wrapped a piece of cotton thread around her hands and anchored it in her mouth to 

thread her customer’s eyebrows, to perform what is represented as an age-old South Asian 

beauty practice—threading. She meticulously removed her customer’s unwanted facial hair in 

order to reshape her customer’s eyebrows into a more pronounced arch. On any given day, 

customers came to the chain salon to primp for an upcoming event, for their weekly “clean up,” 

or with a specific image of a Hollywood movie star after whom to be modeled. Unlike the 

congenial energy between workers and customers that typically permeated the space, however, 

                                                   
1 For example, see films like Steel Magnolias (1989), its remake Steel Magnolias (2012), and Beauty 
Shop (2005) for the depiction of the sociality between women at the salon, represented through racialized 
and gendered sense of closeness through discussions of life, intergenerational familial relations, romance, 
health, ability, and death. 
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the air that day was thick with tension, fear, and excitement. And that palpable tension soon 

spilled over onto the greater Angeleno streets of the South Asian enclave.  

After her final morning customer left, Piya reached for her phone and texted her co-

workers the instructions they had all anxiously been waiting for: “Strike!” In response, 34 Indian 

and Nepali women simultaneously walked out of their workplace, that popular salon. The 

consumer-oriented South Asian strip of restaurants, grocery stores, and clothing stores stretching 

down Pioneer Boulevard halted as salon workers and owners engaged in a visible dispute over a 

non-negotiable contract change that cut workers’ pay, among other labor issues. Their action that 

day, and their continued efforts afterwards, sparked a change in both Little India’s immigrant 

service sector and a burgeoning facet of the beauty service industry, the threading salon. 

As the public contestation made legible salon workers’ feelings of disrespect and the 

material implications of reduced pay, on the surface it had all the markings of a wage- and hour-

based labor struggle, with an existing set of analytical lenses to unpack this moment. One 

important contribution would consider how a worker-based strike, let alone an immigrant woman 

of color-led strike, was unprecedented for the enclave, its workers, and its owners. Another layer 

would lift up how the moment was also unprecedented for a beauty salon and its services of 

leisure and luxury in the Greater Los Angeles region. When I met with the salon’s strike leaders 

several years later to reflect on that moment, I, too, assumed their recollections would focus 

solely on concerns of pay violations.  

Yet, as Kavita, another salon worker and strike leader, leaned closer to me to share, the 

strike leaders’ memories were charged with valences of pain, loss, and hope. In particular, she 

recounted that their greatest loss was not about the pay, but rather, for their customers. Kavita 

stated, “They were like my family, each and every one of them, I made them.” Taken aback at 
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the centrality of customers as both loss and labor, the ideological and material questions raised in 

the 2008 strike, were as much about messy dissonances between South Asian immigrant salon 

owners and workers as they were about the presiding value of affect and intimacy forged through 

labor service processes and racialized and gendered products of relations. 

I open this dissertation with the scene of public contestation and heightened emotions that 

escalated in a legible form of a protest—the strike—to not only register its spectacle as a 

contradiction, but for the questions it raises regarding the centrality of affect in contemporary 

global racial capitalism. As emerging modes of flexible accumulation point to the incorporation 

of affect and intimacy in low-wage service industries, the space of the salon invokes questions of 

beauty and leisure. Yet, beauty service work enables questions about the workplace in terms of 

labor relations and labor process. Los Angeles, too, emplaces this workplace, as a site of 

Hollywood’s circulating beauty aesthetics, one of the highest densities of salons and salon 

workers in the U.S., and the wage theft capital of the U.S.2  

The story I seek to tell brings together both leisure and service in the global city to 

understand how race, gender, affect, and intimacy intervene in contemporary notions of labor 

and consumption. Specifically, the triangulation of workers, owners, and customers at the salon 

reveals how racialized and gendered affective labor is situated in an industry and an economy of 

feelings that rely on both connection and disruption for immigrant and refugee women of color. 

In the pages that follow, I trace how threading and the threading salon are an important site to 

understand affective labor and new circulations of value, within the long trajectory of immigrant 

                                                   
2 Warren Olney, “Los Angeles: The Nation’s Capital of the Wage Theft,” KCRW, March 9, 2015, 
https://www.kcrw.com/news/shows/which-way-la/los-angeles-the-nations-capital-of-wage-theft/los-
angeles-the-nations-capital-of-wage-theft; Preeti Sharma, Saba Waheed, et al., Nail Files: A Study of Nail 
Salon Workers and Industry in the U.S. (Los Angeles: UCLA Labor Center, 2019) 
https://www.labor.ucla.edu/publication/nail-files/.  
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and refugee women of color in racialized and gendered service work and their contributions to 

the broader worker movement in the U.S. and transnationally.  

“The Thread Between Them”: Affective Economies of Racialized and Gendered Labor and 
Consumption 

This dissertation examines the transnational beauty practice of threading in Los Angeles 

salons through its emergence, its labor, its regulation, and its contestation in the neoliberal 

immigrant service sector. Situated in the multiethnic space of Los Angeles, I argue that threading 

salons rely on South Asian immigrant women’s affective and intimate labor to produce not only 

clean eyebrows, but also a global beauty aesthetic and relations rooted in a South Asian 

imaginary emerging in the late-twentieth and early-twenty-first centuries. Once learned 

informally among friends in schoolyards or with family in homes in India, Pakistan, and Nepal, 

threading takes on a different form as a service in Los Angeles salons in ethnic enclaves, strip 

malls, and with regional and national chains that all represent the practice as ancient, cultural, 

and/or natural.  

In conceptualizing what she calls late capitalist Orientalism, or “Indo-chic,” Sunaina 

Maira writes about the consumption of exoticized, New Age, even imperialist feminist ideologies 

that incorporate South Asian women’s beauty practices into U.S. fashion and beauty.3 Focusing 

on the late 1990s, she describes this as “a phenomenon that extends back to an earlier fascination 

with Indian cool in the 1960s counterculture, now packaged as mainstream retro style.”4 

Invoking Vijay Prashad’s U.S. Orientalisms, or the U.S.’ flattening of South Asia to a spiritual 

                                                   
3 Sunaina Maira, “Temporary Tattoos: Indo-Chic Fantasies and Late Capitalist Orientalism,” Meridians: 
Feminism, Race, Transnationalism 3 no. 1 (2002): 137; Sunaina Maria, “Indo Chic: Late Capitalist 
Orientalism and Imperial Culture,” in Alien Encounters: Popular Culture in Asian America, ed. Mimi T. 
Nguyen and Thuy Linh Nguyen Tu (Durham: Duke U Press, 2007): 223  
 
4 Maira, “Indo Chic,” 222.  
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realm for the purposes of negating its own materialism, a late capitalist Orientalism reconsiders 

the spiritual projection of South Asia in U.S. public culture to be one of commodification. While 

a 1990s multicultural Indo-cool relied on a consumption of culturally discrete and wearable 

South Asian products, like the bindi and the sari, that read as both spiritual and chic, the Los 

Angeles threading salon emerged in this moment, but differently. The salon, as a site of service 

interactions, produces immaterial and affective aesthetics and relations.  

How threading travels to Los Angeles and expands across vastly different types of salons 

in the county reveals the ways it becomes more than a trend, craft, or skill—threading is a site of 

feminizing labor, community, and economy. The threading salon, then, contributes to narratives 

on the transformation of service work, through logics of racialized and gendered consumption of 

the eyebrow as a new frontier, that relies on the incorporation of South Asian immigrant and 

refugee women’s affective labor into low-wage service work. Owned and operated by 

predominantly South Asian immigrant women, and staffed by mostly South Asian immigrant 

women, the first threading salon in Los Angeles County opened in the late 1980s, in the context 

of a late capitalist U.S. Orientalist Indo-cool. But, its rapid growth and expansion takes place in 

the mid- to late-2000s, with a new focus on beautification and natural beauty practices in line 

with neoliberal consumer modes of self-discipline and self-care.  

In writing about affective labor, scholars often point the valuation of one-on-one services 

of proximity that produce intangible products, forces, and intensities that create and manipulate 

affects. Bridging together scholars of feminist theories of work, and scholars of affect and 

cognition, Michael Hardt defines affective labor as the work that produces intangible products 

like “feelings of ease, well-being, satisfaction, excitement, passion—even a sense of 
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connectedness or community.”5 Feminist theories of work critique global capitalism through a 

focus on the social relations between workers and customers that get shaped by the intimacy 

produced in the interaction.6 This project, too, thinks about affective labor at the salon, but as a 

part of a broader industry and economy. Affects, emotions, and feelings circulate between 

workers and customers through service interactions at the workplace, yet such interactions are 

also triangulated by owners, and mitigated by worker movements in a broader economy. In 

describing the political economy of affects, or affective economies, Sarah Ahmed writes, 

“emotions do things, and they align individuals with communities—or bodily space with social 

space—through the very intensity of their attachments.”7 In other words, worker, customer, 

owner, but also chain businesses, worker organization, law, and contestation, are each linked in a 

circulation of feelings that bind and disrupt communities. An examination of racialized and 

gendered labor in low-wage beauty service work also has much to contribute to conversations 

about worker movements, with affective labor as a part of an affective economy.  

Using a framework of what I call “the thread between them,” this dissertation focuses on 

the very connections that shape and get shaped by migration, labor, and advocacy as a part of an 

affective economy. Taking threading as central, not only as an empirical aspect of service 

delivery, but also as a metaphor for connectedness in the context of studies of low-wage work, I 

nuance analytics of affective and intimate labor to understand the relationships that workers 

foster with owners, other co-workers, and customers as a part of workplace stability and 

instability. The flow of customers, the production of leisure and pleasure, and the notions of 

                                                   
5 Michael Hardt, “Affective Labor,” Boundary 2 26, no 2 (1999): 96. 
 
6 Rhacel Parrenas, et al., “Intimate Industries: Restructuring (Im)Material Labor in Asia,” positions 24, no 
1 (2016). 
 
7 Sara Ahmed, “Affective Economies,” Social Text 22, no 2, 79 (Summer 2004): 119. 
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gratuity are material and affective. Workers’ feelings and concerns about job security circulate as 

much with owners as they do with new and repeat customers. In other words, while threading 

itself is a process of removal, the services of proximity and service delivery contribute to 

relations that bring together laborers and consumers, owners and workers in stringy ways—

neighbor as customer, community member as boss, sister as co-worker. 

The other thread of in-betweenness raised in this project also includes problematizing the 

binaries of craft and skill, informal and formal, and private and public. Threading occurs in the 

semi-private space of the formal salon, where the service interaction is intimate, personal, and 

paid. Yet alongside the ideological representations of threading as both craft and skill in the 

formal salon space, are the material relations of payment in cash, tip pooling and stealing, and 

concerns of classification that relay aspects of informality. Furthermore, threading’s emergence 

also holds confusion for the state in terms of the debate surrounding its licensing and regulation. 

Such threads of the healthy and unhealthy working conditions in terms of regulations and 

protections make the salon in the immigrant service sector a contentious site for new forms of 

organizing. 

Through my analysis of these differing threads, this dissertation captures South Asian 

immigrant and refugee women’s labor in beauty service work and their efforts to manage and 

change their workplace conditions at the threading salon. As a facet of feminizing service work 

that relies on relations of affect and intimacy as the product, the thread creates layers of pleasure 

and value for workers. At the same time, workers navigate dissonances of pain, discipline, and 

exploitation as aspects of their labor. 
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Contextualizing Threading: South Asian Americans and Service Work in Los Angeles  

According to a beauty industry analysis firm, the Professional Consultants and 

Resources, the threading industry grew 20 to 25 percent in the early 2010s.8 One national chain 

salon reported making $14 million in 2015, while a regional chain reported shaping over a 

million brows a year in 2019.9 Yet, the change in threading businesses over time remains 

difficult to count because there is no breakout category for the occupation in the Bureau of Labor 

Statistics. In my own assessments of business mapping applications like Yelp and Google Maps, 

the number of threading salons have at least doubled over the past five years in Los Angeles 

County.10  

I use the term beauty service work to intentionally pair together a facet of the prolifically 

researched beauty industry that few consider, the salon itself, with the category of what has been 

called “personal services.”11 Situating the threading salon in the context of the larger beauty 

service industry, the category of miscellaneous appearance workers totals 212,519 in the U.S., 

                                                   
8 Charu Sudan Kasturi, “New Threading Competitors Worry Pioneers” Columbia News Service, February 
13, 2012, http://columbianewsservice.com/2012/02/amid-threading-boom-new-competition-worries-
pioneers/. 
 
9 Lauren Cochrane, “How Brows Became the Beauty Obsession of the Decade,” The Guardian, Sept 27 
2016, https://www.theguardian.com/fashion/2016/sep/27/brows-beauty-obsession-eyebrow-grooming-
cara-delevingne; “FAQ,” Ziba Beauty, accessed May 01, 2018 https://www.zibabeauty.com/faq/. 
 
10 As licensing data is not relevant source to use, nor is the census, to estimate the number of threading 
salons, I have compared Yelp and Google search lists to make an estimate on the number of salons in the 
County. 
 
11 I also draw upon the integral scholarship of Miliann Kang whose use of beauty service work focuses on 
service interactions as a part of the broader service economy. For a description on personal services, see 
Ursula Huws, “Material World: The Myth of the ‘Weightless Economy,’” Socialist Register 35 (1999): 
33, where she describes personal services as one of two facets of the service economy (borrowing from 
Danny Quah): “health care, child care, social work, cleaning, and a range of personal services like 
hairdressing.” Differently, situating this term in the BLS, beauty service work occupations can include: 
cosmetologists like hair stylists, hair cutters, hair colorists; barbers; shampooers; estheticians, or those 
providing skincare treatments; nail technicians, like manicurists and pedicurists; massage workers, and 
threading salon workers. 
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which includes nail salon workers and other workers.12 The number of miscellaneous appearance 

workers in the U.S. continues to increase from 56,588 in 1980 to 78,302 in 1990.13 Such overall 

growth speaks to the U.S. hair and nail industry with a revenue of $61.4 billion in 2019, and a 

projected growth to $65.1 billion in 2024.14 California cosmetology has the largest professional 

licensee population in the U.S. and it also has the most nail technicians.15 Los Angeles County 

also has the largest number of nail salons and nail salon workers in the U.S.16 However, census 

numbers often represent an undercount, as scholars have pointed to immigrant communities’ 

reluctance to participate in state demographic assessment mechanisms. 

In terms of the beauty industry, though New York is often seen as the epicenter of the 

fashion and beauty, it is important to note that Los Angeles too plays a dynamic role in popular 

aesthetics and beauty. White Hollywood starlets have been the locus of fashion and beauty trends 

that shape and get shaped by racialized and gendered beauty service work. This includes 

moments like Tippi Hedren’s benevolent training of Vietnamese refugee women to do manicures 

at resettlement centers in the 1970s, Bo Derek’s cornrows in film 10 in the late-1970s, and 

Madonna’s adornment of henna in music videos in the late 1990s. California is also the site of 

star-studded cosmetic production lines, with Rihanna’s Fenty and Kat Von D’s Beauty in San 

                                                   
12 American Community Survey 5-year sample 2012–2016. 
 
13 IPUMS Census data, 1980; IPUMS Census data, 1990.  
 
14 Kelsey Oliver, “Industry at a Glance,” IbisWorld Industry Report: Hair and Nail Salons in the U.S. 
(Feb 2019) https://clients1.ibisworld.com/reports/us/industry/ataglance.aspx?entid=1718; Kelsey Oliver, 
“Key Statistics,” IbisWorld Industry Report: Hair and Nail Salons in the U.S. (Feb 2019) 
https://clients1.ibisworld.com/reports/us/industry/keystatistics.aspx?entid=1718. 
 
15 Board of Barbering and Cosmetology, “Manicure & Nail Salon Services Fact Sheet,” (California 
Department of Consumer Affairs, August 2004) 
https://cchealth.org/warnings/pdf/manicure_factsheet.pdf; Sharma, Waheed, et al, Nail Files, 19. 
 
16 Sharma, Waheed, et al, Nail Files, 19, 37. 
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Francisco and Kylie Jenner’s Kylie Cosmetics and Jessica Alba’s Honest Company in Los 

Angeles.  

In writing about the beauty service industry, scholar Miliann Kang connects the current 

growth of beauty service in the global city to changes in feminizing economies and intimate and 

affective labor. She describes 1) the general expansion of capitalist markets, 2) the body as a 

profit- making venue, 3) gendered commercialization of women’s bodies, and 4) positions of 

women in the labor market, in relation to the convergence of global and local factors that push 

beauty as a service niche.17 The nail salon industry’s own proliferation through the incorporation 

of Vietnamese refugee women on the West Coast and Korean immigrant women on the East 

Coast post-Cold War, fueled the creation of the census category “manicurist” as recently as 

1980.18 Given the large presence of immigrant and refugee women of color in beauty service, I 

see the beauty service industry as a site to understand Los Angeles’ immigrant service sector in 

terms of hierarchies of racialized and gendered difference.  

There are almost 1.5 million Asian Americans in Los Angeles County, the largest 

population of Asian Americans for any U.S. county.19 Los Angeles is also home to one of the 

five largest populations of South Asians in the U.S., including high concentrations of people of 

                                                   
17 Miliann Kang, Managed Hand: Race, Gender, and the Body in Beauty Service Work (Berkeley: UC 
Press, 2010), 33.  
 
18 Julie Willet, “Hands across the Table: A Short History of the Manicurist,” Journal of Women’s History 
17, no 3 (2005): 66; Virginia Postrel, “Looking Forward: The Acrylic Sector,” Forbes, November 2, 
1998. https://www.forbes.com/forbes/1998/1102/6210104a.html#45a6333d46fc. 
 
19 Advancing Justice, A Community of Contrasts: Asian Americans, Pacific Islanders, and Native 
Hawaiians in Los Angeles County, (Los Angeles: Advancing Justice, 2013) http://www.advancingjustice-
la.org/system/files/CommunityofContrasts_LACounty2013.pdf.  
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Bangladeshi, Bhutanese, Indian, Nepalese, Pakistani, and Sri Lankan descent.20 South Asian 

Americans are among the fastest-growing Asian American ethnic group (specifically, 

Bangladeshi, Pakistani, Sri Lankan, and Indian Americans).21 Migration, settlement, and 

employment percentages tell a story of increasing population but they also provide insight into 

the regulation of immigrant communities and their relationship to capital. Particular types of 

work, often niche service work, relate to the context, continuities, and discontinuities in 

migration policy.  

State immigration policies, including the incorporation of South Asian immigrants in the 

U.S., facilitate capital’s needs across liberal and neoliberal formations. As Lisa Lowe points out, 

immigration and citizenship engendered the racialized and gendered Asian subject, where the 

category of “American citizen” has been defined against the “Asian immigrant” over the last 

century and a half in ways that both integrates and marginalizes Asian immigrants.22 From alien 

to citizen, coolie to professional labor, immigration policies have continuously incorporated and 

regulated Asian labor, where the state’s strategies for low-wage work remain in contradiction 

                                                   
20 I define South Asian American to include persons of Bangladeshi, Indian, Pakistani, Nepalese, and Sri 
Lankan descent. SAALT, A Demographic Snapshot of South Asians in the United States: December 2015, 
(Washington D.C.: SAALT, 2015), http://saalt.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/Demographic-Snapshot-
updated_Dec-2015.pdf. 
 
21 Advancing Justice, A Community of Contrasts, 9. The number of South Asians in Los Angeles County 
(referring to Indian, Pakistani, Bangladeshi, Nepalese, Sri Lankan) is 114,880 according to an Advancing 
Justice report, in which South Asian Americans make up 7.6% of Asian Americans, Native Hawaiians, 
and Pacific Islanders. This data does not capture Nepalese community, of whom make up a large part of 
the threading community. 
 
22 Lisa Lowe, Immigrant Acts: On Asian American Cultural Politics, (Durham: Duke U Press, 1996), 4. 
Though for a broader discussion of citizenship and belonging through state and capital in the U.S., one 
only need turn to histories of race, gender, land, labor, and sovereignty, including, U.S. settler 
colonialism, slavery, and bracero programs, etc.  
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with its needs for culturally uniform citizens.23 South Asian American community formation 

highlight such shifts in racial belonging in relation to immigration and economic policy. 

In the presenting South Asian migration to the U.S., scholars often point to the 1965 

Immigration and Naturalization Act as the progressive policy change that opened up migration 

quotas for non-European countries. The 1965 Immigration Act increased South Asian migration 

to the U.S., in contrast with previous racially exclusive immigration laws, but also had its own 

set of exclusions. Considered a “brain drain” of South Asia by sending countries, it primarily 

facilitated the migration of people with professional degrees. The 1965 Act also allowed 

petitions for professional’s “family preference.” A newer class of South Asian immigrants 

entered the U.S. on more precarious terms through the 1986 immigration (IRCA) and 1996 

immigration (IIRIRA) policies which opened and then restricted U.S. borders respectively.24 

Later visas included guest worker or continued family-based visas, but also asylee and refugee 

populations. The category of asylum-seeker or refugee seemingly protects yet incorporates 

refugees in precarious positions, in particular Nepali refugees, who were already a part of a low-

wage worker diaspora.25 In the last few years, Nepali migrants have faced challenges with the 

                                                   
23 For more, see Lowe’s “Introduction” to Immigrant Acts, page 13, where she describes nation versus 
capital, and again, in pages 24-29, as she focuses on Marx. She also describes how Marx’s notion of 
capital is also a critique of liberalism’s equality, but parses out the neoliberal turn through a discussion on 
the denationalization of labor in this moment through manufacturing. She describes the second part in a 
longer discussion in Chapter 7, on Asian immigrant women’s work in the garment industry. 
 
24 See Chandan Reddy’s “Asian Diasporas, Neoliberalism, and Family,” Social Text 84-85, 23, nos. 3-4 
(Fall-Winter 2005) for a discussion on how Family Reunification Policies signaled a decrease in social 
security-based policies providing state welfare, and in turn, required families to be the basis and unit of 
care. Additionally, see Grace Chang’s Disposable Domestics: Immigrant Women Workers in the Global 
Economy (Cambridge: South End Press, 2000), for a discussion on the combination of 1996’s Welfare 
Act and IIRIRA as a dual knock on immigrant women of color in service positions, through the gutting of 
social services and increased immigration enforcement.  
 
25 Shobha Hamal Gurung and Bandana Purkayastha, “Gendered Labor: Experiences of Nepali Women 
within Pan-Ethnic Informal Labor Markets in Boston and New York,” in Immigrant Women Workers in 
the Neoliberal Age, ed. Nilda Flores-Gonzalez, et. al (Chicago: U Illinois Press, 2013), 81-95. 
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once enabled Temporary Protective Status in the face of the 2015 Earthquake, and the rescinding 

of that in 2018.26 

A lacunae of scholarship situates South Asian Americans in low-wage work, as workers 

in small businesses, or even in the service sector broadly. Since the 1980s, the predominantly 

non-professional South Asian immigrants filled in low-wage work often available as service 

work in urban and suburban spaces. Such work could be niche service affiliated with corporate 

firms, such as the gas station, convenience store, and motel; niche services related to leisure 

culture in small business, like the restaurant and again the motel; or personal services on an 

individual contract or informal basis, like the domestic worker.27 The threading salon fits in the 

low-wage service economies and the niche immigrant service sector, where workers and owners 

are a part of the immigrant, service-based workforce. Yet, the relations of threading as a 

racialized practice, process, and product nuance niche service work, where the intimacy and 

affect are about community and a global beauty aesthetic rooted in a South Asian imaginary. 

                                                   
 
26 Ahn Do, “A ‘hidden’ community of Nepalese migrants fights to remain in U.S.,” Los Angeles Times, 
April 17, 2019, https://www.latimes.com/local/lanow/la-me-ln-nepal-migrants-tps-trump-immigration-
20190417-story.html. 
 
27 Miabi Chatterji, Linta Varghese, and Sujani Reddy each describe South Asian Americans in domestic 
work, restaurant work, and healthcare work, though the first two focus on a post-9/11 contemporary 
moment. See Miabi Chatterji, Linta Varghese, and Sujani Reddy’s chapters in the anthology The Sun 
Never Sets: South Asian Migrants in an Age of U.S. Empire, ed. Vivek Bald et al. (New York: NYU 
Press, 2013). Pawan Dhingra’s text Life Behind the Lobby (Stanford: Stanford U Press, 2012) also 
captures Indian American motel owners recently, while Biju Mathew’s earlier works describe taxi 
workers in the mid 90s and early 2000s. Monisha Das Gupta, Unruly Immigrants: Rights, Activism, and 
Transnational South Asian Politics in the United States. (Durham: Duke U Press, 2006) also charts the 
case of South Asian domestic worker organizing. Recent texts also share transnational and diasporic labor 
relations, like Junaid Rana, Terrifying Muslims: Race and Labor in the South Asian Diaspora. (Durham: 
Duke U Press, 2011) and Lalaie Ameeriar, Downwardly Global: Women, Work, and Citizenship in the 
Pakistani Diaspora. (Durham: Duke U Press, 2017). 
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Los Angeles also has one of the country’s largest multiethnic and immigrant service-

based economies, with its reliance on immigrant service labor in the face of neoliberal and 

globalizing restructuring.28 Economic restructuring since the 1970s shifted Los Angeles jobs and 

deindustrialized the city through numerous factory closings. Additionally, the simultaneous 

deregulation of New Deal policies repositioned many immigrant and workers of color into low-

wage, low-road, service-based occupations.29 Three-fourths of those employed of Los Angeles 

County work in service-producing industries, according to the Los Angeles County Economic 

Development Corporation.30 While the range of the service sector can vary, the beauty service 

industry is staffed with immigrant and women of color workers who often work in deregulated, 

low-wage, and low-road settings or are even misclassified as contract workers, like much of the 

broader service industry.  

Additionally, the report, Wage Theft and Workplace Violations in Los Angeles, first 

documented wage and broader workers’ rights violations in Los Angeles. The report found that 

                                                   
28 Though Los Angeles is not technically a global city, Saskia Sassen’s arguments in Cities in a World 
Economy (Thousand Oaks: Pine Forge Press, 2006), on the ways immigrant communities get incorporated 
into low-wage service work to service global financial market firms either through blue-collar work or in 
the consumption practices of those industries as service occupations are relevant. Also, Ed Soja has 
argued that “Los Angeles is a decentered, decentralized metropolis powered by the insistent 
fragmentation of ‘post-Fordism,’ an increasingly flexible, disorganized regime of capitalist 
accumulation”; in Michael J. Dear et al., Rethinking Los Angeles (Thousand Oaks: Sage, 1996), 3. 
 
29 I use the term “low-road” to represent a set of parameters of work within scholarship and planning 
regarding labor and economic development that unions and labor rights organizations describe as lacking 
labor rights, worker safety, quality pay, and democratic economic development. For a discussion on 
neoliberal restructuring in Los Angeles, see Ruth Milkman, L.A. Story: Immigrant Workers and the 
Future of the Labor Movement (New York: Russell Sage Foundation, 2006), 13. She describes this 
process for Los Angeles, in the context of the fall in union density, and the widespread losses of key hard-
won improvements in pay and benefits in manufacturing.  
 
30 Institute for Applied Economies. 2015-2020 Los Angeles: People, Industry, and Jobs (Los Angeles, 
IAC: May 2016). https://laedc.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/People-Industry-and-Jobs_20160515.pdf. 
They use the QCEW.  
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low-wage workers, including hair stylists and nail salon workers, regularly experience violations 

of minimum wage, overtime pay, working off the clock, payroll documentation, timely 

payments, and tip payments.31 In most cases, Los Angeles experienced a higher rate of violations 

than New York and Chicago, the two other cities in the comparison study. A 2015 

groundbreaking exposé in the New York Times, “The Price of Nice Nails,” later captured 

concerns of wage theft in New York City, revealing hierarchies in the immigrant nail salon 

industry, and provoking questions of ethical consumption.32 Similarly, the 2018 report Nail Files 

highlights the lack of minimum wage, overtime, breaks, and timely payment for Vietnamese nail 

salon workers in California.33 Threading salons themselves charge between $3.99 to $20 for 

eyebrow services, a stark variation between ethnic enclave salon and luxury chain salon. 

Moreover, in my interviews, most salon workers revealed an hourly wage of $9 to $11. 

However, a few were paid under the California minimum wage, and some a training wage. 

Several participants agreed tipping is why salon workers do their work, especially over other 

service work.  

Beyond wage concerns, these salons are often a site of repeated and contradictory 

regulations from state and county-level administrators and inspectors. Studies on occupational 

licensing cite the regulation, training, and exam process as a barrier.34 For example, the 

                                                   
31 The report surveyed hair stylists and nail salon workers, though the sample size for this industry out of 
1,815 surveyed workers was too small to make any beauty service industry-wide claims. See Ruth 
Milkman, Ana Luz Gonzalez, Victor Narro, Wage Theft and Workplace Violations in Los Angeles (Los 
Angeles: UCLA IRLE, 2010) https://www.labor.ucla.edu/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/LAwagetheft.pdf. 
 
32 Sarah Maslin Nir, “The Price of Nice Nails,” The New York Times, May 7, 2015, 
https://www.nytimes.com/2015/05/10/nyregion/at-nail-salons-in-nyc-manicurists-are-underpaid-and-
unprotected.html. 
 
33 Sharma, Waheed, et. al. Nail Files, 28. 
 
34 Stuart Dorsey, “The Occupational Licensing Queue,” The Journal of Human Resources 15, no. 3 
(Summer 1980): 424-434; Morris M. Kleiner, “Occupational Licensing” Journal of Economic 
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California Board of Barbering and Cosmetology (BBC) is responsible for checking salons to 

promote consumer health, and in doing so, visit salons every few years, though predominately in 

a criminalizing way.35 Often, BBC materials are not translated for the majority of Vietnamese 

nail salon owners and workers and there are not enough inspectors to explain updates in 

licensing and business requirements.36 Additionally, in comparison, when it comes to protecting 

workers rights, there are not enough inspectors federally and regionally to actually enforce basic 

workers’ rights and regular workplace violations.37 With threading not being licensed, but its 

licensing debated, the value of the practice as immigrant women’s entrepreneurship against the 

concerns of its wages also get raised in this project.  

Within this context, my dissertation situates South Asian threading salons in Los Angeles 

as a site to understand beauty service work 1) within emerging service economies that rely on 

low-wage immigrant labor, 2) as low-wage work, 3) as a part of the growing affective and 

intimate labor industries within the neoliberal, global city. 

                                                   
Perspectives 14, no. 4 (Fall 2000): 189-202; Maya N. Federman, et. al, “The Impact of State Licensing 
Regulations on Low-Skilled Immigrants: The Case of Vietnamese Manicurists,” Migration, Human 
Capital, Employment, and Earnings 96, no. 2 (May 2006): 237–241. 
 
35 Thu Quach, et. al, “Identifying and Understanding the Role of Key Stakeholders in Promoting Worker 
Health and Safety in Nail Salons,” Journal of Health Care for the Poor and Underserved 26, no. 2 
(2015): 104–115. This results in the BBC collecting more fines off of small businesses and thus, having 
more money in its account than the state of California; from CHNSC annual meeting, Southern 
California, Winter 2014. 
 
36 Elizabeth Coronel, Board of Barbering & Cosmetology 2017 Environmental Scan, (Sacramento, BBC: 
July 2017). https://www.barbercosmo.ca.gov/about_us/meetings/materials/20170718_sp2.pdf; Thu 
Quach, et. al, “Identifying and Understanding the Role of Key Stakeholders in Promoting Worker Health 
and Safety in Nail Salons” In Journal of Health Care for the Poor and Underserved, 26.2 (2015): 104–115. 
 
37 Janice Fine and Jennifer Gordon, “Strengthening Labor Standards Enforcement through Partnerships 
with Workers’ Organizations,” In Politics and Society, 38.4 (2010): 552- 585.  
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Feminist Theories of Work: A Brief Review  

This project speaks to and culls from “feminist theories of work” in order to situate the 

beauty service industry as a part of continuities within the commodification of affect and 

intimacy in the contemporary service sector and global racial capitalism. Feminist theories of 

work have pushed the boundaries of understanding labor in terms of who does what kinds of 

work, the labor process of that work, and the racialized, gendered, and spatial dimensions of that 

work in the context of political economy. From literature on reproductive labor to service 

economies, scholars nuance non-oppositional notions of work in the home/ private/ informal 

sphere and in the workplace/ public/ formal sphere–relevant to the semi-private formal space of 

the salon, with a non-licensed beauty practice. In particular, such scholarship has been a central 

genealogical foundation for understanding historical and everyday devaluation as well as the 

incorporation of new forms of intimate and affective work in the neoliberal service sector 

broadly. A brief turn to Marxist feminist analysis highlights how work relies on formalizing yet 

devaluing feminized work through hierarchies of racialized and gendered labor relevant to the 

immigrant service sector and beauty service work.  

Marxist Feminism, Reproductive Labor, and Racialized and Gendered Service 
 

Given Marx’s attention to productive, waged labor as the sole form of exploitation under 

capitalism, Marxist feminists first sought to disentangle the relationship between work in the 

home as unproductive and seemingly natural for women. Marxist feminists situated the forms of 

work in the domestic realm that cares for workers as women’s reproductive, unpaid, and 

invisible labor; such social reproduction maintains workers and their labor power, but as Evelyn 

Nakano Glenn notes, also their social and cultural, as well as physical beings.38 Through 

                                                   
38 See Eileen Boris and Rhacel Parrenas, “Introduction,” in Intimate Labors Culture, Technologies and 
the Politics of Care (Stanford: Stanford U Press, 2010), 1-11, for a gloss of these debates, as well as 
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interrogating reproductive labor, scholars called into question what types of work should count 

as exploitable work, and others questioned the usefulness of the rubric of productive labor tied to 

the factory space. Most famously, however, campaigns advocating “wages for housework” 

presented women’s domestic work as valued and productive work that must be compensated.39 

In doing so, Selma James and Sylvia Federici shifted the discourse on the ways women’s 

domestic labor was devalued intellectually and materially, as well as feminist movements’ 

attention to incorporating women into existing forms of the paid labor market.40 Scholars also 

critiqued the spatial relations of forms of care, domestic, and reproductive labor through the 

blurring of locales of intimate paid and unpaid work emerging in the contemporary service 

sector. For example, Kathi Weeks notes how gendered work once solely assigned to the home 

space has become commodified, as well as the ways that the home is also a site of paid work.41 

Lastly, a classical strain of Marxist feminists, like Nancy Hartsock, differently delved into how 

patriarchy as an institution exploits women, who are analytically “a class” unto themselves, yet 

such a critique fostered a notion of women as a singular and monolithic category.42 

                                                   
Johanna Oksala, “Affective Labor and Feminist Politics,” Signs 41, no. 2 (2016): 281-303. Also, 
specifically, Evelyn Nakano Glenn finds social reproduction “to be conceived, particularly by social 
historians, to refer to the creation and recreation of people as cultural and social, as well as physical 
beings,” in “From Servitude to Service Work: Historical Continuities in the Racial Division of Paid 
Reproductive Labor,” Signs 18, no. 1 (1992): 4.  
 
39 Federeci, Wages for Housework: The New York Committee, 1972-1977: History, Theory, Documents. 
(New York: Autonomedia, 2017). 
 
40 Federeci, Wages for Housework; Federici, “2018 Antipode - Between the Wage and the Commons: 
Directions for a New Feminist Agenda” (lecture, Association for American Geographers, New Orleans, 
April 2018). 
 
41 See Kathi Weeks, “Life Within and Against Work: Affective Labor, Feminist Critique, and Post-Fordist 
Politics,” Ephemera 7, no. 1 (2007): 233–249. 
 
42 For a cursory summary, see Weeks, “Life Within and Against Work.” See also Nancy Hartsock, 
Money, Sex, and Power: Toward a Feminist Historical Materialism (Boston: Northeastern University 
Press, 1985). See pages 4-9 for her critique of Marx. She specifically nuances the ruling class to talk 
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The lens of racialized and gendered labor provides an intersectional analysis to nuance 

both value and the structural conditions of such work. Angela Davis notes the ways that black 

slave femininity was not protected. She describes black women’s forced slave labor in the house 

and whatever rearing work possible in the community of slaves as unpaid labor; yet, she also 

offers a way to understand such community of mothering formed as not solely oppressive.43 Both 

interventions nuance reproductive and unpaid labor in terms of race and possibilities of 

resistance. Nakano-Glenn’s work on the transition from servitude to service work, also 

demonstrates the racialized and gendered divisions of forms of domestic labor in the U.S. In 

naming immigrant and women of color servants’ incorporation in domestic labor during 

industrialization, she not only parses out hierarchies of who did such labor but also the structural 

and economic conditions of that labor. Taken together, this literature positions immigrant and 

women of color’s labor as an analytic, but also brings attention to the type of domestic work 

occurring as that through slavery, bondage, land dispossession, and servitude. In other words, 

                                                   
about a ruling gender, “Our society, however, is not simply structured by a ruling class dependent on the 
division of mental from the manual labor but also by a ruling gender, defined by and dependent on the 
sexual division of labor. […] And to the extent that Marxian theory is grounded in men’s activity in 
production and ignores women’s activity in reproduction, one can expect that Marxian categories 
themselves will require critique.” 
 
43 Angela Davis, “Reflection on the Black Women’s Role in the Community of Slaves,” Black Scholar 4, 
(December 1971): 2-15; see page 87 as Davis describes how black slave femininity did not demand 
protection. On page 86, she writes, “The consciousness of their oppression, the conscious thrust towards 
its abolition could not have been sustained without impetus from the community they pulled together 
through the sheer force of their own strength. Of necessity, this community would revolve around the 
realm which was further most removed from the immediate arena of domination. It could only be located 
in and around the living quarters, the area where the basic needs of physical life were met. But the 
community gravitating around the domestic quarters might possibly permit a retrieval of the man and the 
woman in their fundamental humanity. We can assume that in a very real material sense, it was only in 
domestic life - away from the eyes and whip of the overseer-that the slaves could attempt to assert the 
modicum of freedom they still retained.” 
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colonization, slavery, and servitude compelled a form of reproductive labor through white 

landowners that was qualitatively and categorically different in its social relations. 

Furthermore, Nakano-Glenn captured how white middle-class womanhood relied on 

immigrant and women of color’s servitude in relation to emerging forms of capitalist economic 

production. White women’s liberation from domestic work allowed for their participation in 

social clubs and leisure.44 The cult of womanhood and reproductive labor required the servitude 

of African American women in the South, Mexican women in the Southwest, and Asian women 

in the West and Hawaii in the early 1900s, as white immigrant European domestic servants 

tended to leave after marriage. With the transition from servitude in a manufacturing economy to 

low-wage service positions in the contemporary service economy, certain relational features of 

racialized and gendered labor remain.45  

Neoliberal Service Work, Affective, and Intimate Labor 
 

The nexus of feminist theories of work and service work literature has brought attention 

to the increasing formalization and commodification of feminized work, through the 

incorporation of forms of reproductive, domestic, and/or care work.46 Service work itself has 

                                                   
44 Evelyn Nakano Glenn, “From Servitude to Service Work.” For more discussion, see Mary Romero’s 
Maid in the U.S.A. (New York: Routledge, 2002) which also describes the variety of tasks associated with 
domestic labor performed by Chicana women in the U.S. to debunk the notion of sisterliness presumed on 
a universal womanhood where housework oppresses all women equally.  
 
45 Nakano Glenn notes that prior to industrialization, both production and reproduction were organized 
almost exclusively at the household level. Immigrant and women of color were denied entry into other 
opportunities to work. Goods production was later incorporated into the market, but reproduction had not 
yet been commodified, also inciting a need for commercial services for social and emotional needs. In 
other words, the increasing commodification of social reproduction since WWII led to employment of 
women in food prep, health care, child care, and recreation services. 
 
46 Specifically, feminist theories of work situate service work it in terms of the feminization of work 
through the commodification of care-based, intimacy-based, and affect-based labor. Care work, an aspect 
of service, more specifically relies on acts of nurturing and looking after another as part of the service. 
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become the new “gold” or raw material extracted from third world countries, performed by 

immigrant and women of color in global capitalism, with feminized forms of labor entering the 

paid market.47 Scholarship on contemporary service work contextualizes its rise as a facet of a 

neoliberal ideology and political economy with the restructuring, decline in, and subsequent 

movement of manufacturing work to free trade zones, alongside austerity measures and cuts to 

publicly funded services.48 Both necessitated two shifts in service–the privatization of state 

services but also the rise in service industries emphasizing care and well-being. In the neoliberal 

global city, service work includes blue-collar workers employed by financial service firms, as 

well as jobs that meet the needs of everyday life, through low-wage feminized work.49 Other 

service work literature defines the parameters of such work: it requires both a service recipient 

and contact for the production and consumption process.50 It also centralizes customer 

                                                   
47 Boris and Parrenas, Intimate Labors; Hochschild and Ehrenreich, Global Woman: Nannies, Maids, and 
Sex Workers in the New Economy (New York: Metropolitan Books, 2003). 
 
48 See David Harvey’s A Brief History of Neoliberalism, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005) and 
Aihwa Ong’s Flexible Citizenship Mutations in Citizenship and Sovereignty, (Durham: Duke U Press, 
2006) for a thorough discussion on a range of the aspects of neoliberalism; See also Sassen, Cities in a 
World Economy, though she focuses on the global city. Also, though scholars position the service 
economy as the primary mode of work now, this is not to say that agricultural and manufacturing work is 
not occurring as they make up the majority of work in certain regions. Rather, an emphasis is placed on 
how aspects of service dominate all work now. This is an argument that Hardt and Negri make as they 
describe the current economic mode, though they apply a slight developmental model which creates 
hierarchy between advanced countries and capitalist systems that rely on service economies, and less 
advanced countries and capitalist systems that have prominent agricultural and manufacturing economies.  
 
49 Such as food preparation, health services, child-rearing, and household work. Again, scholars point to 
the global city’s proliferation of professional, financial, and informational economies that require 
racialized and gendered low-wage service work. See Sassen, Cities in a World Economy, Chapter 7.  
 
50 Cameron MacDonald and Marek Korczynski, ed., Service Work: Critical Perspectives (New York: 
Routledge, 2009).  
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interaction as the product, setting service apart from manufacturing. The product can be 

communicative, symbolic, and/ or affective.51  

Importantly, the contemporary service economy continues to rely on racialized and 

gendered hierarchies of difference, relevant to the salon. Nakano-Glenn describes how 

immigrant and women of color were incorporated into the service industry through non-public 

facing roles, which included “heavy, dirty, ‘back-room’ chores.”52 Conversely, white women 

were, “prefer[ed] in positions requiring physical and social contact with the public,” such as 

waitresses, transportation attendants, and hairdressers/ cosmetologists.53 In other words, when 

entering the paid market, feminized forms of work are racialized and gendered as low-wage, 

devalued, and “dirty.” The devaluation relates to both low-wages as much as it relates to who 

could be seen doing certain types of work. In the beauty service industry, where care of the hair, 

face, and body once began as domestic service, in entering the space of the formal storefront 

salon, it still carries layers of dirty grooming work of hair, nail, and face cleaning, despite also 

being embedded in notions of beauty and well-being.54 Yet, within the co-ethnic space of 

threading salon, relations of hierarchical difference operate differently, as most salons, especially 

chains, are Indian-owned, but are staffed by a range of South Asians and sometimes Latinx 

women. For example, Indian owned salons hire other Indian, but also Nepali and Pakistani 

                                                   
51 Hardt and Negri, Empire (Boston: Harvard U Press, 2001). 
 
52 Nakano Glenn, “From Servitude to Service,” 20. 
 
53 Ibid.  
 
54 In Julie Willet, “Hands Across the Table” she writes manicurist work, for example was performed by 
working-class white and black women for upper-class white women, as a luxury service. See also Kathy 
Peiss, Hope in a Jar: The Making of America’s Beauty Culture, (New York: Henry Holt and Co, 1998).  
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workers. Additionally, small business salons that are primarily staffed by family members with a 

few non-family members will divide up tasks for cleaning accordingly. 

Here, feminist theories of work’s focus on the value of emotions, affects, and intimacies 

into the service interaction and product helps parse out work at the threading salon.55 Arlie 

Hochschild’s foundational scholarship first assessed airhostess’ labor in terms of the role of 

emotion into classical labor studies. She coined the term “emotional labor” to think through the 

labor done to suppress workers’ internal feelings and emotions in order to invoke feelings in 

their customers as “emotional labor.” However, affective labor takes the concept of emotional 

labor a step further. Affective labor expands the definition of what gets produced in the work to 

be about more than just expressed states of emotions, but also pre-subjective sensations and 

affects for customers as the product.56 

Theorizing affect can offer insight into the nuances between emotion and affect and salon 

worker value and agency. Definitions of affect point to the forces and intensities that exchange 

between bodies, or between bodies and objects, rather than solely a suppression of recognized 

emotions.57 For example, the ambiance and mood at the threading salon facilitates its own 

circulation as a place of leisure, while the salon worker makes the service interaction about 

                                                   
55 See Johanna Oksala, “Affective Labor and Feminist Politics”; See also Rachel Cohen, et. al., “The 
Body/Sex/Work Nexus: A Critical Perspective on Body Work and Sex Work” In Body/Sex/Work: 
Intimate, Embodied and Sexualized Labor, ed. by Carol Wolkowitz, et. al (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 
2013). 
 
56According to Michael Hardt, affective labor looks at this labor process beyond the individual level, as as 
a dominant mode of work today. Coming out of the autonomous school of thought, affective labor 
captures the shift in 1) the laboring process and 2) the quality of labor in the current capitalist economy. 
As a part of the “services and information” economic paradigm, it relies on communication through 
information and knowledge, and produces an immaterial product. Hardt coins “affective labor” as a 
highly valued form of work "done with a smile" in neoliberal capitalism. 
 
57 Scholars like Lawrence Grossberg and Brian Massumi refer to affect as the pre-subjective passage of 
intensities or forces between humans or humans and objects that leave traces. 
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customer service as much as it is about producing good eyebrows. In other words, Patricia 

Clough’s definition of affect as “bodily capacities to affect and be affected or the augmentation 

or diminution of a body’s capacity to act,” elucidates a salon worker’s affective labor as a part of 

their capacity to act.58 As pointed to earlier, Hardt explains that affective labor can expansively 

produce “feeling[s] of ease, well-being, satisfaction, excitement, passion–even a sense of 

connectedness or community.”59 The “sense of connectedness or community” as the product is 

relevant for the threading salon in terms of the possibilities of sociality as value that circulates 

between customers, co-workers, and owners. Yet, in the case of service interactions seen as poor, 

or salon workers seen as too unruly, such connectedness or community offering socialites 

between women also turn to dissonances within an industry or economy. Rhacel Parrenas helps 

to think through intimate industries, where the transnational commercialization of intimacy also 

allows for a way to understand its commodification within an industry-scale and a political 

economy.60 I draw from such affective labor to think about the way a salon worker’s customer 

service and reputation is a part of their power to act in the service interaction.  

Furthermore, feminist theories of work also evaluate a set of labor predicated on 

intimacies, known as intimate labor. Eileen Boris and Rhacel Parrenas predicate their analytic on 

a kind of “intimacy” or closeness shared during an agreed upon, embodied service between a 

worker and a customer who are of different social relations.61 Intimacy has been considered a 

                                                   
58 Patricia Clough, “Introduction,” in The Affective Turn: Theorizing the Social, ed. by Patricia T. Clough 
with Jean Halley, (Durham: Duke U Press, 2007), 2.  
 
59 Michael Hardt, “Affective Labor,” boundary 26, no. 2 (1999): 96. 
 
60 Rhacel Parrenas, “Intimate Industries.” 
 
61 Boris and Parrenas, Intimate Labors. 
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gendered, devalued, non-market, and unpaid activity, but its commodification as service work 

highlights “gender, racial, class, and other power relations in the context of global economic 

transformations.”62 Placing the threading salon and the beauty service industry in the context of 

“affective labor” and “intimate labor” informs both the type of labor a worker performs as well 

as services delivered and received at the salon. In the semi-private space of the threading salon, 

the closeness of bodies but also aspects of conversation and shared communities bring attention 

to how workers also navigate such one-on-one services with customers and owners.  

Beauty Service Work and Hair Removal 

Lastly, I also place the threading salon within scholarship on the formation of the 

American beauty and nail salon, alongside emerging scholarship on labor relations at the salon.63 

The beauty service industry has its own dynamic history of leisure, service, and hair removal as a 

commodity. Julie Willet notes the beauty service industry, from hair to nails, followed a pattern 

of informal grooming at home to storefront-based grooming. Hair and cosmetic products were 

homemade preparations, but for hair, a proliferation of commercial and beauty products in the 

1800s and growth of populations in towns and cities changed the relations of personal care, 

particularly with black hair care at beauty and barber shops. From the 1920s through WWII, 

every main street had a barbershop and/or beauty salon. In addition, beauty schools also grew in 

tandem with such products at the end of the nineteenth century, as did apprenticeships.64 

                                                   
62 Boris and Parrenas, Intimate Labors, 2–3. 
 
63 See Julie Willet, Permanent Waves: The Making of the American Beauty Shop (New York: New York 
University, 2008): “The beauty business has also been and remains intensely personal. What began as 
domestic service—the hands-on care of the hair, face, and the body—became organized into businesses 
by individual proprietors and entrepreneurs in the late 19th century. These beauty enterprises began to 
appear in cities across the country: a manicure shop tucked away in a multifloor walk-up, a store-front 
hair salon, a ‘beauty college’ in a loft, cosmetics counters front and center in department stores” (12). 
 
64 Julie Willet, Permanent Waves. 
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However, for nails, manicures remained a luxury, available for particular classes, in the 

early 1900s through the 1960s.65 It was not until the transformation of manicuring technology in 

the 1970s, in tandem with the post-Cold War Korean and Vietnamese immigrant and refugee 

population, that the once high-cost luxury service became affordable and widely available for 

middle- and lower-class clientele.66 And while the barbershop had lines of racial segregation that 

informed racialized relations of customer service, and the black beauty salon may have been seen 

as a community organizing space, the early manicurist was represented as dimwitted, a gold 

digger, or hypersexualized. Now, the manicurist is racialized as quiet and in a sweatshop.67  

In terms of the nail salon, Milann Kang describes the commodification of manicure 

services by way of Korean nail salons in New York City in terms of race, gender, and body. Her 

concept of “body labor” highlights how the body’s appearance, functions, and contact are also 

assigned a market value through exchanges that relates to body maintenance.68 Her focus on 

Korean-black and Korean-white relations of luxury and discount at three different salon locales 

situates manicurist to worker interactions as different socialites. Kang’s integral work helps map 

beauty service as a part of race, gender, and low-wage service relevant to the threading salon 

between non co-ethnic salon staff. I draw from her formulations of intimate, body-labor between 

                                                   
 
65 Julie Willet, “Hands Across the Table.” 
 
66 Kang, The Managed Hand; Susan Eckstein and Nguyen, T., “The Making of and Transnationalization 
of an Ethnic Niche: Vietnamese Manicurists,” The International Migration Review 45, no. 3 (2011). 
 
67 Julie Willet, “Hands Across the Table.” 
 
68 She defines body labor as, “commercialized exchanges in which service workers attend to the physical 
comfort and appearance of the customers, through direct contact with the body (such as touching, 
massaging, and manicuring) and by attending to the feelings involved in these practices.” 
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workers and customers, but bring the co-ethnic owner back within a larger salon-based affective 

economy.  

Histories of beauty as hair removal also demonstrate contentious relations of race, 

gender, and sexuality and the body.69 Rebecca Herzig describes the white standards of beauty 

that dominated white femininity and masculinity, marking the hairy body for women as 

undesirable and uncivilized, whereas the hairless indigenous male body was also uncivilized. 

New technologies also marked major transformation in hair removal and therefore beauty service 

in the U.S. For example, barbershops were changed with the advent of the t-razor in the early 

1900s, and the hoe-shaped disposable razor was marketed across genders for self-performed 

body cleanliness.70 Afterwards, “hair removal was declared to be one more measure of the 

drudgery to which American women were unjustly subjected” and became a site of contestation 

for race and gender power relations—antiwar activists and black nationalists very differently 

asserted self-determination in rejecting waxing and/or facilitating natural hair as beautiful.71 

Later, waxing also enters the market as a part of globalization and a circulation of the heated 

compound originating in Egypt in the sixteenth century, for hair removal.72 Wax itself remains 

nonregulated, and can incorporate natural elements and highly processed chemicals. As the 

service labor required for hair removal cannot be outsourced, it continues to open up questions 

relevant for feminist theories of work. I locate the emergence of the Los Angeles threading 

                                                   
69 Rebecca Herzig, Plucked: A History of Hair Removal (New York: NYU Press, 2015). 
 
70 According to Herzig, war-time economies changed women’s use of pantyhose, due to limited access 
plastics and silks. 
 
71 Herzig, Plucked, 115. 
 
72 Herzig, Plucked, 138. 
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salons in this history of hair removal, but lift up the ways that threading is situated within a 

South Asian and multicultural imaginary in terms of both process and product. 

Methodology 

Given my focus on affective and intimate labor, this dissertation is based on an 

interdisciplinary methodology. I deployed 18 months of ethnographic fieldwork in Los Angeles 

County as well as document and policy discourse analysis to understand immigrant and refugee 

women’s labor at the threading salon.  

I traced spools of cotton thread as they unraveled in the hands of threaders as they 

cleaned, shaped, and beautified their customers’ eyebrows through participant observation and 

semi-structured interviews. I also felt the mood of a salon, whether frenzied or relaxed, its 

ambiance through its decor, and the laugher, contentment, pain, and disappointment that varied 

between salon workers, customers, and owners. I focused my fieldwork at two different salon 

locations—one in an ethnic enclave and another in a multiethnic locale—in order to observe the 

transition of threading from a beauty practice once solely done in South Asian communities to its 

mainstream availability across Los Angeles county. At each salon, I observed the threading and 

shaping of over 7,000 eyebrows by salon workers’ attendant customer service practices. 

On Doing a Feminist, Community-based Ethnography of Affective and Intimate Labor 
 

As much as this dissertation asks theoretical questions, it also attendant methodological 

ones. Implicit throughout this project and its story, I return to this question: What does a feminist 

ethnography of affective and intimate labor, as well as salon workers’ and advocates’ attendant 

visions for justice, mean and look like? Clifford Geertz notes that ethnography relies on a long, 

“deep hanging out,” so for the salon, such depth includes day-to-day interactions.73 As affect and 
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intimacy rely on the circulation of forces and intensities bound up with closeness and privacy, a 

feminist ethnography of affect and intimacy at the workplace asks about observations of the 

power to act.  

Ethnographers of affective labor, like Ariel Ducey, consider how nurses in the health care 

industry maneuver and relate to their trainings, where nurses’ engagement with the training 

materials is in and of itself an act of resistance to existing labor formations.74 Relatedly, 

Elizabeth Wissinger spoke with models to understand how they project their personality and are 

valued for their attitudes at photo shoots and events—cultural and artistic activities that are not 

normally recognized as work.75 Lastly, Purnima Mankeker and Akhil Gupta visited call centers 

in India to understand how workers are trained to assume a different racial and national identity 

and “become” that different person based of watching U.S. white T.V. shows while taking 

calls.76 The salon too, demonstrates affective labor, but also its methodology of understanding a 

salon worker’s power to act within, and produce, a set of affects, emotions, moods, tones, and 

relations; a focus on worker advocacy also notes the circulation of affects and emotions across a 

range of organizational efforts and events. 

The broader field of feminist ethnography also raises questions of relations in terms of an 

ethnographer’s identity, reflexivity, and power that challenge notions of outside and objective 
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observers. It also challenges slippages of essentializing women researchers with women 

participants, theorized and practiced by intersectional and transnational scholars of color.77 More 

so, feminist activist ethnography both pushes the possibilities of the politics of research through 

“a commitment to engaging in research that is socially and politically relevant to those we 

study.”78 It also specifies a vision for an ethnography of “emancipatory politics” in social 

movements that challenge state-based claims to citizenship and map the shifting terrain of power 

relations in order to assess how “struggles will introduce new issues and therefore new sites of 

contestation.”79  

For me, interrogating struggles situated in affective economies posed its own excitement 

and problems.80 As the daughter of service workers in niche and mainstream service work, as 

well as a former advocate at a Los Angeles area South Asian nonprofit, I became hopeful about a 

type of engaged and community-based research. I remain invested in salon workplace conditions 

and even first met salon staff integral to this project through the nonprofit’s efforts. Yet, the rise 

and fall of contestations, lawsuits, workers’ rights committees, campaigns, and even community 

organizations, produced its own kind of sadness and vision. Community-based research itself can 

                                                   
77 Shannon Speed, “On Fieldwork and Identity,” in Feminist Ethnography: Thinking through 
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range in its engagement and expectations of relations with differently defined notions of 

community; this project too found its core question through workers’ reflections, post-strike. The 

shortness and longevity of different legal and organizing campaigns across organizations too 

shifted the way this research could be organized. At best, I asked worker leaders, labor 

organizers, and immigrant and community-based advocates what questions would be relevant for 

a project on labor in the beauty service industry and low-wage immigrant service-sector. 

While my positionality and work history situated my own relationship to threading salon 

workers’ trust, and led to access of a few of their friends’ contact information, I met the majority 

of my interviewees cold. I found it important to establish an initial connection with any salon 

staff as a customer, yet even those interactions were at times too short. I recorded and transcribed 

interviews myself. When not given permission to record, I took notes and wrote them up into a 

full narrative soon after each interview. I also primarily took any fieldnotes on my phone as 

jottings, and wrote them up shortly thereafter. I then organized and coded my fieldnotes and 

transcriptions thematically.  

Salon Observations 

With over 100 threading salons in the Los Angeles region, I identified pockets of South 

Asian threading salons as well as those scattered across various neighborhoods differing by race, 

ethnicity and class, as key locales to comparatively draw upon. I draw from material collected 

from Central Beauty Salon and Diane’s Beauty Salon. Central Beauty Salon is a mom-and-pop 

small business salon run by Nepali sisters, with all Nepali staff. I worked at the front register at 

their salon in central Los Angeles County, which was in a historically Black- and Latinx- 

working- and middle-class neighborhood for 18 months. At least once a week but up to three 

times a week, I answered questions at the front desk, rang up and cashed out customers, and 
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stamped rewards cards. Central Beauty Salon was not a high-end luxury salon but besides 

threading, it offered waxing, facial, eyelash extension, and henna services.  

Diane’s Beauty Salon is also a mom-and-pop salon in a South Asian enclave, run by an 

ethnic-Chinese Indian woman, with one Indian staff person, who was let go during the process of 

my fieldwork. On Fridays and Saturdays once a week, I sat on the couch at the back of Diane’s 

salon, paying attention to the conversations she did and did not have with her frequent salon 

goers. I listened to her talk to her customers, their family and friends, and her staff, as she took 

on the steady flow of clientele frequenting her salon, as much as she was an employer to one 

salon services staff and one beauty supply retail staff. 

Interviews 

In addition to ethnographic observation, I also draw from 26 semi-structured interviews I 

conducted largely with threading salon workers but also some owners across Los Angeles 

County. The staff were predominately Indian and Nepalese, and some were African American, 

Bangladeshi, Egyptian, Filipinx, Latina, and Pakistani; about half were recent migrants and the 

other half had been in the states for about ten years. Interviewees worked at mom-and-pop salons 

as well as mainstream and high end regional and national chain salons at strip malls and malls. 

The interviews were conducted in English and Hindi, at places of an interviewee’s comfort and 

choosing, ranging from homes, cafes, mall food courts, and some on the street; participants were 

given a modest stipend to compensate their time.  

Interview questions ranged from migration history to how salon workers first learned 

threading, as well as aspects of service delivery and day-to-day salon relations. For workers and 

owners, I enquired about threading salons as entry-work for recent South Asian immigrant 

women and whether women who start at the salon stay at the salon and why or why not. I also 
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asked about work at the salon over time as well as meanings made at the salon in regards to 

migration and personal story.  

For workers, one-on-one interviews allowed me to ask questions about their lives in and 

outside of the salon. I focused on salon workers’ personal threading and workplace history to 

understand how salon workers came to the beauty practice, their current salon, and their 

customer service routine. If comfortable, I also asked about any typical and atypical notions of 

value—pay, tips, workplace violations and how they relate to the service provided, as well as 

those that extend beyond the categorized notions of wage and hour that affect and intimacy 

demonstrate. For owners, I examined the different trajectories of the salons, salon operations, 

and connections to the growing number of salons in the region. This allowed me to understand 

how the salons were more than a niche-small business work, but were becoming a part of 

American everyday beauty service. 

Beauty Service Trainings 
 

I attended relevant beauty, threading, and henna trainings in the region to focus on how 

salon workers learn to serve their customers. At such trainings, I paid attention to delivery, 

sessions offered, what instructors taught, who students were, and what students learned. I noted 

when students felt good about what they learned and how a student is taught to “work” and 

“serve” in the training and materials. Trainings also gave me insight into any discourses of 

licensing and certification.  

Labor Organizing and Advocacy Meetings 

I also sat in on and supported meetings with the National Healthy Nail and Beauty Salon 

Alliance (NHNBSA) and the California Healthy Nail Salon Collaborative (The Collaborative), a 

member of NHNBSA, as a way to understand challenges in the contemporary beauty service 
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industry but also efforts to change those concerns, for Chapter Four. I attended local, regional, 

and national meetings, strategic planning sessions, hearings, and events. I learned about national 

and regional policy changes that impact different types of beauty salons, how that in turn impacts 

salon workers’ lives, and the role of advocates in supporting immigrants and women of color 

salon workers. Feminist immigrant labor organizing centers affect and intimacy in terms of 

hopeful organizational goals and outcomes in the face of the limitations of state-based 

regulations and disparate state agencies. Yet everyday trust building with workers is also a type 

of difficulty in the face of tight-knight small business salon worker and owner communities and 

networks.  

Discourse Analysis 

Lastly, using discourse analysis, I interrogated how threading as a practice, the salons 

themselves, its workforce, and its regulation were presented in terms of changing notions of 

racialized and gendered labor and consumption. In Chapter One, I drew from ethnic and 

mainstream newspapers, trade and popular cultural journals, and digital review sites like Yelp, I 

noted representations of threading’s authenticity, its origins, and its luxury. To that end, I was 

also curious about how a salon presents itself and its services by way of language, marketing, 

and public relations in online and print marketing materials. I analyzed the way a salon creates 

its branding and its aesthetic and engages in racialized, gendered productions key to bringing in 

particular clientele, especially its “South Asian-ness.” In Chapter Three, I also focused on policy 

discourse analysis, including hearing notes, bills, professional organization fact sheets, and again 

ethnic and mainstream press. I interpreted representations of threading in policy notes as well as 

any reflections from policy makers and salon owners. 
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Stakes and Implications 

In using the framework, “the thread between them,” this project contributes to emergent 

studies of neoliberalism in terms of the intensification of intimacy and affect in beauty service 

work. As a part of feminizing work in global racial capitalism, the threading salon demonstrates 

how pampering, grooming, and beautifying are a part of leisure, luxury, and consumption in the 

Los Angeles. Neoliberal ideologies produce self-disciplining, self-regulating citizen-subjects 

who actualize health through the project of well-being and self-care.81 The salon demonstrates 

the incorporation of new types of leisure as self-care but also contradictorily remains a part of the 

unacknowledged labor of immigrant and refugee women of color’s care-taking and grooming. 

The representation of “natural” services at the salon that get consumed in type of one-on-one 

proximity between worker and customer, suggests a new, but recycled mode of ancient and 

spiritual South Asia, in affective labor and service interactions. In line with the notions of well-

being, such services are also represented artisanal and organic.  

Beauty service and threading salons are often seen as frivolous places that are a part of 

the fabric of everyday, American neighborhoods. Amidst a larger setting of barbershops, hair 

salons, and nail salons on every street corner, a project on the South Asian threading salon in Los 

Angeles reveals how the transnational beauty practice of threading takes various forms to flip the 

hairy and ugly into exoticized aesthetics of beauty. In focusing on racialized and gendered 

affective and intimate labor, the relations produced across worker, customer, and owner also 

layer relations of hierarchical difference. 

                                                   
81 See Aihwa Ong, Neoliberalism as Exception: Mutations in Citizenship and Sovereignty (Durham: Duke 
U Press, 2006); Carla Freeman, Entrepreneurial Selves: Neoliberal Respectability and the Making of a 
Caribbean Middle Class (Durham: Duke U Press, 2014). 
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Given the changing relations of labor in terms of neoliberal governance and economy, the 

threading salon also tells the story of global racial capitalism in terms of the commercialization 

of racialized and gendered practices, and racialized and gendered affect. It makes legible the 

growth, incorporation, and regulation of racialized and gendered labor through the transnational 

beauty practice of threading. In other words, it interrogates how representations of threading as 

an ancient South Asian beauty practice make it a viable business across immigrant businesses 

formations—from mom and pop salons to the world’s largest global retailer as a part of its 

national line—and differing state professional licensing and workers’ rights strategies.  

The first study on South Asian threading salons in the U.S., includes: 1) extending 

research on immigrant and refugee women of color, service work, and affective and intimate 

labor within the beauty salon as an industry, 2) considering continued and new dimensions of 

labor in terms of neoliberalism, affect, and affective labor in the threading salon; and 3) 

foregrounding the meanings of work and life made by South Asian immigrant women workers 

and owners at the threading salon. Ultimately, this research examines the changing productions 

of labor within the beauty service industry, service work, and neoliberal economy. As such, 

questions of racialized and gendered labor are ever important in terms of economic crisis, 

austerity measures, and shifting neoliberal policies. 

Chapter Overview 

Chapter One 

Chapter One, “It’s Hairy Business: The Growth of Threading Salons and the Women that 

Staff, 1980-2018” foregrounds the transnational beauty practice of threading in its emergence at 

salons in 1990s multicultural Los Angeles. I draw from an interdisciplinary archive of 

mainstream and ethnic newspapers, magazines, salon’s online and print marketing materials, 

beauty industry publications, as well as ethnographic fieldwork to trace the Los Angeles 
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threading salon’s development out of ethnic enclave spaces and U.S. Orientalist imaginaries of 

South Asia. In examining how threading became regularized in standalone threading kiosks and 

salons, I map the transition of services embedded in ideologies of an “Indo-cool” to an “Indo-

natural.” In doing so, I interrogate how beauty service also became available as a franchise 

option at malls across the county and/or affiliated with a global retailer. All of this contributes to 

an understanding of the eyebrow as a new frontier in the global beauty industry.  

This chapter also considers the workforce that such salons require, located in immigrant 

and refugee women’s racialized and gendered labor in service work. Culling from 26 semi-

structured interviews, I center the narratives of the predominantly South Asian immigrant 

women’s labor at the salon as ancillary to their migration to Los Angeles. I then focus on how 

threading practices traveled and changed in the space of the salon, problematizing of the 

binaristic representations of informal/formal and craft/skill.  

Chapter Two 

Chapter Two, “The Thread Between Them: Affective Labor at the Salon,” is an 

ethnography of the layered dimensions of beauty service work and the relations produced at the 

salon among workers, customers, and owners. Based on 18 months of participant observation at 

two salons and interviews across the county, I highlight three aspects of salon life—customer 

service, salon time, and salon tensions—to capture the connections and dissonances forged at the 

salon. Through the framework of affective labor, I pay attention to the forces and intensities, that 

circulate and are produced at the salon, like sensations, feelings, emotions, and mood.  

Salon workers navigate service delivery through modes of customer service, including 

deep conversation, boundaries, and focused skill to limit feelings of pain as a way to make their 

repeat and regular customer. They also manage different aspects of appointment-based and walk-
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in-based clientele, where customers’ understandings of wait time and service time are sources of 

stress and conversely, salon worker’s experiences of downtime produce boredom. In each, being 

“a good threader” shape a threader’s reputation, customer frequency, and tips, where affects of 

fictive kinships of sisterhood become sources of pleasure, tension, and exploitation inside and 

outside the salon. 

Chapter Three 

Chapter Three, “Twist of Fate: Threading Regulations in California,” looks at California 

cosmetology policy discourse on licensing regulation and deregulation to understand how the 

health of the consumer supersedes the health of the racialized and devalued worker. I gathered 

state policy documents, including hearing minutes and notes, department and board reports and 

publications, newspaper articles, as well as fieldwork interviews to examine the discourse of 

state-enacted licensing and regulation of threading as an emerging beauty practice in the salon 

space. I focus on five different attempts of state-enacted licensing for threading in California 

from 2003 to 2008 to compare California’s non-regulation of threading against Arizona’s and 

Texas’ debates to regulate, fine, and then remove the licensing stipulation.  

In doing so, I center how California’s debate mobilized notions of threading as ancient, 

traditional, and intergenerational women’s work in relation to the precedent of hair braiding, and 

alongside a diversity capitalism that sought to protect immigrant women’s entrepreneurship as a 

boon for the economy. Each policy debate both coded the practice as dirty and unsanitary for 

consumers, but ancient and traditional for owners, emphasizing the survival of the business and 

the economy. Ultimately, cosmetology licensing discourse demonstrates how the protections of 

the consumer and the business are prioritized against the worker.  
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Chapter Four 

Chapter Four, “Raising Eyebrows: Unions, Worker Centers, and Healthy Collaboratives,” 

asks how affective labor shapes understandings of labor organizing and movement building 

broadly, comparing a worker center-supported strike at a threading salon to health and safety 

organizing at nail salons in Southern California. This chapter examines why unions excluded 

certain service work, like the salon, and what is at stake in rendering invisible salon work as a 

site of power. It draws from interdisciplinary discourse analysis of union trade journals and 

magazines, membership cards, organizational ephemera, and newspaper articles as well as 

ethnographic fieldwork of and informal interviews from local, statewide, and national organizing 

efforts. I locate contemporary beauty service organizing at the salon in the long trajectory of 

barber and beauty shop organizing through the trade unionist and professionalizing efforts of the 

Journeymen Barbers’ International Union of America, and the issues of sexism and exploitation 

raised by the National Beauty Culturists’ League.  

I shift from that context to hone in on the worker center movement in Los Angeles to 

unpack how the intersectional analysis made possible at an immigrant worker center in the Los 

Angeles area, South Asian Network, could take on the labor concerns that a framework of 

affective labor illuminates for legal cases that exceed the parameters of wage and hour. I then 

document how the California Healthy Nail Salon Collaborative, as a part of the National Healthy 

Nail and Hair Salon Alliance, develops an intersectional approach to organizing the 

environmental, reproductive, and racial justice issues at the salon in a way that includes both 

occupational health and safety and workers’ rights. Each of these different forms of organization 

and organizing, in particular the worker center, allow me to trace when and how the beauty salon 

became recognized as an organizable site of violation and exploitation. 
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CHAPTER ONE. IT’S HAIRY BUSINESS: THE GROWTH OF THREADING SALONS 
AND THE WOMEN THAT STAFF THEM, 1980–2018 

“Your eyebrows are on fleek!” one female customer turned and excitedly shared to her 

friend who just had her eyebrows cleaned at Central Beauty Salon. The customers, Latina 

women in their mid-20s, relaxed in the two salon chairs next to each other, wearing bright 

summer clothes—one in a flowing, monochrome maxi dress and the other in a tank top, shorts, 

and lace up sandals—with a fan directly cooling them on that hot Southland day. The customer 

in the maxi dress stayed reclined in her salon chair for a moment longer than her friend, as she 

glanced in a hand-held mirror, rotating her face right, then left to evaluate; her regular threader, a 

Nepali woman in her early 30s, in a black polo with an embroidered salon logo on it and jeans, 

cautiously paused nearby. The customer smiled affirmatively and placed the mirror down 

implicitly gesturing her satisfaction with her freshly groomed eyebrows. In turn, the threader 

relaxed, and the customer quickly got up to pay. The customer made it clear that she and her 

friend were passing through on an errand, as they confirmed their other plans for the day; getting 

their eyebrows done on a Saturday afternoon seemed routine for the pair. However, as was the 

case with most customers at Central Beauty Salon, but also at threading salons in Los Angeles 

County broadly, threading was a relatively new experience for them.  

A persistent question remains: What made the practice of threading a regular choice for 

facial hair removal for the differing clientele at the two salons I spent my fieldwork at, as well as 

the growing number of other threading salons across in Los Angeles County? More so, how did 

threading—and the salons that specialized in it—become a prevailing choice for facial hair 

removal as opposed to waxing, tweezing, or not grooming their eyebrows at all? Last, how did 

the predominantly immigrant and refugee women come to work, own, and make meaning of the 

salons? Threading at a formal beauty salon, even in a South Asian enclave, is a recent 
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development in comparison to other types of salons and beauty service at large in Los Angeles. 

Prior to the wider availability of the threading salon, threaders either ran a home-based practice 

offering threading, facials, and waxing, or women tweezed, waxed, or threaded themselves, 

while the predominant beauty salon at the time included either the full-service salon, or the 

stand-alone hair or nail salon. Unlike mainstream salons that provide typical services like 

haircuts, manicures, and waxes, eyebrow threading at a salon-based locale was sparse until as 

late as the mid-2000s.1 

In this chapter, I contextualize the growth of threading salons as a new formation in 

beauty service work in Los Angeles from the late 1980s to 2018. I situate threading salons within 

the multicultural consumption of threading and the global aesthetic of the eyebrow within the 

beauty industry. While threading salons transitioned from home spaces and mom-and-pop salons 

in ethnic enclaves to regional and national chains affiliated with malls and global retailers, I 

argue that the expansion of threading salons within the context of Los Angeles’ beauty service 

industry, the rise of threading as a transnational practice, and the popularity for threading in the 

overarching beauty industry can be understood in three parallel moments: 1) an American 

Orientalist popular culture imaginary that valued threading as a beauty practice from “Indo-cool” 

to “Indo-natural”; 2) the development of an infrastructure for threading salons out of ethnic 

enclaves and mall kiosks; and 3) the focus on the eyebrow as the beauty feature of the past 

decade. In turn, I also trace how threading itself becomes the literal and figurative string that 

connects through debated feminist binaries of informal/formal, home/work, craft/skill, and 

private/public to make legible the ways that emerging modes of immigrant women’s affective 

                                                   
1 Often, even at the end of my fieldwork in 2016, threaders still did threading work in the home, either 
after their job at a salon (rare), in between salon jobs, or as their primary source of threading work. 
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labor, too, forges new ways of thinking about the boundaries of racialized and gendered service 

work.  

I first contextualize the emergence of four threading salons from enclave locales to 

farther out chains in relation to American Orientalism, popular culture, and the changing 

appropriation of South Asian women’s beauty practices as well as the branding that salons 

deployed. I then capture salons’ transition from regional chains to national and global retailers. 

In the second half of this chapter, I analyze the South Asian immigrant labor force in threading, a 

demographic trend necessitated by the sheer growth in number of salons. In doing so, I 

interrogate what it means that those who thread did so as an ancillary aspect of their migration to 

Los Angeles. The chapter ends with a focus on the larger shift of threading work, from a home-

based craft to a “skilled” and “legitimate” beauty practice for the threaders themselves. 

From Enclave to the Mall: The “Age-Old” Beauty Practice of Threading in Los Angeles 
Salons  

The ethnic-specific and/or niche beauty salon in Los Angeles is not new. African 

American hair salons in South Los Angeles, Latinx beauty salons in East Los Angeles, and 

Vietnamese nail salons in Orange County, as well as all-encompassing full-service salons across 

the Los Angeles area, each had respective niche staff and customers during the beauty service 

industry’s post-war boom. The incorporation of the middle-class, white American woman into 

industrial and other forms of paid work, the increase of discretionary income, and working 

women’s new cultural beauty standards at the workplace and otherwise, each mutually facilitated 

a relationship to beauty service pampering at large after World War II.2 Certain salon services 

                                                   
2 For a national context, see Juliet Willett, Permanent Waves: The Making of the American Beauty Shop 
(New York: NYU Press, 2000), 122–125; Quincy Mills, Cutting Along the Color Line: Black Barbers 
and Desegregation and the Black Barbershop (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2013); 
Kathy Peiss, “On Beauty…And the History of Business,” In Beauty and Business: Commerce, Gender, 
and Culture in Modern America, ed. Philip Cranton (New York: Routledge, 2001), 7–22. 
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remained a luxury service before the 1970s, while other salons cultivated their own clientele 

based on racially specific needs and exclusions to notions of beauty ideology and beauty service. 

In Los Angeles, African American hair salons innovated and serviced needs specific to black 

hair.3 But the growth of Vietnamese nail salons suggested both a pattern of nail care via celebrity 

nail culture and benevolent refugee training and post-Cold War incorporation into the small 

business niche in California in the mid-1970s.4 Additionally, technological changes—namely 

with the electric nail file and the acrylic nail—made the consumption of manicures more 

affordable.5 The threading salon emerged later in this context in the late 1980s at the intersection 

of several factors, including Los Angeles multicultural consumption, Hollywood Orientalism, 

and the global beauty aesthetic of the eyebrow. 

In this first section, I demonstrate how salons started as mom-and-pop salons situated in a 

South Asian enclave to either remain as such or become regional chains paving the way for 

national chains, alongside an American Orientalism that fell into representations of the beauty 

practice as an “Indo-chic.” In doing so, I compare and contrast the development of several local 

and non-local salons—Ziba, Vinita’s, S.H.A.P.E.S. Brow Bar, and Seva—as industry leaders that 

deployed different strategies to brand and sell threading. Each salon cultivated their brand and 

clientele through patrons in ethnic enclaves, the development of public kiosks against the 

                                                   
 
3 Lanita Jacobs-Huey, From the Kitchen to the Parlor: Language and Becoming in African American 
Women’s Hair Care (New York: Oxford, 2006). 
 
4 Regan Morris, “How Tippi Hedren made Vietnamese Refugees into Nail Salon Magnates,” BBC, May 
3, 2015, http://www.bbc.com/news/magazine-32544343. 
 
5 Susan Eckstein, and T. Nguyen, “The Making and Transnationalization of an Ethnic Niche: Vietnamese 
Manicurists,” The International Migration Review 45 no. 3 (2011): 639–674; Juliet Willet, “Hands 
Across the Table: A Short History of the Manicurist,” Journal of Women’s History, 17 no.3 (2005), 59–
80; R. Pesola, U.S. Patent No. 3,916,921 (Washington, DC: US Patent and Trademark Office, 1975).  
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transition to salon privacy, and even a stream of product lines. Ultimately, the way certain salons 

strategically used different models also reveals threading’s incorporation into modes of 

neoliberal beauty consumption as self-care and beauty service work as sites of immigrant and 

women of color’s labor across Los Angeles. 

Los Angeles Multicultural Consumption and the Racialization of Hollywood Indo-Chic 

The emergence of threading salons in Los Angeles align with the city’s broader ethos of 

multiculturalism and its consumption of ethnic communities vis-á-vis services, including South 

Asia and beauty service work.6 First appearing within the spatial terrain of the region’s “Little 

India,” the threading salon initially played into an imagined availability of a set of South Asian 

services related to American Orientalism.7 Vijay Prashad described an earlier-nineteenth-century 

form of American Orientalism where the U.S. obsession with South Asian religious truths 

continued to flatten the region as an imagined space of beautiful mysteries against American 

materialism.8 Yet, scholars like Sunaina Maira describe the recycling of such tropes through a 

                                                   
6 Mark Pandoongpatt, Flavors of Empire: Food and the Making of Thai America (Berkeley: UC Press, 
2017). Scott Kurashige, The Shifting Grounds of Race: Black and Japanese Americans in the Making of 
Multiethnic Los Angeles (New Jersey: Princeton U Press, 2007). 
 
7 I want to be careful of representing Little India, as solely Indian, or even solely South Asian. Anup 
Sheth has captured the debate on the naming of the region, which in and of itself tells the dimensions of 
Los Angeles’ multiethnic landscape and histories of exclusion and belonging. See “Little India, Next Exit: 
Ethnic Destinations in the City,” Ethnography 11, no. 1 (2010): 69-88 for more. Additionally, a 
community’s fight for enclave naming often harkens concerns of pride attendant to the visibility of 
residents, but in Little India’s debates, contestations pointed to an elision of the histories of Portuguese 
communities and residents, as well as Filipinx and Mexican immigrant communities. The city council 
itself named the region International Square, but the strip’s main entrepreneur adopted freeway signage to 
call it “Krishna Koka’s Little India Village,” hinting at the consumer and business orientations of the 
main thoroughfare.  
 
8 Malini Schueller describes U.S. Orientalisms in-depth in her project, U.S. Orientalisms: Race, Nation, 
and Gender in Literature, 1790-1890 (Ann Arbor: U Michigan Press, 2001); as does Bill Mullen in Afro-
Orientalisms (Minneapolis: U Minnesota Press, 2004). 
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1990s New Age Orientalism that places the consumption of Indian-ness—and specifically their 

products—as similarly spiritual, but ironically material.9  

For example, Los Angeles’ Little India was represented as a drivable escape to 

alliterative and purchasable sensations full of “sparkling new shopping centers and renovated 

storefronts [that] sell everything from sapphires to spices, saris to samosas.”10 In a Los Angeles 

Times article titled, “India, Inc.” Ilene Staple, a film producer, noted that her visits down the 

freeway in the late-1990s were based on a “mood” where she wanted to feel “beautiful and 

meditative,” organized by the experiences she could buy, including beauty products. She could 

“have lunch, buy music, go to the shops for spices and bangles,” and then she specifies, “you can 

get kohl [eyeliner] sticks for a dollar.”11 Asian American Studies public cultures scholars 

describe the consumption of discrete sensory products of the East, from food to fashion, as 

culturally mediated investments in multicultural and cosmopolitan paradise beyond the visual.12 

Staple’s trip to Little India, too, included the multiple sensory and affective forms of taste, 

sound, and smell in the spatially bounded region. Yet, for the film producer, it is the lower-cost 

make-up product for thicker eyelining available in the Indian neighborhood that connects to the 

pleasures of feeling beautiful.  

                                                   
9 Vijay Prashad, The Karma of Brown Folks (Minneapolis: U Minnesota Press, 2001); Sunaina Maira 
“From Henna to Hip Hop: The Politics of Cultural Production and the Work of Cultural Studies” Journal 
of Asian American Studies 3, no. 3 (2000); Maria, Sunaina. “Indo Chic: Late Capitalist Orientalism and 
Imperial Culture,” in Alien Encounters: Popular Culture in Asian America, edited by Mimi T. Nguyen 
and Thuy Linh Nguyen Tu, 221-243. Durham: Duke U Press, 2007.  
 
10 Denise Hamilton, “India Inc.,” LA Times, July 20, 1997, 
http://articles.latimes.com/1997/jul/20/business/fi-14434. 
 
11 Hamilton, “India Inc.”  
 
12 Martin Manalansan, “Cooking up the Senses: A Critical Embodied Approach to the Study of Food and 
Asian American Television Audiences,” in Alien Encounters: Popular Culture in Asian America, edited 
by Mimi T. Nguyen and Thuy Linh Nguyen Tu, 221-243. Durham: Duke U Press, 2007. 
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A few years later, the possibilities of a Los Angeles-based, pan-ethnic, multicultural 

consumption of India expanded to include beauty services, instead of solely beauty products. A 

Los Angeles Times feature article on Little India continues to recommend the drivable journey to 

neighborhood for sensory relations from restaurants, grocery items, and desserts. Entitled, 

“Shopping the Neighborhood: Baubles, Bangles, and Threads,” the last service recommended in 

the list of to-dos, however, is also a visit to “salons [that] offer the exotic beauty treatments of 

another culture.”13 A later Los Angeles Times article titled “The World on a Platter,” echoes the 

perceived eatability of the city vis-á-vis streets and neighborhoods as multicultural, national 

availability: “It's one of the things we love best about living in the Southland. You can have 

breakfast in Taiwan, lunch in India and dinner in Ethiopia, all in a day.”14 At the end of the 

cultural expose-as-guide, is the suggestion to head to a Little India spa for eyebrow threading or 

“the age-old Indian alternative to plucking or waxing” which also offers “more traditional spa 

services.”15 Threading, a non-traditional spa service, becomes recognized as a reason to drive to 

the enclave. Yet, because it is a relatively new beauty practice, it needs explaining. The use of 

“age-old” marker is a central descriptor for the beauty practice that repeats in its media 

representations and in salons’ own marketing of themselves.  

                                                   
13 Times Fashion Writers, “Shopping the Neighborhood: Little India; Baubles, Bangles, and Threads,” LA 
Times, August 27, 1999, https://www.latimes.com/archives/la-xpm-1999-aug-27-cl-4074-story.html. 
 
14 Cynthia Dea and Jessica Gelt, “The World on a Platter,” LA Times, May 31, 2007, 
http://articles.latimes.com/2007/may/31/news/wk-cover31. A part of the article’s recommendations for 
the South Asian enclave, like other representations of the space, includes passing through its colorful five 
blocks for fried snacks, spicy lunches, cool sweets, corner groceries, and hypnotic Bollywood. Ignoring 
the ways that immigrant small business are often a response to an exclusion from other forms of capital 
incorporation, the Times article positions Los Angeles through an off-ramp global digestibility of freeway 
stops to ethnic communities and enclave services. 
 
15 Dea and Gelt, “The World on a Platter.”  
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Presented as both an alternative, and a tradition, threading is imagined, defined, and 

assured as an authentic but ahistorical practice available in these newly forming salons. A 

different Los Angeles Times article translates threading’s confusing place in the region as a 

“gracefully bizarre ritual” similar to shaving, plucking, laser, and electrolysis.16 On the one hand, 

the beauty practice is alternative is to “nicks and scars” and “burns, rashes, or blemishes.”17 But 

on the other hand, the alternative is a backwards reach to a “long-ago India.”18 The news pieces 

attempts to define the practice that otherwise “looks and fields weird” relationally to better 

known forms of Indian art, like dance:  

Threading, [is] an age-old Indian hair removal technique that is relatively new to 

the West. In a gracefully bizarre ritual, the cosmetician holds one end of a 100% 

cotton thread in her mouth while manipulating the other, tightly looped end 

around facial hairs, yanking them out of the follicle with a rapid twisting motion. 

As she works the thread across the client's face, the cosmetician's neck and head 

bob back and forward in sinuous movements mirroring those in traditional Indian 

dance.19 

The article details the materials required for threading—cotton thread and a South Asian body—

to then compare the salon worker’s motion as that of a dancer. In doing so, it places threading 

and threader as both “age-old” and “traditional.” It both assures consumers of its authenticity to 

                                                   
16 Kyle Roderick, “The Thread Connecting Them to Long-Ago India,” LA Times, November 20, 1997, 
https://www.latimes.com/archives/la-xpm-1997-nov-20-ls-55613-story.html. 
 
17 Roderick, “The Thread Connecting Them to Long-Ago India.” 
 
18 Roderick, “The Thread Connecting Them to Long-Ago India.” 
 
19 Roderick, “The Thread Connecting Them to Long-Ago India.” 
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the region of India/ South Asia, but locates it in an ahistorical time available in the place of the 

enclave.  

Threading salons first took on the form of small “mom-and-pop” storefront operations in 

ethnic enclaves in the late-1980s, laying the groundwork for threading to develop its own 

everyday culture and consumption as well as its need for labor both within the beauty service 

industry in Los Angeles and nationally. The initial threading salons in Los Angeles County were 

few and far between. Those first salons, all mom-and-pop small businesses, tended to be located 

within neighborhoods that had clusters of South Asian populations, including the teeming 

epicenter of Pioneer Boulevard’s “Little India,” but also later Parthenia Street in Northridge, 

Venice Boulevard in West Los Angeles, or in Torrance in the South Bay. As such, salons were 

also frequently located next to other South Asian institutions or services, like faith-based sites, 

grocery stores, or restaurants.  

As the moniker “mom-and-pop” points to, such salons started small as family-run 

businesses, with many remaining in family-owned formation as they eventually expanded into 

chains. One salon in Little India had started as a part of bridal services, another had come about 

in connection to a clothing store, whereas most were stand-alone but full-service beauty salons. 

They offered hair, facial, as well as threading services. As the number of salons increased over 

the years, their geography and salon-type impacted how they developed and reached new 

clientele overall. 

Several prominent Southern California chain salons followed a pattern of starting small in 

an ethnic enclave and expanding out, like Ziba Beauty Salon. Ziba Beauty Salon, now a popular 

chain, was founded in 1987 in Artesia.20 Though the salon owner ran a beauty salon out of her 

                                                   
20 The Artesia chamber of commerce notes this as 1985, and the Ziba website 1988. However, an India 
Journal article announces the salon’s grand opening in 1987.  
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garage in India, after migrating to the U.S. she opened a storefront on the main thoroughfare of 

Little India’s South Asian retail, restaurant, and grocery shops.21 That first salon’s neighborhood 

eventually headquartered the Ziba Beauty Company and, 30 years later, became the site of one of 

the largest threading chains in the state, with 13 locations in the Southern California area, and 

two more in Northern California, as of 2018. Ziba has salons in both small shopping plazas and 

malls. According to its website, it shapes 1 million eyebrows each year.22 

While the narrative of Ziba’s growth above relays information about its expansion, the 

company also reached prominence as its services coincided with, and contributed to, a new wave 

of late-1990s American Orientalism through celebrity fad and cultural appropriation of henna. 

For Ziba, celebrities like Madonna, Gwen Stefani, and Liv Tyler came to the salon for their 

mehendi services, while their music videos and magazine spreads promoted Ziba, like “Ray of 

Light,” Vanity Fair and Rolling Stone, and paparazzi photos of 1990s parties, respectively. In 

turn, new customers came into the salon looking for mehendi but then “embraced Ziba Beauty’s 

other service, eyebrow threading.” Other clientele noted in Ziba press materials include Paula 

Abdul, Jennifer Aniston, Salma Hayek, Paris Hilton, Pink and Naomi Campbell. Implicitly 

organized around predominately white celebrity culture and/or whiteness that make legible 

notions of exoticness, Madonna is famously quoted in the salon’s materials: “when Sumita 

hennas my hands and feet, I am transported to another time a place. A world of passion, magic, 

and romance.”23 The quote itself highlights U.S. Orientalist tropes of spirituality, and yet, it is the 

                                                   
21 Michel Potts, “Ziba Beauty Center Marks 20 Years, Expansion Continues,” India West, September 22, 
2006. 
  
22 Ziba, “FAQ,” Ziba Beauty, Accessed May 01, 2018, https://www.zibabeauty.com/faq/. 
 
23 Sumita Batra with Liz Wilde, The Art of Mehndi (New York, NY: Penguin Studios, 1999). 
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service and presumed affective relations between the white celebrity body and the brown-

delivered specialty service interaction that elevates the racialization of the consumer, the 

laboring body, and the luxury of the service. 

In wanting to map and place threading’s origins, Ziba Beauty Salon also contributes to 

the portrayal of threading’s mystery vis-à-vis its elusive origins. A previously mentioned LA 

Times article adds to this mystique:  

“Because threading is such an ancient practice, its origins are somewhat 

mysterious,” Sabarwal adds. “I'd venture that the Aryans, who had pale skin and 

dark hair, originated threading in the Middle East, then moved with it to India and 

into what is now Pakistan and Bangladesh.”24 

Kulwant Sabarwal, one of Ziba’s owners and founders, not only further enshrouds threading as 

mysterious, contributing to narratives of its ahistorically ancient desirability, she then racializes 

the practice to an Aryan whiteness. Speaking to “pale skin and dark hair” as the anomaly of 

contrast to justify the aesthetic of hair trimming, threading is represented as an antidote to 

unwanted hairiness based on global regimes of race and whiteness. Though not locating 

threading with solely India or South Asia, as most salons do on their websites, placards in stores, 

or even on Yelp, Ziba’s acknowledgement of threading as Middle Eastern is imagined in relation 

to global racial hierarchies invested in telling the beauty of Aryan-ness as whiteness and vice 

versa. Important to note, in conveying Ziba’s origins as embedded in family history, various 

published material present Sabarwal as having “migrated from Persia,” and/or of Indian descent 

“immigrant from Iran.”25 In a way the Aryan-ness continues to makes sense to Sabarwal, where 

                                                   
24 Roderick, “The Thread Connecting Them to Long-Ago India.” 
 
25 “Our Story,” www.ZibaBeauty.com, Accessed April 15, 2019. https://www.zibabeauty.com/about/. 
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she noted that in the late-1990s, “the only salons in Los Angeles or the United States where 

you’ll find threading are Indian or Iranian.”26 Yet the author pushes global and U.S. racial 

ideologies of beauty further, attempting to make threading’s white origins commensurable with 

its diverse Angeleno clientele: “the Frida Kahlo uni-brow and/or mustache is far more culturally 

widespread. On a recent weekday morning, Indian, Middle Eastern, African American and white 

women of European descent crammed the salon, amiably chatting as they waited an average of 

20 minutes to undergo facial depilation.”27  

Westward Expansion! Transnational Modalities of Chain Beauty Service in the U.S. 

Ziba’s move to open salons across Southern California, including in malls, specialize in 

products, and reach a broader, even higher-end clientele demonstrates its shift to shed the local-

salon services model for an artistically-based, global beauty scale. A deeper examination of its 

branding reveals a branded, boasted array of in-salon services that it labeled with creative 

overtones using the phrase “art of”: threading, mehendi, waxing, skin care, nails, and brides. The 

language of “the art of” makes typical beauty salon services into an artistic venture where the 

staff are artists and the services are also, in a way, artisanal. It initially presented the “art of 

henna” as a published book with Madonna, wearing henna down her arms, a bindi on her face, 

and a scarf over her head, as the cover photo in 1999, published in both the U.S. and the U.K. 

Later, in 2017, it defined the “art of threading” to be “a system learning to read facial structures 

and create brows that compliment your face.” The contrast and focus of its services as the “art 

of” is an important one for analyses of labor. On the one hand, the branding and label of 

threading as art asserts the practice and the service as an art that has the potential to recognize the 

                                                   
26 “Our Story,” www.ZibaBeauty.com; Roderick, “The Thread Connecting Them to Long-Ago India.” 
 
27 Roderick, “The Thread Connecting Them to Long-Ago India.” 
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threader as an artist of such creative visions. Yet, in this case, the branding move situates the 

salon vis-á-vis the threader as a higher-class venue in relation to other salons—Ziba’s owners is 

a “henna body painter to the stars”—while it also elides sensibility of the threader as a worker 

protectable by labor rights. Ziba extends its popularization of the art of threading within beauty 

service to the global beauty industry at large, renaming the salon to the “studio” as it imagines 

itself as “global leadership in brow and body artistry” with “a goal of 501 studios by 2021.” 

Though Ziba represents an industry pioneer and high profile salon with higher-cost 

services, another regional chain, Vinita’s Beauty & Threading Studio, compares in its attention 

to marketing but differs in its portrayal of service or the familial. Fifteen years after Ziba first 

opened, Vinita’s Beauty & Threading Studio was founded in 2002, in the Artesia-adjacent city, 

Cerritos. The salon’s owner and namesake, Vineeta Vineet, is a licensed cosmetologist in both 

India and the U.S.28 The salon pitches itself as a shorthand hybrid global of brownness and 

whiteness, where it “offer[s] a unique blend of Indo-ethnic looks and Euro-American styles.”29 

Emphasizing “Indo-ethnic” as a look, the company also locates threading as an “ancient Indian 

art,” where related services are core to the salon experience. The salon includes “exotic ambience 

with traditional warmth.”30 Even the small amount of attention to given to affective dimensions 

                                                   
28 Earning her Indian cosmetology license in 1980, Vineet earned her license in India in 1980 and worked 
at two chain salons in India, before opening her own beauty training school, which her sister operated 
after her; she then studied at Cerritos College for two years to get her California cosmetology license. 
From Michel Potts, “Vinita's Salon Opens Latest Shop in Tustin,” India West, Feb 24, 2006. 
 
29 India West Staff, “Vinita’s Beauty and Threading Studio Opens Ninth Location in SoCal,” India West, 
May 28, 2015, https://www.indiawest.com/news/business/vinita-s-beauty-and-threading-studio-opens-th-
location-in/article_7ef82688-0561-11e5-9e63-5b0d81d4817c.html. 
 
30 Vinita’s Beauty and Threading Studio, “About Us,” www.threadingstudio.com, Accessed April 15, 
2019, https://threadingstudio.com/about-us/. 
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of ambiance and warmth hint at the salon’s focus on beauty service differently from other chains 

in the area that center threading within global beauty only.  

Vinita’s differently focuses on “family” within their marketing of themselves. It, too, 

expanded across greater Los Angeles in the mid- to late-2000s, from one salon in Cerritos to 

eight locations in the greater Los Angeles region. Press coverage of each new store opening often 

insists on its family-owned relations, highlighting in detail the roles that each family member 

takes on. In describing the salon development process, one article notes, “even the designs of the 

Vinita’s shops are a collaborative family affair. ‘We all discuss the designs and the majority 

wins,’ said Vinita, adding that all of the stores are like her ‘babies’ and she doesn't want to show 

preference to any of them.’”  

While I highlight how these two salon businesses started small, they represent key 

examples of how such salons were rooted in or near South Asian communities in Greater Los 

Angeles, and then expanded outward. Again, Ziba initially grew to set up at malls from Little 

India across the county, while Vinita’s remained in strip-mall locales. Yet, as these local chains 

expanded, other mom-and-pop salons also opened from the late-1980s on and remained small, 

with the largest number of mom-and-pop salons opening in the mid- to late-2000s.31  

Outside of the Little India examples, other national chains moved into the region in the 

late-2000s through malls, building off notions of the kiosk-space as accessible and cheap 

introductions to and for clientele, against notions of the enclosed and therefore semi-privatized 

salon-space. In partnership with a national or global retailer, a few chains came to Southern 

                                                   
31 A few other chains exist in the area. Brow Mantra is another salon opened further south, outside of the 
direct South Asian enclave areas, in Orange County in 2010. By 2017, Brow Mantra had five locations 
there and moved north, with two more in Los Angeles County. i studio is another example, but there is a 
paucity of information in digital and print media, and limited information about its history from 
interviews at this point.  
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California from out of state. In one example, s.h.a.p.e.s. Brow Bar first opened in 2003 in 

Chicago. Recognizing how busy her one salon was, Reema, the company owner, then considered 

“maximizing burgeoning marketplace”: 

With women driving from all over to the north side of Chicago just for one of her 

coveted threading sessions, Reema saw the opportunity to maximize this 

burgeoning marketplace. Realizing the potential and the increasing acceptance of 

threading, Reema explored her opportunities. Armed with her threading expertise 

and a mission to educate people about threading, she decided to expand her reach 

by providing a different spin to the salon industry and the brow bar concept was 

born.32 

By 2017, it expanded to 70 locations overall, including Arizona, California, Georgia, Illinois, 

New York, and Texas, with 20 salons, almost one-third, located in California. As conveyed in 

the quote above, s.h.a.p.e.s. brow bar’s model relies on the language of a beauty “bar” to shift the 

salon concept at malls. With the framing of the “bar,” in a way, s.h.a.p.e.s. situates itself in the 

mall as a partial salon that provides a limited range of beauty services to clients who otherwise 

connect a salon to a fuller range of services: hair, nail, waxing, and otherwise. Calling itself a 

bar, s.h.a.p.e.s. often utilized the smaller and more exposed kiosk at the mall. The kiosk and bar 

strategy both introduced the client to a more focused salon menu for the eyebrows only—

services that highlighted threading and eye makeup. Yet, in being physically located in in-

between walkways at the mall, the kiosk also had a visibility that sought to grab new clientele as 

they passed by, thus “educat[ing] people about threading.” Today, s.h.a.p.e.s. runs both kiosks 

and store-fronts, sometimes in the same mall, and has an affiliation with Westfield Malls. 

                                                   
32  Shapes Brow Bar, “About,” www.shapesbrowbar.com, Accessed April 15, 2019, 
https://www.shapesbrowbar.com/about/. 
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Another national chain, Seva beauty, represents a valence of threading’s national and 

global incorporation, through its affiliation with infamous global retailer, Walmart. Ironically, 

Seva began as an idea when the present company owners, a couple, visited a salon in Chicago’s 

South Asian ethnic enclave, Devon Street, to get their eyebrows threaded. They decided that 

although the mall model was helpful to introduce and make palatable threading to an American 

clientele, the kiosk’s open venue failed to offer its clientele privacy. In contrast, Seva’s owners 

chose to affiliate with Walmart to still remain connected to a built-in clientele like the mall: 

We needed a location that would allow us to give threading maximum exposure 

without sacrificing convenience and privacy. It was a no-brainer: within retail 

environments such as Walmart. 30,000-plus customers per week entered a typical 

Walmart on a recurring basis. Most importantly, the retail environment could 

offer an unparalleled one-stop-shop convenience to the customer.33  

Owner Vas Maniatis’ leap from the mall to the global retailer Walmart demonstrates his focus on 

reaching a built-in market of clientele that a stand-alone, street-based mom-and-pop salon could 

not attain. It also highlights his recognition that there is a way to marketize and grow the beauty 

practice of threading to a global audience, outside of its typical venues. In distinction from the 

mall-based kiosk’s lack of privacy and the challenge of a multi-store venue that a mall poses 

overall, the salon opened solely as an eyebrow threading venue and was then called Simply 

Eyebrows, in Indianapolis, Indiana in 2008. The store rebranded in 2010 to Seva, which 

translates “to serve selflessly,” with an expansion of their services beyond eyebrow threading 

                                                   
33 Franchise Chatter, “Interested in Opening a Niche Salon within Walmart? Exclusive Q&A interview 
with Vas Maniatis Co-Founder of Seva,” Franchise Chatter, February 1, 2012, 
https://www.franchisechatter.com/2012/02/02/interested-in-opening-a-niche-salon-within-walmart-
exclusive-qa-interview-with-vas-maniatis-co-founder-of-seva/.  
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and waxing to include nail and spa services. By 2017, Seva had 185 locations nationwide and 

was the largest threading salon chain in the country. 

In addition to the growth of Los Angeles’ threading salons in enclaves, kiosks, and malls, 

via small business and chain retailers—local, regional, and national in scope—ideological 

constructions of the eyebrow in the 2010s shape and were shaped by the threading salon. 

Eyebrows on Fleek: Indo-Chic to Indo-Natural 

The boom in threading work through salon spaces is also due in part to the global beauty 

industry, with the landscape of the body as a frontier for new beauty regimes, pinpointing the 

eyebrow as its newest target. The change in eyebrow aesthetics and technologies over time has 

recently been featured in magazines like The Guardian (2016), In Style (2015), and Marie Claire 

(2014).34 In an article titled, “How Brows Became the Beauty Obsession of the Decade,” Lauren 

Cochrane writes, “If, once, brows were an afterthought of beauty, they are now a focus.”35 To 

center on eyebrows—instead of a particular haircut, lip color, body shimmer, nail shade, or 

various other possibilities of body adornment via make up and grooming—shifts the landscape in 

body aesthetics and continues to piecemeal the body and the face into sections. Moreover, in 

labelling the eyebrow as a trend, the beauty industry and beauty service industry cycle in their 

layered connections to each other, with cultural, economic, and the DIY elements of eyebrow 

grooming all at play.  

                                                   
34 Lauren Valenti, “The History of Women and Their Eyebrows,” Marie Claire, April 10, 2014, 
http://www.marieclaire.com/beauty/makeup/a9381/eyebrows-through-the-years/; Marianne Mychaskiw, 
“A History in Eyebrows: See the Most Popular Brow Shapes Through the Decades,” In Style, August 22, 
2016, http://www.instyle.com/beauty/eyes/history-eyebrows; Lauren Cochrane, “How Brows Became the 
Beauty Obsession of the Decade,” The Guardian, September 27 2016, 
https://www.theguardian.com/fashion/2016/sep/27/brows-beauty-obsession-eyebrow-grooming-cara-
delevingne. 
 
35 Cochrane, “How Brows Became the Beauty Obsession of the Decade.”  
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The magazines above demonstrate how celebrity usage again informs the representation 

of a trend in popular culture—this time the eyebrow. Locating the contemporary fixation to one 

model, Cara Delevingne, The Guardian furthers the newness of brow-focused culture in 

depicting her as both a “brow icon” and “her eyebrowness.” Concurrently, the industry’s 

development of high-end eyebrow-defining technologies like microblading, eyebrow transplants, 

or tattooing also formulates a value to modifying facial aesthetics. While scholars like Rebecca 

Herzig’s Plucked demonstrate this argument through American women’s costly relationship to 

shaving and managing unwanted hair, spending $10,000 over a lifetime, the eyebrow in popular 

culture expands landscape of that practice.36 On the DIY level, the engagement with the eyebrow 

as a practice extends into social media. Instagram reveals the extensive use of the hashtag 

#brows and #browsonfleek, whereas YouTube houses a high volume of tutorials dedicated to 

eyebrows. The trend also translates into an economic boom. In U.K., the eyebrow business is 

positioned at £20m, a roughly 25% growth from five years prior, in 2011.37 

In comparison to the popular culture fascination with the eyebrow, threading salons are 

one way to understand threading as about a longstanding eyebrow shaping and facial hair 

removal beauty practice used in various Arab, East Asian, and South Asian communities. It is 

not until the end of Cochrane’s The Guardian article that attention is made to cultural beauty 

standards of and practices for thick, defined eyebrows in the Middle East and India. In doing so, 

the article also charts out the use of threading for eyebrow shaping, highlighting more so, the 

                                                   
36 In Plucked, Rebecca Herzig ascertains that American women will spend $10,000 in their lifetimes on 
shaving and managing unwanted hair (based on a 2008 study). 
 
37 In Cochrane, “How Brows Became the Beauty Obsession of the Decade,” she states: “according to the 
market research company NPD, British women spend, on average, £200 a year on eyebrow grooming.”  
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financial viability of threading salons with the example of s.h.a.p.e.s. brow bar, worth $14 

million.  

What does it mean for U.S and U.K.’s women’s beauty and culture magazines to position 

eyebrows as the feature of the 2010s against the growth of Los Angeles’ threading salons, some 

long-standing mom-and-pop immigrant-owned and staffed, some new chains? At their 25-year 

anniversary, India West shares Ziba’s reflections on the growth of threading and its consumers 

specifically: 

In recent years, observers have seen a shift in beauty consumers’ buying patterns. 

Eyebrow threading, a low-pain and precise method of shaping eyebrows, is 

catching on in a huge way after nearly 25 years as a relative outlier. “Eyebrow 

threading is so appealing because customers are in search of beauty services that 

are fast, painless and give them the results they desire without fuss,” said Sumita 

Batra, CEO of Ziba Beauty . . . . “Eyebrow threading is fast replacing waxing as 

the preferred method for brow shaping and our franchises are reaping the 

benefits.”38 

Ziba relayed the ways eyebrow and threading as a practice was once a “relative outlier” in the 

beauty service industry and beauty industry, despite its own reception as a popular Southern 

California salon for both henna and threading. Rather, 2013 saw a marked change for the 

pioneers. While Sumita Batra, Ziba’s CEO commented on how threading was replacing waxing, 

she rationalized this to be about the pain and pacing of the service, as well as the maneuverability 

of thread in the shaping process.  

                                                   
38 India West Staff Reporter, “Ziba Beauty Celebrates 25 Years of Brow and Body Artistry,” India West, 
January 1, 2014, https://www.indiawest.com/entertainment/global/ziba-beauty-celebrates-years-of-brow-
and-body-artistry/article_b9ec61b0-36c0-56ad-902a-d1233af05d83.html 
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The idea of threading as the natural replacement for waxing also transitioned to salons’ 

representation of threading itself as natural. A Ziba blog post from 2018 lists “The Top 3 

Reasons You Should Thread Vs. Wax Your Eyebrows” as about brow shape, sensitive skin, and 

aging—all linked to threading’s superior naturalness. In describing the reaction of sensitive skin 

to chemicals, the chain emphasized how threading only uses a cotton string, which makes it 

“100% natural.”39 In direct contrast, waxing has chemicals, even when labeled as natural: “even 

the most natural waxes can contain resins, preservatives, fragrances, and ingredients that can 

case sensitive skin to react negatively.”40 However, beyond the chemicals, threading itself keeps 

eyebrows themselves natural, where “threading is so precise, [your] brows remain natural and 

full.”41 Encouraging consumers to sign up for its listerve, it continues this representation— 

“Natural beauty begins here”—but the salon is not alone in this representation of the practice.42 

S.h.a.p.e.s brow bar too defines threading as an organic process: “an organic method of hair 

removal that leaves you with precious, shapely eyebrows without the redness, irritation, & skin 

discoloration commonly associated with waxing.”43 The notion of threading as organic is again 

positioned against irritation from threading’s competitor, waxing. Yet, as Seva has shifted to 

represent itself as a “fast-casual spa” in 2019, it continues to offer an array of beauty services 

                                                   
39 Ziba Beauty, “The Top 3 Reasons You Should Thread Vs. Wax Your Eyebrows,” 
www.zibabeauty.com, December 6, 2018, Accessed April 15, 2019 https://www.zibabeauty.com/the-top-
3-reasons-you-should-thread-vs-wax-your-eyebrows/. 
 
40 Ibid. 
 
41 Ibid. 
 
42 Ziba, “The Art of Threading,” www.ZibaBeauty.com, Accessed April 15, 2019,  
https://www.zibabeauty.com/services/the-art-of-threading/. 
 
43 S.h.a.p.e.s Brow Bar, “Why Choose Threading.” www.ShapesBrowBar.com, Accessed April 15, 2019, 
https://www.shapesbrowbar.com/eyebrows-threading-near-me 
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beyond the eyebrow. Specifically, since it offers both waxing and threading, it does not position 

one service as better than the other. Rather its normalization of threading as one facet of its 

extensive services underscores the beauty practice to it an extension of its larger Seva-serving-

selflessly adage: “Beauty for the people.”  

The smaller mom-and-pop salons across Los Angeles county, however, noted this global 

beauty trend, shift in threading representation, and its attendant expansion—the increase in 

threading salons–differently.  

Interlude: “Everything is Separate Now” and Two Mom-and-Pop Salon 

Again, not all Southern California salons expanded to the level of a regional or national 

chain. Many salons remained a small mom-and-pop salon with one or two stores. And, while all 

salons offer facial hair removal via threading, the mom-and-pop salons had the greatest range in 

their services menu. A few also offer waxing of the face, underarms, arms, bikini line, Brazilian, 

and/ or legs as well as eyebrow extensions. Some salons may add on henna services. About half 

of the salons also extend into hair cutting, styling, and even makeup. While threading does not 

require a license, waxing and hair cutting do require cosmetology licenses, the parameters of 

which I cover in detail Chapter Three as a state-level policy debate.  

Though I have concentrated on the move away from the enclave in the description of 

regional and national chains, some mom-and-pop small business salons remained in South Asian 

neighborhoods or South Asian-services centered strip malls. Yet, others took over new or 

vacated existing salons spaces, some of what I speculate to be formerly-owned Korean nail 

salons in South Los Angeles, if not literally then figuratively. Korean and other Asian American 

businesses have been positioned as “middlemen minority” shops because of their triangulated 
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location in Black neighborhoods, like South Los Angeles.44 One Los Angeles nail salons’ 

trajectory in the 1980s, Man Trap, co-owned by Vietnamese and Black women, demonstrated a 

different facet of this through joint partnership.45 Yet newly opened threading salons have likely 

entered vacated or new spaces across Los Angeles county with primarily Black and/or Latino 

clientele. A few salons even sold South Asian hair extensions as a way to make and/or serve its 

primarily Black women clientele. In the case of Central Beauty Salon, when Piya took over, she 

phased out hair extensions, wanting to focus only on threading, facials, and waxing, a dynamic I 

explore in Chapter Two. 

A moment from my fieldnotes helps situate the location of two mom-and-pop salons core 

to this dissertation: the evening rush on Los Angeles County’s vastly different streets and 

freeways bustled with transit and transition late in the summer of 2014. Some commuters made 

their way between work breaks and shifts, errands, and in preparation for events. In two parts of 

Los Angeles county—one a multiethnic Black and Latino area changing rapidly due to the 

nearby influx of sporting leisure capital and development, and the other, a South Asian, East 

Asian, and Latino area more stable in its established strip of South Asian shopping—another 

form of leisure was on the mind of beauty salon clientele: body calculations, specifically for 

beauty maintenance. In addition to also serving as a momentary reprieve and a chance for 

wellness and self-care, these beauty maintenance reasons led clients to prioritize a visit to the 

salon. The ways the salons are seen or not seen, felt or not felt, generate their own energy for the 

                                                   
44 Kang, Managed Hand; Pyong Gap Min, Caught in the Middle: Korean Communities in New York and 
Los Angeles (Berkeley: UC Press, 1996); Kye-Young Park, “Use and Abuse of Race and Culture: Black-
Korean Tension in America,” American Anthropologist 98, no. 3 (Sept 1996): 492-499; Edna Bonacich, 
“A Theory of Middleman Minorities,” American Sociological Review 38, no. 5 (Oct 1973): 583-594. 
 
45 Nailed It, directed by Adele Free Pham, (San Francisco: Center for Asian American Media, 2019). 
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multitude of people, affects, and emotions that circulate within them, in their respective 

neighborhoods in the county and the global beauty industry.  

Central Beauty Salon, which opened in 2010 in Central Los Angeles County, was easy to 

overlook from the outside. The first time I visited it in 2014, I saw how its fading pale yellow 

paint on stucco exterior blended in with the other nondescript stores in its mini-strip mall. From 

the street level, customers passed by the salon, when driving, busing, or walking from one big-

box store or fast-food chain to the next. Even when immediately in front of the salon, customers 

did not necessarily register the salon as South Asian, or as a South Asian facial hair removal 

beauty and grooming practice. Though the salon’s name and facade hid its specialty service—

eyebrow threading—a thin string that hung down at the top corner of the doorway, with a sun-

browned lemon and several green chili peppers on it, caught my eye. The lemon and chilis were 

the first sign of a South Asianness, through their symbolic gesture of auspiciousness and 

protection—for the business, the staff, and its patrons. 

Once the neighborhood’s Black and Latino residents entered the salon as curious first-

time patrons, mostly on the weekends, they caught its service listings for “threading”: eyebrows, 

lip, chin, sides, forehead, neck, and full face. Unlike other salons that I had been in, this salon 

initially made no attempt to explain what threading is through signs or flyers, though that 

changed about a year later with one letter-sized sheet of paper in both Spanish and English: 

“Piya, an experienced esthetician and threader for 15 years, has just started here.” Waxing and 

facials were also options, done in the back room. First-time customers also encountered the all-

Nepalese staff, two on weekdays, and three on weekends. The staff typically welcomed the 

neighborhood-based clientele in, and chatted with them about what services they wanted, their 

preferred eyebrow shape, and about their day.  
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In 2000, the salon owner, Piya, had migrated from Nepal to Los Angeles with her family 

and worked at another salon for years, before jointly operating this salon and a second one with 

her sister. She began managing this location in 2014. Her other sister, Naina, the second staff 

member, migrated to Los Angeles from Nepal less than five years ago, much later than Piya. The 

salon’s third staff member had changed four times in the course of two years; each person had 

migrated from Nepal to Los Angeles in the last year, and a family friend had recommended each 

of them to work at that salon.  

Central Beauty Salon’s position with its Nepali staff, Black and Latino clientele, and 

geography demonstrates one example of South Asian immigrant women in the racialized and 

gendered beauty service industry in the Los Angeles area. As threading services and salons 

began emerging in ethnic spaces before branching out across Los Angeles almost two decades 

prior to Central Beauty Salon, each week I frequented another salon with threading services that 

represented a different but parallel story about labor, migration, threading, and service. Thirty 

miles away, Diane’s Beauty Salon and Supply Store operated out of a Los Angeles South Asian 

enclave to a different clientele. 

On a Friday at 2pm in 2015, in a different part of Los Angeles County, Diane’s Beauty 

Salon and Supply Store had a steady, tempered stream of regular customers already. Like Central 

Beauty Salon, this salon also hid in the corner of a seemingly typical Los Angeles plaza. In the 

plaza stood a chain grocery store and drug store, two fast-food shops, and some mom-and-pop 

East Asian and Mexican restaurants. However, a key difference was that her salon was near a 

South Asian enclave. Cafes in any direction served a mix of chai and samosa snacks, biryani, and 

dosas. Restaurants operated regionally as Indo-Pak, Bangladeshi, and/ or Nepalese, or they 

specialized in Indian Chinese buffets, Bombay street foods, naan-pizza, and British bars. Other 
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storefronts hung vivid red, green, and blue saris down their windows behind bejeweled, 

expensive South Asian wedding outfits; a clothing store across the way placed a rack of 

everyday, plain kurtas, shawls, and skirts outside their door. Down the block, Bollywood music 

blasted from one music store, next to gold shining in jewelry store displays, as well as posters 

advertising diasporic butters, frozen dinners, and ground spices in the grocery stores. 

Interspersed in all of these stores are large red and yellow signs announcing “eyebrow 

threading only $3.99 here” for a slew of competing beauty salons—some newer in the enclave, 

and others over 30 years old. A famous chain stated that it started out of a garage. Another long-

time salon had once obviously been a small home that was later converted into a salon. And yet 

for another salon, its building had previously been used for clothing sales and threading services, 

but then expanded to become a full threading salon that connected to and shared space with the 

clothing store. In 2017, a total of 14 threading-specific salons existed in the enclave’s one-and-a-

half-mile radius. But despite that Diane’s salon competed with all these places, she remained 

busy for a weekday afternoon.  

Inside Diane’s salon, two aisles stocked full of beauty supplies occupied the front space. 

In the back space, three salon chairs lined the left wall and a waiting area was set up for 

customers against the right wall. Diane, the salon’s long-time owner, asked me if I wanted some 

fruit while she was on a break. Her store name, Diane’s Beauty Salon and Supply Store’s name 

may not initially suggest a direct relationship to anything Indian or South Asian. Yet Diane is a 

first-generation immigrant from India while also being a second-generation Chinese immigrant 

in India. As an ethnic Chinese Indian, she had learned threading for fun at her mother’s salon in 

Southwest India. She had been out of school for the summer when several of her mothers’ salon 

staff quit, and she was called into the salon to support. That, Diane shared, was how she had 
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formally learned threading. But she never imagined that she would be doing this in Los Angeles. 

After her husband migrated, Diane’s first job was at a popular salon in the area. However, she 

left when she felt their customer management did not match her desired approach of relating to 

customers. An opening to rent a chair down the street led her to her current salon in an adjacent 

plaza.  

The salon’s mostly South Asian and some Filipino and East Asian customers arrived, as 

if on cue, in 15-minute intervals based on their appointment. Amidst the sounds of the door 

opening and closing, the occasional phone call asking about availability in the schedule for 

anything from full-face threading to haircuts to underarm waxing, and the cash register printing a 

receipt, I heard Diane’s jovial voice in conversation with her customer. Diane chuckled in the 

back of her salon as she and her customer caught up right before she cautiously paused to assess 

her customer’s face. The customer, an older Indian woman who lived in a nearby suburb, played 

back with tidbits of life updates sarcastically, as Diane’s cleverness made such connections with 

her customers possible. Diane reached over to grab a spool of thread, and began threading her 

customer while sitting, a relatively uncommon threading position that also put her at closer 

proximity to her customer. 

At Diane’s Beauty Salon and Central Beauty Salon, both Piya and Diane witnessed the 

growth to their delight and dismay. While Piya had an anxious concern about whether her 

moderately priced salon would be able to survive the increase in the number of threading salons 

her first salon's neighborhood—which doubled from 2008 to 2014—Diane had an alternate 

observation about the beauty industry as a whole. One Friday afternoon in 2015, Diane and I 

caught up during a lull, as a customer missed her appointment. She commented that I had chosen 

an interesting topic because of the widespread intrigue with eyebrows and threading. Diane also 
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informed me that she was going to do a wedding that weekend of a family of three sisters that 

she had known for awhile. She had done the makeup and bridal preparation for the first sister, 

but not the second. Now, as the third was getting married, Diane mentioned that the bride only 

wanted her to do her threading, and not the makeup or hair. While she seemed minimally 

bothered by her decreased role, the focus on the eyebrow and threading made sense to her. 

“Everything is separate these days,” Diane said, “you have a separate salon for everything.” The 

moments at the two salons combined—anxiety and reflection—highlight a last interesting turn in 

the beauty service industry in regards to the ways the full-service salon also seems on the 

decline, in comparison to more segmented salon services of hair, nail, eyebrows, makeup, blow 

dries. The model of the segmented salon facilitates threading’s place as a practice in a threading-

specific salon as well. 

In a way, then, the stories of the enclave, the chain at the mall, and the piecemeal focus 

on facial features like “eyebrows on fleek,” narrate different dimensions to this growing industry. 

Yet this salon-focused narrative actually attests to the prominence of threading through the 

development of salons themselves as well as popular culture. The women who staff the salons, 

moreover, offer an instrumental layer about how and why threading became a Los Angeles 

beauty service staple. 

How Threading Travels: Incorporations of Immigrant and Refugee Women’s Labor in 
Beauty Service Work  

The emergence and expansion of threading salons did not happen in isolation to the 

laborers that it required, but rather, in parallel to state immigration policies that incorporated a 

predominantly South Asian immigrant and refugee women workforce to staff them. In this 

section, I delve into the ways that South Asian immigrant and refugee women migrated to Los 
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Angeles and became workers at salons as a part of neoliberal state labor and capital flows.46 I 

consider the ways that migration, boundaries of informal beauty practices/formal beauty service 

work in the home/home country, and threading salons come together to forge an industry and 

affective economy. I situate salon workers’ migration and labor in the beauty service industry 

and immigrant service sector at large in relation to other immigrant care and service workers. 

While I consider what prompted threaders’ migration and their employment at these 

salons and how the two are connected, if at all, I argue that threading work became an ancillary 

aspect of threaders’ migration. Yet, through the stories of those who do threading work at these 

salons, I also capture how threaders make sense of the ways threading traveled to Los Angeles 

vis-á-vis their own labor—or in other words, how threading as a home-based practice did or did 

not change with them in the Los Angeles salon space. In doing so, I explore how threading 

registers as an in-between practice that is invoked as both craft and skill in the Los Angeles salon 

space, highlighting how threading itself problematizes binaristic representations of 

informal/formal, home/work. 

Regimes of Racialized and Gendered Labor and Migration for Service Workers 

Immigrant and refugee women of color workers predominately staff the beauty service 

industry in Southern California, yet their relationship to salon work makes sense within a larger 

trajectory of immigrant and refugee women of color in service work broadly.47 According to the 

                                                   
46 While the Nepali population in Los Angeles includes immigrants and refugees, specifically asylees, I 
say “immigrant and refugee” throughout this dissertation to highlight the migratory and non-migratory 
regimes within the South Asian diaspora, and South Asian life in the U.S. Often in collapsing South Asia 
and India, the Nepali asylee community’s trajectory to the U.S. get erased. The burgeoning Nepali 
population in Southern California, some of whom work in low-wage service industries like the Indian/ 
Nepali restaurant and the threading salon, are comprised of immigrants and refugees, including those who 
at the end of my fieldwork, were making claims to citizenship through the on-again-off-again Temporary 
Protective Status process. 
 
47 I use “makes sense” here to note a genealogy of women of color feminisms inherent in immigrant and 
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Bureau of Labor Statistics, the category of personal services industry, which is situated within 

service work broadly, includes both hair and nail salons. While threading salons have yet to be 

recognized as an occupation within the U.S. census, I bring the categorization up as one way to 

make the overarching connection between threaders and other immigrant and refugee service and 

care workers. More than census comparisons, though, the salon workers I interviewed saw 

themselves as “therapists,” or likened their position to nurses who ask their patients how they are 

doing to look after them, and found their jobs deeply engaged with the process of making their 

clients happy—particularities of affective labor and racialized and gendered service work—

which I expand on in Chapter Two. I situate immigrant and refugee women of color workers in 

beauty service work and the immigrant in service sector in part because of relations within the 

service industry, but also through frameworks of affective and intimate labor. Scholars on 

affective and intimate labor note the one-on-one services of proximity that produce intensities, 

forces, affects, feelings, and emotions as the work, between people positioned differently in 

social hierarchies.48 Yet, it is important to distinguish how patterns of racialized gendered 

migration within service work, as well as beauty service work, operate differently.  

                                                   
refugee women of color’s trajectories, specifically how Moraga, et al epistemologically make sense of 
their lives in This Bridge Called My Back: Writings by Radical Women (New York: Kitchen Table Press, 
1983). Hong maps this genealogy in The Ruptures of Capital, (Minneapolis: U Minnesota Press, 2006) 
and again in Strange Affinities (Durham: Duke U Press). I too place the intellectual project of 
understanding immigrant and refugee women of color’s service labor in global racial capitalism, 
particularly in modes of care work as a part of this trajectory, as well as women of color and transnational 
feminist scholars’ responses to global capitalism that include beauty service scholars like Kang, Managed 
Hand; Kimberly Hoang, “Nailing Race and Labor Relations: Vietnamese Nail Salons in Majority-
Minority Neighborhoods,” Journal of Asian American Studies, 18 no 2 (2015), but more broadly, the 
framework of Nakano Glenn, “From Service to Servitude”; Boris and Parrenas, eds, Intimate Labors: 
Cultures, Technologies, and the Politics of Care (Stanford: Stanford U Press, 2010.) 
 
48 See Hardt, “Affective Labor,” boundary 2 26, no. 2 (1999): 96 for a definition; see Mankekar and 
Gupta, “Intimate Encounters: Affective Labor in Call Centers,” positions 24, no. 1 (2016): 24-29 for in 
depth genealogy on affect and affective labor; Boris and Parrenas, Intimate Labors. 
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Regimes of racialized and gendered labor and migration in service and care work require 

low-wage immigrant women workers. Such regimes also reveal neoliberal restructuring of earlier 

forms of industrialization and current modes of service work. Scholars have elucidated how 

neoliberal capitalism exacerbates and facilitates the migratory export of bodies as it relies on 

caregiving work from differentially positioned, or second-class laborers.49 In the example of the 

Philippines, the number one export of the country is its people—women-identified people in 

nursing, caregiving, and other forms of domestic work; men-identified people in seafaring and 

construction jobs. Culturally, the overseas worker becomes a national hero; economically, their 

remittances become a national income. In the Mexican and Central American instances of 

immigrant and refugee service and care work, domestic workers’ labor in Los Angeles also 

demonstrates neoliberal restructuring. Specifically, NAFTA, the Border Industrialization 

Program, and the Caribbean Basin Initiative all facilitated a shift in industrialization at the border 

and a push towards migration, making available immigrant and refugee women to fill in the roles 

of nannies and houseworkers.50 On the one hand, the racialization of the informal and low-wage 

domestic worker as Latina represents how neoliberal policies impacted the Latina immigrant and 

refugee worker and her first job, just as the American post-war expansion of the middle-class and 

increase in women working in white-collar jobs paved the need for a paid domestic worker at the 

home.51 

                                                   
49 Rhacel Parrenas, Servants of Globalization: Migration and Domestic Work (Stanford: Stanford U Press, 
2001); Kale Fajardo, Filipino Crosscurrents: Oceanographies of Seafaring, Masculinities, and 
Globalization (Minneapolis: U Minnesota Press, 2011).  
 
50 Pierrette Hondagneu-Sotelo, Domestica: Immigrant Workers Cleaning and Caring in the Shadows of 
Affluence (Berkeley: UC Press, 2007).  
 
51 Hondagneu-Sotelo, Domestica; Saskia Sassen, Cities in a World Economy (Thousand Oaks: Pine Forge 
Press, 2006). 
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Scholars on immigrant women workers in the U.S. also underscore the “heightened 

commodification of intimacy” as a feature of contemporary global capitalism, while beauty 

service work specifically addresses the demands of body aesthetics in semi-privatized salon 

leisure sites.52 The rise of jobs in the beauty service industry also begins to occur at a similar 

post-war moment, yet the rise of Asian immigrant and refugee women’s incorporation into salon 

work occurred differently. Both Korean and Vietnamese women contributed to the development 

of the “discount” stand-alone nail salon in the 1980s and 1990s that made nail salon services 

affordable, which, I argue, allowed a separate eyebrow-focused salon and its attendant workforce 

to emerge.  

Who Threads? South Asian Migration and the Politics of Family 

At the threading salon, the migration stories and work experiences of threaders I 

interviewed point to aspects of 1980s immigration policies like family reunification, where the 

burgeoning threading job offered a site of low-wage work in Los Angeles based on a familiar 

beauty practice in South Asia. For most threaders I interviewed, family reunification as a pattern 

of migration structured the dynamics in which the predominately South Asian immigrant women 

threading workforce encountered their current jobs as an ancillary aspect of their migration. In 

other words, unlike some immigrant and refugee women of color in service and care industries, 

threaders rarely moved to Los Angeles to thread or because of threading as a job or as a craft. 

Nor were they specifically recruited from their home countries to thread to fill the growing 

number of openings in threading salons. For many of them, this was their first or second paid job 

ever. Of the 26 people I formally interviewed, 21 were immigrants; five were second-generation 

children of immigrants. The largest group of women migrated from India, with the second largest 

                                                   
52 Boris and Parrenas, Intimate Labors, 1; Kang, Managed Hand, 9–12. 
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from Nepal; overall, most people I spoke to had moved to Los Angeles from South Asia, 

including a few from Pakistan and Bangladesh. Non-South Asian immigrant women in threading 

work included a person of Egyptian descent. Non-migrants included African American, Chicanx, 

and Filipinx threaders.  

The majority of the threaders I spoke with migrated in either the last one to five years, or 

had already been in Los Angeles much longer, for 15 to 20 years. Some migrated through the 

South Asian diaspora first, including parts of Africa, Guam, Singapore, and then came to the 

U.S. secondarily. While they were between 18 to 51 years old at the time, clusters of participants 

were equally split between the ages of 20 to 30, 30 to 40, and 40 to 50. A few were wealthy in 

their home countries; some had migrated to the U.S. having never worked in a formal job and 

participated as housewives, while others were teachers, journalists, or staff in their family’s 

businesses, including a salon. 

Almost all the interviewees chose to live in or ended up in Los Angeles because they had 

family members already in the region. Though I did not directly enquire about documentation 

status and process, a few participants shared their experiences of being visa and green card 

holders, having moved because of, or through, their family members as spouses, sisters, 

daughters, or nieces; some described the challenges they had faced in getting citizenship after 

being a asylee. As such, U.S. family reunification as well as refugee and asylum policies were 

significant modes which threaders came to Los Angeles, state policies that Asian American 

Studies scholars have discussed at length.  

Though such immigration policies appear humanitarian, particularly the Immigration Act 

of 1965’s abolishment of the national origins quota system, a strong legacy of immigration 
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exclusion informs the history of immigration legislation in the U.S.53 The 1965 Act allowed for 

family reunification through family sponsoring, as well as opened a skilled laborer supply, 

accelerating Asian American populations in the U.S.54 The subsequent Family Reunification Act 

of 1986, more relevant to the threaders I interviewed, continued to allow family reunification yet 

made cuts into social welfare, placing the burden of welfare benefits on the family itself. As 

Chandan Reddy argues, the family became the central unit for housing, work, health, and child 

care, reinforcing a heteropatriarchal configurations of support.55 In the case of threaders’ 

migration stories below, the reliance on the family unit at times made possible migration as well 

as support for finding their threading jobs; yet, the over reliance on only family also compelled 

workers to remain in low-wage threading salon work. 

Family reunification via a threader’s spouse or spouse’s family facilitated the threaders’ 

own gendered migration to the U.S., to the threaders’ own excitement or dismay. Diane and I sat 

on her salon couch together as she recalled her migration: “When I got married, that’s when I 

moved here!” While she made her migration process seem simple with a punchline, she later 

                                                   
53 For further discussion of the Immigration Act of 1965 in terms of Asian American Studies, see Min 
Zhou, Ocampo, and Gatewood’s “Contemporary Asian America: Immigration, Demographic 
Transformation, and Ethnic Formation,” in Contemporary Asian America: A Multidisciplinary Reader 
(3rd ed., New York: NYU Press, 2016); and John Park and Edward Park’s Probationary Americans: 
Contemporary Immigration Policies and the Shaping of Asian American Communities (New York: 
Routledge, 2005). Yet, for a discussion of the parameters of the policy within a trajectory of U.S. 
responses to third world movements, the eradication of social policy, and multicultural formations, see 
Vijay Prashad, “Second Hand Dreams,” Social Analysis 49, no. 2, (Summer 2005). 
 
54 Min Zhou et al., “Contemporary Asian America,” 102. 
 
55 Chandan Reddy, “Asian Diasporas, Neoliberalism, and Family: Reviewing the Case for Homosexual 
Asylum in the Context of Family Rights,” Social Text 84-85, no. 23 (Fall-Winter 2005): 3–4. He says, 
“The effect of creating economic pull factors that recruit immigrants to the United States while using 
bureaucratic categories like “family reunification” to code that migration as essentially produced by the 
petitioning activity of resident immigrants living in the United States is to enable the appeasement of 
capital’s need for immigrant workers while projecting the state as either a benevolent actor reuniting 
broken families or an overburdened and effete agent unable to prevent immigrants’ manipulations of its 
(mandatory) democratic and fair laws.”  
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shared more of the process with me. Her husband had already been here, enthralled by California 

because, he felt, it was so gorgeous. His life as an immigrant was hard as he first started in 

grocery work and then switched to an airport job, but was laid off via the post-9/11 economy. He 

was later able to work with her in her small business salon. Their labor struggles were 

challenging: he had engaged in multiple types of service work, and she first worked in threading 

at an ethnic enclave salon and then owned her own salon. Diane instead laughed heartily as she 

recalled, “When I came, I know why my husband said, no try this out, if not we go back. He got 

me, we never went back.” Diane and her husband settled around her salon. 

Like Diane, a few other threaders who were from Nepal, migrated because their husbands 

had also already been settled in the U.S. One threader, Ranjeeta, shared her ambivalent 

relationship to living in Los Angeles from Nepal. “America was not bad, but it was not too good 

either,” she said with a bit of a flat tone. Though she found her threading job right away within 

her first few weeks of moving to Los Angeles in 2014 through connections in the Nepali 

community, she moved to Los Angeles because of her husband, not necessarily for the job, the 

location, or the community. Her husband was a truck driver for ten years prior, first in Texas, 

then in Los Angeles, where he already had inroads in the Nepali community as well as made new 

friends. Two other Nepali threaders had a similar story, one of whom was Asha, whose husband 

migrated first and worked as a taxi driver first and she migrated later. A second threader, Mamta, 

had also migrated second after her husband had been here for seven years before her. 

Unfortunately, Mamta’s husband had passed away within a few years after she moved to Los 

Angeles. In our conversation—my hardest interview, candidly—Mamta wept as she shared that 

she had found her current threading job because her husband had known her current employer 

through the Nepali community. While on his deathbed, Mamta’s husband had asked her current 
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employer to hire and look after her. In the situations above, the threaders’ husbands’ prior 

migration allowed for access or connection to an existing Nepali community. 

Other threaders had first migrated to another part of the South Asian diaspora or another 

country through their husbands before migrating to Los Angeles. One threader, Shreya, who 

managed a salon in a Los Angeles County mall, said: “My husband likes the United States, so we 

moved together. It was not for me. I didn’t have the desire or want to come here like that.” She, 

too, seemed to not be interested in Los Angeles, but found salon work at the mall more 

captivating. Unlike other threaders, she and her husband seemed to have a different access to 

work and migration. She had moved to Southeast Asia first, for textile industry work, which her 

husband had still done at the time of the interview, and then moved to Los Angeles together. A 

different threader, Amara, mentioned that she and her husband were wealthy in Pakistan and then 

in Dubai, where he worked as a government official in foreign affairs; when the migrated to Los 

Angeles 20 years ago, she realized their class had shifted. She chose the path of threading via 

taking cosmetology courses because she needed independence from her complicated relationship 

with her husband, whom she eventually left. Because of her spousal migration status, Amara also 

asked her threading employer to sponsor her citizenship paperwork, shifting her access to state 

protection as a migrant. In a way, although these types of migration patterns offered 

opportunities for threaders through their husbands, they also left them in a vulnerable position at 

the behest of their husbands as their primary relationship and network. Consequently, their jobs 

or connections to a larger ethnic immigrant community were small ways that threaders shifted 

that vulnerability. 

A different set of threaders migrated via their parents or siblings, either as 1.5-generation 

immigrants or as older immigrants. One younger Pakistani threader in her 20s, Shaza, had been 
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in Los Angeles for ten years, and moved because her family “wanted some change, and one of 

[her] aunts got married out here.” Shaza and her mother had migrated to join their family, who 

already happened to be involved in threading work in Los Angeles; so, for them, threading work 

was a natural step. As a teenager, her first job was in a mall. Shortly after, Shaza then 

transitioned to work at a threading salon, where she did not like being asked to do extra tasks, 

like cleaning the salon; she noted that such cleaning work was outside of the scope of beauty 

service work, so she quit. When Shaza’s mom, who now owns a threading salon, also left her 

prior threading job after being there for over ten years, Shaza joined her mother on weekends and 

some weekdays. Despite her interest in beauty service work, and excitement in having threaded a 

Bollywood celebrity’s eyebrows, she has a second job to explore the film industry. 

Last, for other threaders, the imagined relations of the U.S. as an ideal life became 

motivation for starting a family-based visa process, that low-wage work disrupted. Another 

threader, Fauzia, who migrated in her late-20s with her husband and son, had wanted to come to 

Los Angeles much earlier because of the stories people would narrate about America. Her father 

had the ability to sponsor her as a U.S. citizen, but when she married in Pakistan, so she was no 

longer eligible through him. Instead, Fauzia’s sister applied to sponsor her; with the lengthy 

process, ten years passed before she found out her sponsorship was ready. Eventually, both 

Fauzia and her husband found themselves in different sectors of the Los Angeles service 

industry. When she, her husband, and children moved to Los Angeles in 2009, Fauzia sought a 

job in a threading salon right away, walking in off the street to enquire about a position. 

However, her husband struggled to find a job. She looked despondent and her tone shifted as she 

shared, “In the beginning, I feel that, Oh my god, I have to go back. What’s here, what’s to do? I 

saw my husband’s face, at that time, he didn’t find a job or anything. I have to go back, I don’t 
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want to see his face like that. Then day-by-day, I got a job, and he got a job.” When we talked at 

her newly opened first salon—it had only been open a week—her husband had a job as a 

manager at a fast-food chain. As a new salon owner, she was elated but hinted at concerns about 

how it was going to take even more work to build her clientele, having left her old job as a 

threader at a salon nearby. The initial moments, despite her sister and father’s ability to support 

her in the migration process, made the shift to Los Angeles difficult primarily because of not 

finding work.  

The threaders’ migration stories detail who threads in terms of when they migrated, from 

where, and what that their life pre- and post- migration reveals about gender, class, and 

community. Yet, both the growth of the salons and the increase in labor force also point to the 

ways in which threading itself also migrated via the threaders as much as it spread through the 

early enclaves, salons, and the retailer-based chains. In the next section, I look at how threading 

‘travels’ to Los Angeles via the threaders themselves. 

Finding Threading Work 

Though in the stories above migration and threading work appear separate, global 

migration and economic forces in terms of feminized carework and the immigrant service sector 

structure the ways in which the threaders I spoke to made their way to their job. I want to pause 

again on the ways in which migration, threading training, and threading work happen together 

from South Asia to Los Angeles by focusing on one narrative of a conversation that struck me 

the most in the middle of my fieldwork and interviews. In 2015, another salon worker I had just 

interviewed encouraged me to interview and speak with Reshma, a young Nepali woman and 

threader of five years. According to my readings of her online reviews on Yelp, she was a highly 

sought after threader. Yet, Reshma did not really know how to thread to shape eyebrows before 
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she came to the United States. So, though she did not work in Nepal, she also had never quite 

imagined her working life would start at a threading salon in Los Angeles either. In 2010, mere 

weeks after moving to Los Angeles, she had to re-learn the beauty practice for her first job, 

which had also become her current source of pride.  

Different from most of the threaders’ migration stories above, Reshma obtained a visa 

through the random lottery right after completing her bachelor’s degree five years prior. The 

immediate decision at hand, was which U.S. state to move to. Having cousins in California made 

it easy, but so did family nostalgia. Growing up, she had listened to her father’s third-hand 

narrations of family phone calls about how great California was, especially the weather. 

Migrating to Los Angeles in 2010, Reshma, like other South Asian immigrant women came 

across beauty service work as her first job.  

When we met on a weekday night after the salon closed, I waited for Reshma to lock up 

the salon where she spent her whole day, keys clicking against the glass door. Her blue jeans, 

cotton t-shirt, and short wavy hair allowed her to almost pass in a crowd of yuppies talking 

loudly at the adjacent restaurant patio tables. She shared a cup of tea with me, though she could 

have just as easily been preparing herself for tomorrow’s long day on her feet. “This is my first 

job in my life. I was so excited,” Reshma recalled enthusiastically about her current and only 

salon gig. Initially, she had not planned to work in Los Angeles. Yet, shortly after migrating, she 

spoke with her parents about her need for a job. Reshma then sought and was offered an evening 

shift at a restaurant, but turned it down. Without a car, she found the hours too unsafe, as she 

would have to walk home after the late-night shift.  

Crossing the sun-streaked street of a Los Angeles tourist neighborhood, Reshma recalled 

in detail how a different type of business then caught her eye. She watched mostly women 
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walking in and out of a South Asian eyebrow-specialty beauty salon. “So many [Nepali] people 

do threading,” she reflected, “I thought I will take it.” Reshma boldly opened the door, mustered 

her confidence, and asked for an interview. And within just a few weeks of moving to Los 

Angeles, Reshma landed the position of threader through a deft demonstration of her ability to 

remove facial hair.  

While it seemed plausible for a recent migrant to find their first job in a specialty service 

job based on informal training from their home country, the main irony in Reshma’s narrative is 

that she had never formally practiced threading. In Nepal, ironically, she had taken a few beauty 

courses as a part of her overall college curriculum, but she had never officially learned to thread 

eyebrows there. “It’s a funny story,” Reshma laughed as she told me, “they never taught me 

threading there because everybody does it.” Reshma, however, tagged along whenever her 

mother and grandmother got their eyebrows done from a local threader. Fascinated, she learned 

through observation and asked for willing test subjects at home. “I asked my mom, can I thread 

for her,” Reshma remembers, “and she wouldn’t let me thread her eyebrows but I would do her 

forehead and upper lip! That’s how I started doing threading. I never did eyebrows in Nepal.” 

Her own mother did not trust Reshma with her eyebrows but when I pressed—what about her 

grandmother—she giggled back. “My grandma didn’t have eyebrows! There was nothing left to 

thread!,” Reshma laughed even louder. 

When Reshma applied for the threading job, she had not threaded someone in years, 

similar to many threaders I interviewed. Five years later, she instead regularly served 30 to 50 

people a day, depending on the day of the week. What I focus on in the next section draws upon 

how Reshma served a clientele through a racialized skill and as racialized worker, which both 

have their imagined origin from her home country, but is unique to the United States. Like 
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Reshma, most of the people I interviewed had some relationship to threading from another 

country, usually in South Asia, prior to becoming employed as a threader in the Los Angeles 

area, but it was not until coming to Los Angeles that the skill transformed and even formalized to 

a paid service at a workplace rather than a craft between friends at home.  

The In/formality of Learning to Thread 

In salon workers’ recollections of their learning to thread, they romanticize the practice as 

a fun pastime that young women in Indian, Nepal, and Pakistan picked up casually. Most of the 

women I spoke with in my interviews shared this narrative, such that they rarely learned to 

thread at their school, in beauty school, or in a training program in South Asia. Rather, they 

watched a family member or friend and then practiced on them. Diane and I began our first 

conversation at her beauty salon one early Friday morning in 2015 before the salon opened at 

10am. Though both of us were initially nervous about our interview, she tapped into her girlhood 

memories to share her trajectory as a threader with me. Diane had learned to thread from her 

mother, though a little differently from most threaders—her mother was a salon owner in 

Mumbai. Even then, she narrated how she learned to thread in terms of a non-school, summer, 

and fun activity: “I started working there playfully, actually, [during] summer break, I would go 

in there with my mom and fool around. That time it was different, people would allow you to do 

things for them, and they will have fun . . . . It was a fun thing, that’s how I learned from my 

mom,” she shared. Diane’s repetition of fun showed on her face as she smiled. In a way, she saw 

her earlier experiences as “play,” “fooling around” and “fun” over the summers; at that point, 

engaging in threading did not register as labor. 

Diane’s relationship to paid family business work however, shifted her reflections on 

threading as a practice within beauty service work. She recollects that it was not until she was in 
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eighth grade that her mother asked her to “come and help the family” after several salon workers 

went on strike. The contentiousness of the conditions at her mom’s salon in Mumbai meant 

Diane then had to work there; she left school and did not graduate from high school until much 

later. While importantly, she first came to threading purely as a summer-break respite from 

school, her sense of the experience changed when she was asked to officially work at the salon. 

Later, when moving to Los Angeles to join her husband, Diane had already been an established 

threader. Her first job in Los Angeles was at a big salon in Little India, close to where she lived. 

In Diane’s case the salon, run by her mother, offered the ways in which she learned about and 

took on threading, and it also became the place that she confronted threading as “labor” that she 

then brought with her to Los Angeles as a tangible skill to access when looking for work. 

Differently, other women learned to thread through observing the practices of family 

members outside of a salon space. One woman, Fauzia, who owns her own salon now, initially 

learned threading through watching her sister at home in Pakistan when she was a teenager. She 

similarly described threading as fun, nonchalantly and with an energetic tone: “just for fun, I 

started in my childhood. We just did it on my sisters and my mom.” Another woman, Puja, 

learned threading at home in India because her cousin was going to beauty school: “She was 

doing this beautician course, so when she came home, she practiced. I was looking at her, and I 

was practicing too; whatever she does, then I do it.” Though Puja picked up the skill from 

spending time with her cousin, and ultimately by watching and talking to her cousin, she 

displayed a hint of irony when she shared that ironically, her cousin no longer threaded. Instead, 

Puja was starting her sixteenth year as a threader in a popular neighborhood salon, a fact that she 

seemed shocked upon recounting. Lastly, again, in Reshma’s case, she observed the women in 

her family when they went to get threaded and then slowly practiced on their faces but not their 
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eyebrows—as the beauty practice of threading was not taught in her home economics-type 

curriculum. In each of these moments, any semblance of “training” on threading was located in 

the home or in familial contexts, as an informal craft.  

On the one hand, it is not surprising that nearly half of the women in the interviews and 

in salon observations learned or trained for threading informally. As I discuss in Chapter Three, 

threading eyebrows in California does not require a license, though this was up for debate 

between 2003 and 2008 in the state legislature. The lack of regulation parallels scholarship on 

care work, homework, and gendered labor that presents the informal to formal economy on a 

continuum, with the most formal having regulation, rights, bargaining power, and social 

protection.56 Since beauty schools typically structure their curriculum on the state licensing 

exams, the unregulated beauty practice of threading is rarely taught in Los Angeles area beauty 

schools. In the Los Angeles landscape, no threader spoke of having gone to a beauty school 

where threading was taught. Rather, threading was passed down between people.  

On the other hand, the discussion of what makes a practice informal is not only about 

regulation, but is also about place. Focusing on the home as a site of informality presents an 

opposition to school or salon-based training as formality, as well as the practice of threading on 

friends and family for no pay in comparison with training on willing models or customers.57 This 

re-inscribes the formation of home as a site situated as less than schooling, and non-school-based 

                                                   
56 Boris and Parrenas, Intimate Labors; Nakano-Glenn, “From Servitude to Service.”; See also ILO. The 
Informal Economy and Decent Work: A Policy Resource Guide Supporting Transitions to Formal Work. 
Geneva: ILO, 2012. 
 
57 For a discussion on the spatiality of logics used in reproductive labor via marxist feminists as well as a 
way to use affective labor to challenge such spatiality of public-private to work-home dualities, see Kathi 
Weeks, “Life Within and Against Work: Affective Labor, Feminist Critique, and Post-Fordist Politics,” 
Ephemera 7, no. 1 (2007). 
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instruction as a less than classes. However, grooming and body maintenance work that occurs in 

the home, between friends and family, are a facet of reproductive labor and care work that was 

normalized as a regular, everyday practice of beautification and cleanliness. To many threaders, 

as the face is the center of appearance, and eyebrows come to be the focus of the face, then facial 

hair removal is an important gendered grooming practice, one rooted in “fun” between kinship 

networks as much as it is an interaction of body maintenance.58  

The shift of threading, then, from an everyday, casually learned practice of fun to a 

market-based skill is another key part of the narrative in terms of how threading salons and the 

practice of threading developed and grew in their popularity. Beyond the narrative of the growth 

of the salons in the 1980s onwards, in the next section I consider what changed with the practice 

of threading as it came to Los Angeles from South Asia via the labor force, the threaders 

themselves, as well as the salons that sought them.  

Reskilling, Reshaping the Arch in Los Angeles 

Changes in the imaginary and branding of threading as informal work/practice in South 

Asia and specialized art/skill in Los Angeles salons situates threading’s value as informal but 

also threaders’ tension with the style of the arch. As Ziba Beauty first flourished, it intentionally 

described threading as a “street art:” “Threading is an ancient ‘street art,’ originating perhaps 

6,000 years ago in India. For the longest time, it never had a formal school to teach it. Through 

the ages, it was taught from mother to daughter. That is, of course, until Ziba Beauty perfected it 

                                                   
58 Informality is often described in parameters of regulation and protection, whereas gendered work and 
reproductive labor categorize home-based body maintenance and rearing in terms of the spatiality of 
home as informal. In the case of threading, there might be something to say about its site of pleasure, or 
its informality as located in its situation as in between friends, too. There is something to be said about the 
transformation of threading when it moves into the market beyond that it still remains partially 
unregulated—but rather that it continues to be learned and practiced at home, and can still offer some 
contradictions of pleasure and exploitation.  
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and now teaches it.”59 Initially invoking the notions of threading as informal street-based work, 

Ziba also constructs threading’s informality as a learned and shared practice not just between 

women, but between mother and daughter in a family. Invoking both its private-familial and 

public-art as threading’s origins, Ziba legitimizes the practice as a women’s space, but also 

within the contemporary women’s space of the salon. In doing so, it imagines itself to be the 

archetype of practice, both as a venue for its formal training, as well as a women-and-family-run 

business. On the one hand, partially because of its unlicensed terrain, threading remains valued 

because of the in-between-ness of informal, mother-to-daughter- cultural practice and the 

possibility of an authentic formal, beauty academy-based training, that is not state-based 

certification. On the other, the threader’s themselves, who may or may not learn threading from 

friends and family, or from a school, enter the salon space with newfound anxieties about their 

sense of their “skill.” As such, the focus on the arch in Los Angeles, devalues threaders’ own 

sense of their ability.  

When threading enters the space of the salon as a workplace in Los Angeles, the same 

women who learned it in parts of South Asia and the Middle East ironically felt they had to 

relearn it in different ways once starting their first jobs. A type of reskilling occurs in the salon 

space, such that the spatiality of the salon and how threading enters the market through the salon 

challenges the intimacies of joy between friends. Similar to other threaders’ nostalgic reflection 

on the ways they learned threading, Amara, a Pakistani immigrant picked up threading from 

friends in what she found as common practice of pleasure. From a young age, she was 

disallowed to learn beauty work by her parents. We sat across from each other at a popular café 

as she shared emphatically that she loved doing makeup as a hobby. She asserted that she 

                                                   
59 City of Artesia. “An American Story: From Humble Origins to International Beauty Empire,” 
www.cityofartesia.com, http://www.cityofartesia.us/index.aspx?nid=263. 
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became the go-to makeup person at her siblings’ and cousins' weddings, while her sister was the 

henna person. Amara learned similarly, casually—she was hanging with her friends in her 

college courtyard when they taught her some technique. She recalls, “I learned threading when I 

am in my country. It is nothing for us. It is just a common thing . . . . [During] the break time, 

you are sitting in the green grass. One of my friends knew how and she taught everyone. She 

brought thread . . . . They showed me her leg, and she told me to do it.” In that instance, 

threading was normalized as a practice among friends as “it was a common thing.” Interestingly, 

her friend offered Amara her body as a test subject on which to practice, connecting them 

through touch. The activity combined Amara’s interests, time with her friends, and an intimacy 

located in socialized grooming practices. Threading represents both physical proximity and 

emotional engagement between peers, one denied by her parents earlier. It further demonstrates 

the ways in which the practice is passed on as “common thing” in gendered social spaces, a 

process similar, and yet different in Los Angeles’ threading work.  

In particular, the mundane familiarity of threading in Pakistan allowed her to establish 

her self-worth when she moved to the United States. She did not work in Pakistan because her 

parents were well off. Yet, the access and privilege that Amara had in order to migrate to the 

United States was reconstituted once she was isolated from certain types of familial networks. 

Beauty service work and threading gave her that means of support in multiple ways. Amara had 

a difficult relationship with her husband in Los Angeles and as the relationship unraveled, she 

recognized her dependency on him. She shared this with me on another day in the same cafe in 

2015, a little upset at this memory.  

In a step towards social and financial independence, once her three kids were old enough, 

Amara signed up for English language and beauty coursework at a local community college. 
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Amara did not need my questions or prompting for most of our conversation; she jumped into 

reflections on the cosmetology training, where her teachers regularly held demonstrations on 

technique. One time at her school, she began an impromptu demonstration of threading for her 

peers, strikingly similar to how she learned with her college friends. She recollects, “When I 

came here, I started doing threading [in my cosmetology class]. American people see it and they 

say like ‘Oh wow,’ Always, there’s so many people watching me in [my cosmetology class] in 

college. I pretend show the threading to them over there, so everybody says, ‘wow oh my god so 

amazing,’ this and that. I feel so proud, like I am a scientist.” In the space of the classroom, 

Amara recognized the way her knowledge of the trending beauty practice was a source of pride 

and valued knowledge—something she articulated as being “a scientist.” In doing so, she 

acknowledged her power of having mastered threading, but more so, becoming the trainer in the 

classroom space. Overall, for Amara, threading was a way to access financial independence from 

her husband’s hold as much as was her decision to improve her English via language courses.  

Ironically, when entering the Los Angeles South Asian salon space for a job, Amara’s 

relationship to threading changed. Looking online, she saw an opening for a job at a Los Angeles 

chain salon. She continued, “I joined my first job with [salon name]. I called them and they are 

hiring. I say, ‘I’m just a student, I just did [my cosmetology course]. I have no skill. They said, 

‘You take a license, you take all the classes, you have something! Come.’ So they polished me.” 

In this quote, Amara devalues her experiences of having learned threading both in Pakistan and 

the pleasure she felt when she trained her peers in her community college. Moreover, she 

devalues her own cosmetology license when entering the workplace, though the salon staff 

affirm her value. Amara’s contradictory and changing configuration of herself from a scientist to 

“just a student” with no skill represents the multitude of ways that the paid salon space 
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formalized the beauty practice for her. It moved threading from a joy rooted in common, casual 

practice into a paid skill with a new meaning associated with self-devaluation.  

Aside from the feeling of not being skilled enough when in the salon sphere, other 

threaders who had learned threading in South Asia expressed how they had to relearn threading 

in the salon space through a trial period of observation. The salon operates here as both literal 

training space as well as that of exploitation, as seen in other forms of apprenticeships. When 

getting the job, a few women shared that despite having known threading, they would either 

watch their co-worker or owner, or they would be watched. No salon worker expressed 

frustration at watching or being watched, and only interpreted the level of being able to look to 

co-workers for feedback as support. In my own observations, salon workers who were watched 

moved slower and displayed nervousness in their interactions with their customers. However, 

being watched, although intimidating, at times allowed for owner or co-worker feedback that 

served to validate how the customer service interaction went. Despite that possibility of 

feedback, a customer who had a negative interaction still added a layer of stress and potentially 

led to a threader’s embarrassment.  

In another iteration of salon-based training, several salon workers who ultimately wanted 

to get hired in threading work at a specific salon shared how they were asked to observe at that 

particular salon for free and for an unnamed period of time. While this sounds similar to 

apprenticeships, the difference is it was not named as such, or would be named as a training 

where salon workers were offered an insubstantial “training wage.” In one instance, a Nepali 

woman, who sought to leave her retail job at the recommendation of her sister, mentioned that 

she was asked to come in and observe for free at the chain salon she applied to. Similarly, 

another threader also shared how she was allowed to come to the salon she now works for in 
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order to observe the process for free. In both instances, the ability to come in and learn was 

appreciated on some level, as they both ended up getting a job through that process. Yet for one, 

her strict hours of when she had to show up and could leave equated to nine hours of work, five 

days a week, with only $50 a day, all under the guise of training. 

As a service commodity in Los Angeles, threading transformed the most in regards to 

eyebrow shape. Several Nepali women I spoke with claimed that eyebrow shape was the biggest 

difference between what they had been taught in their home country and what was practiced in 

Los Angeles. In one case, Ranjeeta, a staff member at Central Beauty Salon, had learned 

threading in Nepal but, after she came to work at a salon, she found herself observing her co-

workers to learn “shape.” Ranjeeta took time out of her morning as we both sat in black salon 

chairs in the corner of the salon where she had worked for close to a year now. During a slow 

period, she told me about even though she knew how to thread in Nepal, only after she came to 

this salon did she realize she needed to learn more.  

Ranjeeta, already on the job, reskilled more casually at her current salon by observing her 

coworkers’ hands, handling of the thread, communication, and tone. She remembers those first 

days: “I watched that sister–how she did it–and I did it that way too.” She continues, “In the 

beginning, I did not know how to make the shape. Instead, when I was doing it, my co-worker 

saw and she moved my hand to show me like this, saying, putting this hand down, and before 

you do this, that’s how the shape will come. Actually, in the very beginning, I only did eyebrow 

cleaning, and not the shape. After, I tried and practiced, that I got the shape down.” For Ranjeeta, 

and a few other salon workers, threading for customers was reorganized around American and 

Los Angeles aesthetics of shape for eyebrow arches, so much so, that when first hired, she did 

not shape eyebrows, she only cleaned them. In order to thread in a way that matches Central 
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Beauty Salon’s services and clienteles, Ranjeeta, as well as other threaders at other salons 

expressed how “arch shape” was something they had never heard of until coming to Los 

Angeles. In this way, threading in Los Angeles required a different orientation to hand and string 

placement so the hair removal reflects local beauty trends that were not normalized in South 

Asia. 

For those who learned threading in Los Angeles, the process of learning also mirrored a 

process of first learning casually or informally. For one threader, threading emerged from an 

informal game. Eiman moved to Los Angeles when she was a teenager with her family; though 

she knew people in salon work, she never learned to thread from any South Asian women either 

in Pakistan or in the United States. Instead, she was playing cat’s cradle with friends when she 

accidentally removed someone’s hair using string. She used that space with her friends to 

develop her sense of the facial hair removal practice. As a tomboy, she did not take it seriously 

and entered salon and threading work because some of her friends ended up working at a salon at 

a mall. Ironically, they left the work but she continued to get a cosmetology license and then 

worked in different types of hair salons, only to return to a threading salon.  

Furthermore, in Los Angeles, the home was again a primary site in which threading 

training was exchanged and passed down, though not in the same ways it was in South Asia. 

Two women, one South Asian and one Latina, also learned from their mothers at home. Shaza 

learned threading because her mother was a longtime threader at an established salon; similarly, 

Maria, learned because she was a threader at a chain salon. A third woman, an African American 

threader, Stephanie, learned from an Egyptian woman who had been her mother’s client while 

her mother was a caretaker. After that, Stephanie would thread her friends in school or at a café 
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as a side hustle, until she joined a salon and was trained in threading by her first and then second 

salon owner.  

In a bit of a reversal, another woman, Meena, first learned to thread in Los Angeles by 

watching YouTube videos and practicing on her daughters. After stints running a motel and a 

liquor store with her husband did not work out, she saw posts online for a threader position. 

Meena shared with me with a straightforward face while on break at the mall kiosk where she 

worked that she decided to teach herself to thread online. She described, “I would watch the 

videos for 30 minutes and then I would thread my leg for 30 minutes. I watched them for two 

weeks. I would draw an eyebrow shape on my leg and thread around that. I would also practice 

on my daughter. First, I did [her] lips, chins, and her face. But then I did eyebrows.” She knew to 

both train herself on the ways to hold the thread and the ways to make a shape. Home, family, 

and a do-it-yourself spirit all contributed to how Meena made threading a viable occupation.  

Ultimately, threading travelled to the Los Angeles area through the very women that 

brought it with them as an informal skill—whether as a memory of fun in childhood or 

adolescence, or as a survival strategy for income. The technique and the way that it changed 

from South Asian to Los Angeles represents its position in a particular U.S. beauty market. 

Conclusion 

In this chapter, I have narrated the growth and development of South Asian threading 

salons in Los Angeles in terms of the history of the salons themselves and the women that staff 

them. In doing so, I also analyze the way the beauty practice of threading came to the U.S. from 

the salons, beauty service work and the beauty industry at large, and South Asian immigrant 

women who work at the salons. In terms of the salons, while the late 1980s saw the opening of 

the first salons in ethnic enclaves, mom-and-pop small businesses began to open closer to South 

Asian strip malls with grocery, restaurant, or faith-based institutions. Other mom-and-pop salons 
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extended out and grew into regional chains in the 2000s, both with a move to connect with 

celebrity clientele via henna and a rebranding of services as an “art.” Later, national chains 

moved into Southern California through affiliations with national and global retailers in malls 

and retail stores, as they built off the groundwork of the other salons in order to reach a wider 

market and clientele. In each of these instances, the salon geography, place, model, and scale 

became key aspects to shift the ways in which the eyebrow itself became a trend, despite being a 

longstanding Arab and South Asian cultural beauty practice and grooming tradition. 

While the salons themselves represent one aspect of the growth of the threading industry 

in the Greater Los Angeles area, it is the threaders who staff and animate the salons. I convey 

threaders’ narrations of their migration, how they learned threading, and how threading 

transforms from a South Asian craft to a Los Angeles skill as a way to broaden the understanding 

of threading’s development from their perspective. In doing so, I interrogate what it means that 

those who thread, did so as an ancillary aspect of their migration to Los Angeles. Even being a 

secondary facet of the South Asian immigrant women’s migration and labor narratives, I also ask 

what happens when their informal, ethnic, and affective beauty and grooming regimes move into 

the market as racialized and gendered service work. Overall, the dimensions of threading as a 

craft, whether informal, traditional, and shared between friends at home, gets reevaluated in 

terms of American beauty standards and arch shapes. Moreover, the beauty practice of threading 

takes on new forms of value as a hard skill for a threader when entering the market at a formal 

salon space and a Los Angeles threading salon in particular. 
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CHAPTER TWO. THE THREAD BETWEEN THEM: AFFECTIVE LABOR AT THE 
SALON 

 

A popular 2016 Buzzfeed India video captured young South Asian women customers’ 

experience of confusion, pain, boredom, and satisfaction at a threading salon when getting their 

eyebrows shaped.1 The customers gawked throughout their threading, pointing to their 

perception of awkward moments that included: being talked to too much, being leaned into too 

close, and reacting to anticipated pain. The threaders in the video were constructed as passive 

participants, seemingly there as vehicles who only shaped and cleaned a customer’s eyebrows. 

Assumed in both the video, and in threading work at large, were the ways that the threaders’ 

labor only incorporated the literal removal of facial hair, an embodied repetitive neck and upper 

body motion that used thread to grasp and pull out hair by the follicle.  

Rather, in my observations of two mom-and-pop threading salons, Central Beauty Salon 

and Diane’s Beauty Salon, as well as my conversations with threaders across a range of 

threading salons across Los Angeles County, including other small business or chain salons in 

malls and in strip malls, threaders’ labor primarily centered on providing “good service” to their 

customers. They produced well-groomed eyebrows as much as they sought to make their 

customers’ salon experiences more than positive. Threaders’ attentiveness to their customers—

being friendly, managing pain, and shaping aesthetically pleasing eyebrows—also encapsulated 

aspects of what scholars refer to as affective labor, or the creation and manipulation of affects, 

                                                   
1 Buzzfeed India, “Thoughts You Have While Threading,” Buzzfeed India, August 16, 2016. 
https://www.facebook.com/BuzzFeedIndia/videos/1166538023406683/. Buzzfeed U.S. and India also 
jointly published list by a similar title. See Nirali Shah, Summed Natu, and Umang Athwani, “44 
Thoughts You Have While Threading,” Buzzfeed, August 26, 2016, accessed April 12, 2019, 
https://www.buzzfeed.com/niralishah/screw-you-eyebrow-lady.  
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forces, and intensities as the service product.2 In situating affective labor in low-wage beauty 

service work, I saw how threaders’ production of mood, tone, sensations, feelings, and emotions 

all became a key part of service, value, and exploitation in contemporary global capitalism that 

was not limited to the salon chair, nor solely to the threader and customer. Instead, the 

predominately Indian and Nepali salon workforce, staffed at Indian-owned salons, fostered short- 

and long-term relationships with their customers, who varied by salon. In doing so, threaders 

challenged the monotony of salon life, but also disrupted aspects of worker-owner control and 

workplace instability. 

In this chapter, I use the frameworks of intimate and affective labor to examine the 

layered dimensions of beauty service work in emerging the Los Angeles South Asian threading 

salon through three aspects of salon life: 1) threaders’ customer service, 2) salon time, and 3) 

salon tensions. A salon worker’s labor encompassed much more than the skill of grooming; this 

labor entailed the production and circulation of feelings for the customer at the salon, embedded 

in hierarchies of co-ethnic worker-owner relations and an industry based on the materiality of 

tips. Specifically, through their practices of customer service, threaders produced connections 

with a range of customers while also managing relationships with co-ethnic co-workers and 

salon owners. Ultimately, I argue that threaders tend to customers’ feelings and desires as well as 

their own concerns of workplace pleasure and instability around the need to build and sustain 

regular clientele. In doing so, they navigate dynamics of worker-owner-customer connections, or 

lack thereof, that many immigrant and refugee women of color face in low-wage service work in 

contemporary global capitalism. 

                                                   
2 Again, see Michael Hardt, “Affective Labor,” boundary 2 26, no. 2 (1999): 96 for a definition; see 
Purnima Mankekar and Akhil Gupta, “Intimate Encounters: Affective Labor in Call Centers,” positions 
24, no. 1 (2016): 24-29 for in depth genealogy on affect and affective labor. See Weeks, “Life Within and 
Against Work: Affective Labor, Feminist Critique, and Post-Fordist Politics,” Ephemera 7, no. 1 (2007). 
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In this chapter, I start with a glimpse into differences between my two primary salon 

sites, and then move into specific examples of affective labor and what that means for threading 

in beauty service work and the global beauty industry. In the first section, I examine how 

threaders navigate relating to their customers across different salon sites in Los Angeles County 

from ethnography and interviews between 2014 and 2016. By focusing on conversation as a key 

aspect of customer service, I analyze how threaders frame what constitutes good service to them 

in terms of making customers satisfied. In the second section, I interpret how each customer’s 

experience of time at the salon is also a key aspect of service in terms of balancing feelings of 

relaxation and luxury. I posit that there are three different modes of time—1) wait time, 2) 

service time, and 3) downtime—as a way to understand how threaders further manage 

customers’ anxieties of time against their own experiences of boredom and stress at the salon. In 

the last section, I consider the layers of affective labor performed for co-workers and owners and 

the limits and myths of possible salon relations like “sisterhood,” when triangulating the worker-

customer relations with owners.  

The Saturday Morning Threading Salon Routine 

Central Beauty Salon 

Saturday morning at Central Beauty Salon began with an ordinary start. Three of its 

neighborhood-driven Black and Latino clientele already occupied one of the salon’s seven 

waiting area chairs. Each customer was patiently engaged with either a three-month-old copy of 

Ebony Magazine, their iPhone, or their toddler, barely looking up at the threaders since first 

having sat down. Overall, this crowd appeared more relaxed as they each assumed they were 

about to been seen shortly by one of three threaders there that day. However, any one hitch in a 

current threading service—a customer wanting a full face done, an insistent customer that took 
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too long, or a disagreement between a threader and customer—would alter the balance between 

the waiting room group leisurely resting for their turn or tensely counting the time until service. 

The salon’s waiting area felt separate from the services area, as it took up the front third 

of the salon, with chairs lined along either side of the glass door entrance in the front left corner. 

I sat at the salon’s reception desk that bordered the right corner, where I kept order of who came 

in and who was next to be seen by the salon’s three threaders for the day, and I cashed out 

customers after their service. The threaders—Piya, Naina, who was Piya’s sister, and Ranjeeta—

were used to the busy Saturday morning crowd. They each leaned over their current customers, 

who were reclined in their salon chairs, with string anchored in their mouths that extended into a 

triangle twisted by their two hands. Their necks propelled the thread and despite how they moved 

to a syncopated rhythm together as they removed their customers’ hair, the three of them also 

approached their customers differently.  

Even at the salon chair, Piya’s strong presence mismatched her quiet but sweet demeanor, 

as she threaded her customers with measured precision and soft touches. Naina, however, was 

more loose with her smile, her desire to connect, and her stress; she surrounded her customers 

moving from the right side of the chair to the left with frantic footwork as she remained concern 

about the forthcoming eyebrow shape. Ranjeeta, too, had her own style of smiling with her eyes, 

which eased her customers faster; her lighter concentration when threading broke only to ask the 

occasional check-in question. It made sense that whenever the front door opened that only Naina 

and Ranjeeta looked to see who walked in as their eyes then lingered on the growing line of 

customers. Piya, however, did not look up; if possible, she would say, “Hi” or “Hi, dear” to the 

newly entered client, but mostly, with the thread in her mouth, she stayed focused on the 

customer instead. 
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Piya’s salon setup mattered to her. In contrast to the blackness of the seven chairs in the 

waiting area in the front and four black work stations in the back, forest green carpet lined the 

salon floor, and a green vine cascaded down the back wall. The layers of green did have a 

calming affect but customers mostly paid attention to what was in front of them in the waiting 

area. In the front of the salon, the seven waiting chairs were split into a grouping of three and 

four that were perpendicular to each other, so customers could face and chat with each other 

while waiting. A small black table was placed in the middle, with 16 magazines stacked atop in 

neat piles that every other customer would peruse and read. A few Ebony, a few Modern Salon, a 

few American Salon, and the rest mainstream women’s magazines rotated in stock every few 

months. When I first joined, I noticed that the magazines rarely were removed, but new 

American or Modern Salons were added; later, I learned that Piya would try to make available 

the most current of each, but ultimately liked having the variety for her assumed sense of 

customers’ taste. 

Also in the front of the salon, two prominent black-and-white posters hung opposite each 

other. The first showed Madonna applying lipstick to her glowing face. Madonna’s thick, dark, 

and arched eyebrows would likely be taken for granted at any other locale, but here, they were a 

focal point. On the opposite wall, a black-and-white image of Beyonce’s back mid-dance and 

head turned, faced the viewer. She wore a dress made of only glittering rhinestones and teased 

the customers. Beyonce’s face reiterated a visual of beauty through her defined features, but also 

her eyebrows. Both American cultural icons of glamour, beauty, and body, neither Madonna nor 

Beyonce are South Asian, yet both had participated in South Asian beauty practices. A new 

customer paused as she walked in and stared at the Beyonce for one beat before she sat down. 

Naina heard the customer enter as she glanced up from her current service—and make a mental 
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note that four customers now sat in the waiting area—a threshold that seemed to move her 

service pace a beat faster. 

That particular morning, R&B songs from 94.7 radio station echoed loudly from the CD/ 

AM/ FM silver and black boombox on the front desk. It muffled out three medium-height black 

plastic fans that blew out hot air between the stylists’ chairs on an equally hot day. Piya 

intentionally purchased a radio several months after their previous radio broke to make sure 

English music entertained and lulled waiting customers. Yet, between the station’s Sade and 

D’Angelo songs, an alternate tune of a different pitch and rhythm broke through from the back of 

the salon. Naina had accidentally left her tablet on with a video streaming of her favorite Nepali 

songs before a customer came to see her. As the line of waiting customers only grew during that 

Saturday morning rush, Naina could not break for even a moment to turn off the autoplay feature 

on YouTube; a long queue of Nepali songs provided a mild distraction. 

Diane’s Beauty Salon 

Diane’s Beauty Salon also settled into its own Saturday morning rhythm. Outside, Los 

Angeles’ South Asian enclave was already buzzing with traffic—families of shoppers parked 

their cars on the street and walked along the shops to buy groceries, eat lunch buffets, and find 

clothes and accessories. I opened the door to Diane’s salon after parking in the plaza’s huge lot. 

A few customers perused three rows of beauty supplies at the front left side of the store. A 

middle-aged East Asian woman picked up discounted shampoo bottles, comparing two at a time. 

Diane’s shelves were organized by straightening irons, hair brushes and combs, shampoos and 

conditioners, wax for styling, wax for hair removal, henna for hair color, and various types of 

hair pieces—decorative or extensions. Two display cases lined the right side of the salon’s walls, 
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ushering a client into the back half of the salon. The cabinet showcased packets of bejeweled, 

multicolored, and plain bindis as well as South Asian styled hair jewelry. 

In the back half of the salon, Diane’s voice and laughter carried as if she were standing 

right there. Her jolly demeanor and witty personality were always noticeable whether she was 

threading a customer, between customers, or more rarely, taking a break. To complement her 

gregarious and at times sarcastic personality, she wore long, flowy cotton dresses that landed just 

above her ankles with bright colors and big, patterned flowers. That morning, Diane was nearing 

the end of her 11 o’clock appointment, which she expected to go for no more than fifteen 

minutes. She sighed, as her string broke, pressing the side of her black cotton dress with big blue 

hibiscus flowers tapering down her leg, but then quickly brought her hand back up to re-twist her 

thread. She glanced up at the small, white plastic clock hanging on the wall with the black hands 

gradually opening a gap between 11 and 3 o’clock.  

Diane’s next customer showed up early, walking from the front of the salon’s beauty 

supply section. The customer, Nandini, sat on a couch covered with plastic lining without 

thinking twice about it. There was also a set of magazines in the corner that she did not touch, 

when Diane looked up to say, “Hi, all alone today?” and that she needed a few more minutes. 

Nandini responded, “No, they are in the grocery store,” as she pulled out her phone and scrolled 

through it, and occasionally looked up and stared at the wall across, covered with three poster-

sized, standard hairstyling advertisements from Matrix beauty supply. Each Matrix ad zoomed in 

on a single blonde-haired model’s face and hair, differently styled, in contrast to smaller wordy 

papers hung up on the wall closest to Diane’s workstation that certified her: a dermologica 

certificate, an ear-piercing course, and her cosmetology license. 
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Diane wrapped up her current conversation, breaking a quick moment of silence to 

convey she planned to be out of town the following week. Nandini looked up and interrupted 

Diane’s conversation with her current customer. She said, “Diane, happy anniversary, what are 

you looking forward to with the vacation?” Diane engaged them all to tell me that she had not 

been on vacation in such a long time. She then laughed, told her current customer she was done, 

and handed her a slip while the customer pulled out a few dollars for tip. Nandini then walked up 

and slid back into Diane’s salon chair. The familiarity between the two of them was immediately 

obvious as Diane and Nandini talked through Diane’s vacation plans, Nandini’s daughters, and 

her job life. When Nandini’s husband and two daughters walked in with frozen yogurt, Diane, 

too said hi to them and then made fun of Nandini’s childrens’ almost empty frozen yogurt bowls.  

When I thought the threading was nearly over, and the intimate conversation seemed 

complete, Nandini asked Diane when she was returning, and overshot Diane’s return date by a 

week later than Diane’s actual return date. Diane burst out laughing, looked at me, and said, 

“See, she wants to leave me on the cruise ship and the middle of the ocean longer than I will be 

out there. Do you not want me to come back? Who will do your eyebrows then?” Nandini also 

cracked up with laughter. The laughter and Diane’s humor was contagious as I, too, found 

myself smiling with a chuckle. The infectious humor ended the service with a smile for all of us 

in the room. In the end, Nandini hugged Diane when she left and wished her a good trip. 

After, Diane received an unanticipated break because her next customer was a few 

minutes late. She looked at the clock and appeared a bit worried about how much this might back 

her up. Just then, the next customer walked in, and Diane told her to get ready for her wax 

appointment in the second room. 
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Modes of Customer Service, Affective Labor, and Salon Worker Reputation 

In line with the adage “the customer is first,” threaders not only focused on cleaning their 

customers’ eyebrows and making them the perfect shape. As a function of affective labor, 

threaders also forged their own style of customer service in order to keep their customers more 

than satisfied before, during, and after the service. In examining the intensification of the 

commodification of intimacy in global capitalism, Eileen Boris and Rhacel Parrenas consider the 

“fleeting encounters” and “durable ties” that occur between employers and employees or 

customers and providers of different social relations.3 Those encounters and ties are predicated 

on a type of presumed, situational, or enacted intimacy—in the threading salon’s case, the semi-

privacy of the salon, the grooming, cleaning, and touch of the body, and the disclosures that 

occur between two people in the service interaction.  

Affective labor draws from theories of affect to nuance understandings of the service 

interaction, where presubjective intensities or forces are not presocial, but circulate between 

bodies and objects.4 While the lens of affective labor focuses on the work that produces those 

forces, intensities, feelings and emotions as the product, I situate salon workers’ sense of their 

persona or reputation of customer service as a part of their own power to act.5 Thinking about 

modelling, Elizabeth Wissinger considers the persona that models create and display for their 

image to circulate, but in salon-specific low-wage work, the reputation of being a good threader 

                                                   
3 Boris and Parrenas, Intimate Labors, 3.  
 
4 I situate Hardt with Massumi and Grossberg both describe affect in this way. Mankekar and Gupta, 
“Intimate Encounters” elucidates this argument. 
 
5 Strains of affective labor that draw from Deluezian notions of affect think through affect as the power to 
act.  
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facilitates future interactions and work in the form of regular clientele.6 Customer service in the 

space of the salon, then, is about connections and disruptions that foster feelings of beauty, 

senses of luxury, and moods of relaxation, but also establishes regular and repeat clientele. 

As a relatively new type of service within the landscape of the beauty service industry, 

salons and their threaders had to not only establish themselves as a venue, they often had to 

introduce threading as a beauty practice. Salons that were new to a neighborhood needed to 

establish frequency of customers, yet workers who were new to a salon needed to secure a steady 

flow of customers and tips. Often, once a threader and a customer relationship was established, 

the customer stayed attached to a threader, but the ability to forge that connection or make that 

customer happy was one of joy, tension, and stress. The two salons I spent the most time at, 

Central Beauty Salon and Diane’s Beauty Salon, had been open for vastly different amounts of 

years—nearly four and nearly twenty, respectively. And, Central Beauty Salon had just had a 

major staffing change where the absence of one long-time threader required a process of new 

relations and engagements with clientele.  

Insights from service interactions show that despite best intentions, threaders at Central 

Beauty Salon, Diane’s Beauty Salon, and beyond, had a range of mundane successes and failures 

in terms of making and keeping customers satisfied. Diane’s longer-term relationships with her 

South Asian customers gave her the privilege of predictably jolly and humorous interactions with 

them. However, the threaders at Central Beauty Salon often had mixed possibilities with new and 

regular Black and Latino customers against their own style of building relationships and limited 

English fluency. Each threader engaged in modes of customer service, in their relationships with 

their walk-in and regular customers, respective to their neighborhoods, fluency with language, 

                                                   
6 Elizabeth Wissinger, “Modelling a Way of Life: Immaterial and Affective Labor in the Fashion 
Industry,” ephemera 7, no 1 (2007). 
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and personalities. From the high energy of chattiness to the more closed-off body-focused 

service, affects circulated at the salon in different registers, such that threaders related to their 

customers and built clientele, made connections, and/or saw themselves as a “good threader.”  

“Be their friend”: The Relations of Deep Conversations 

Threader conversations were one mode of valued customer service as affective labor that 

circulated at the salon and fostered their reputation. Between tending to a customer’s eyebrow 

arches and making the salon feel nice for customers seeking a moment of respite, salon owners 

and workers at both Central and Diane’s Beauty Salon had plenty on their minds at any given 

moment. There was much to do during busy and medium traffic flows. In the midst of each task, 

threaders at each salon—owners and workers alike—navigated talking to or not talking to their 

customers; they considered what topics, and in how much detail, as a way that facilitated 

“proper” service and their own agency. Confidence as a salon owner versus being a worker, the 

length of time at a particular salon, English fluency, and ability and interest in being legibly 

social all affected typical and atypical ways to build such connections. Overall, some threaders 

managed while others forged different types of connections through affectively charged 

communication, imbued with friendly tones and intentions.  

Deep engagement, including humor, demonstrated instances of salon owner care through 

familiarity. Diane’s salon, having been open for nearly twenty years, exemplified the type of 

connections she could have with her customers in comparison to other salons and workers. As a 

long-time salon owner, Diane espoused confidence and a relaxed entrepreneurial approach in her 

overall philosophy of service—she treated her customers like her friends.7 She shared her 

approach to her work with me one Friday morning before the salon opened: “Just be casual, you 

                                                   
7 Carla Freeman’s text Entrepreneurial Selves helps think about entrepreneurship under neoliberalism as a 
self-making that is “always work in formation,” including “new social relations and ways of feeling” (2). 
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know, like you would talk to a friend, and you know? Like Happy, funny. Do some silly things.” 

Though being a friend had varied meanings for multiple threaders, in Diane’s case, her affective 

labor was much more than her sense of “being casual” and “talking to a friend.” Her jovial 

character, quick-witted humor, and gregarious disposition let her constantly break ground and 

reach her customers. For example, Diane and Nandini’s familiarity and banter circulated between 

the two of them as laughter, such as acknowledging and reminding Nandini about her upcoming 

vacation from the salon space for a week, something she had not done for years. Diane poked fun 

at Nandini’s reliance and investment in the salon’s beauty aesthetics, but also their relationship. 

To Diane, the parameters of service included the threading itself, but also the silliness and 

happiness in her relations.  

Also unique to Diane’s notions of friendliness, was her emotional intimacy vis-á-vis deep 

conversation with her predominately South Asian, Filipina, and East Asian customers. Diane was 

often able to move through a range of topics with her customers when they come to her, 

facilitated by the way she remembers their stories, as well as her ability to relate to her South 

Asian customers. In our conversation that same morning, she continued “You know, I behave 

with [my customers] normally like a friend would. Of course you have to give a very good 

service, because just being a friend is not enough. You give them the service, make them happy, 

and then be their friend, you know.” Here, for Diane, “being a friend” was key for her confident 

style of customer service, where happiness and friendship was on par with eyebrow threading 

itself. Yet the racialized and gendered implications of being able to be a friend mattered in terms 

of who Diane is and who her clientele is. Miliann Kang’s instrumental research demonstrates the 

change of service delivery in Korean nail salons specific to Black or White neighborhoods in 

New York. On the one hand, the threading salon invokes Kang’s analyses to extend it to co-
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ethnic salons and customers, yet Diane’s position as an ethnic-Chinese Indian, long-time salon 

owner in a South Asian enclave meant that in a way, she related to and navigated dislocations 

with her predominantly Indian customers from the neighborhood, alongside fluency in English 

and Hindi. From her salon chair, she often astutely recalled a range of her customers’ life updates 

back to them each time they came to see her, including memories and conversations and the 

countless issues that arise when raising infants, or a customer’s husband’s health issues, or 

someone’s wedding she helped with, or a new daughter-in-law in the family, and the homework 

assignments students get in public grade school.  

Living in the same neighborhood as her customers, moreover, Diane forged connections 

through her understanding of middle-class South Asian immigrant sociocultural issues about 

expectations placed on a mother or daughter’s life, as well as the suburban parenting frenzy of 

South Asian dance recitals, sports games, and the like. Such complexities and immigrant spatial 

relations elucidated how she remembered information about her customers, and in turn, allowed 

her to selectively share information about herself. Diane certainly became friends with her 

customers, but the intimacy in relating to them by offering small stories about herself, her 

children, or a parallel situation during the threading—as she proudly noted regarding her own 

entrepreneurial role—made customers drive to see her from up to 30 miles away. 

At Central Beauty Salon, conversational tone and silences embedded in deep 

conversation demonstrated circulations of energy. Piya, different from Diane, had a strong but 

quiet presence, whether she was performing threading for a customer in her salon chair or resting 

at the front desk checking her email. She was active in local Nepali community organizations 

and women’s clubs, supporting transnational Nepali women’s organizations, and often left the 

front of the salon to mull over the salon logistics, upcoming community events, or her family, all 
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of which carried over into the salon space. One warm summer Saturday evening in 2014 an hour 

before closing, the salon was characteristically empty. Piya let out a loud sigh of fatigue as her 

self-created black polo shirt uniform crumpled out of her matching black jeans. The salon’s logo 

on the top left of her shirt was covered by her hair that she swept up in a ponytail, as she signaled 

she was a bit too tired to want to be at the salon anymore. Meanwhile, her sister, Naina, and her 

staff member, Ranjeeta, sat on the floor at the back of the salon exchanging news headlines on 

their smart phones. They were cautiously anticipating a closing rush of customers, keeping watch 

at the front door. Yet Piya used both the evening lull and her privilege as salon owner to browse 

Facebook; she even considered leaving early to take care of other things. Seemingly out of the 

blue to her, a regular customer walked in. Piya mustered her remaining energy and welcomed her 

client without showing her fatigue. She also did not, and knew she could not, pass her customer 

on to Naina or Ranjeeta.  

Piya’s warmth and tone were central to her customer service. Her customer, a mid-30s, 

upbeat Latina, was just off work from her nursing shift nearby, and comfortably sat into Piya’s 

salon chair. Piya welcomed her regular customer who was wearing hospital scrubs and asked 

with a newly mustered friendly tone, “Hey dear, Nice to see you!” and they hugged, which then 

was followed by a warm smile back. She carried on, “Long time! How have you been?” The 

customer, who comes on a monthly basis, eased into her own workday—the hospital was not that 

busy, but it was work at the hospital, and now she had to get ready for a family gathering. Piya 

nodded along carefully as she listened, and relayed a kindness in her eyes. She nodded, not 

saying much, and remembered, “I have been keeping this for you,” grabbing a compact from her 

drawer. The customer laughed and said she still had indicated that she still had the last one Piya 

gave her. Piya laughed back, and relaxed, only to focus on communication about the customers’ 
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threading preference. “Just eyebrows?” she asked, and placed a handheld mirror in her 

customer’s hand for her customer to follow along as Piya traced the customer’s eyebrow arch 

and suggested a clean-up in one area. The customer comfortably closed her eyes, continued her 

updates, while Piya began threading, and did not say much, as Piya had thread in her mouth. 

Even before Piya began threading, the layers of communication—verbal, touch-based, and 

affective—situated her customer in her chair.  

In the moment above, first Piya’s use of the phrase “my dear” signified a level of 

familiarity, and her brief conversation also materialized into affection, or newfound energy level 

for both women in very different facets of care industries. Arlie Hoshchild describes a classic 

example of emotional labor, surface-level and deep-level acting, where air hostesses had to 

suppress their emotions differently to invoke other emotions in their clients.8 In a way, Piya 

shifted her fatigue into an exchange of energy, and invoked a specific tone connect to her, which 

resonates with the concept of surface acting. Yet, Piya not only had to muster energy, but she 

also received energy. Piya’s energy level and the customer’s returned enthusiasm reverberated 

through both of them and situated the threading as highly positive. She looked after her customer 

in short, once-a-month encounters, by asking about how she was doing, and by keeping specific 

products for her, which also demonstrates their continued relationship. Piya’s ability to move 

between fatigue and energy, engage in a familiar conversation through listening, and then deliver 

eyebrow threading, all illustrate a two-way affective exchange and her multiplicity of service 

provision. 

Aside from tone, threader chattiness also affected one’s ability to perform good customer 

service and build their reputation with clients. Almost a year later, in Winter 2015, I interviewed 

                                                   
8 Arlie Hochschild, Managed Heart: Commercialization of Human Feeling (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 2012). 
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Kavita, Piya’s sister, a co-owner of their other salon across Los Angeles County. In distinction to 

Piya’s stoic nature, Kavita was much more cheerful and outgoing. She also wore the similar 

black polo shirt with their shared salon’s logo as I watched her take a client before our interview. 

Like her sister, Kavita checked in with her client, but differently. She had much more to say to 

her customers, which usually ended in a type of gossip and loud laughter that filled up the salon. 

She shared that she performed her customer service through being talkative and relatable: “I am 

a talking person, so I like talking.” She continued, “I try to be honest. And you know how I do it, 

I clean their eyebrows really good and I make them happy. I guess that’s why they come.” While 

Kavita thrived on her ability to foster customer happiness through chatty conversation, she 

narrated that her own mode of service was predicated on a type of “honesty.” As I watched her 

while I waited for our interview, I noticed that this form of honesty was also Kavita’s way of 

building trust with her regular customers through deep conversation. In this way, doing her 

customers’ eyebrows was more than the threading itself, as her chatty presence delivers affective 

charges of pleasure from a sense of real conversation. 

“But They Like My Hand and Shape:” The Boundaries of Pain and Comfort 

In the examples above, threaders, in particular salon owners, each welcomed making 

customers content through their reputations and relationships as a key aspect of threading work. 

Yet, the desire to forge deep relationships with all customers and preserve a sense of self through 

boundaries also varied across threaders. Lorena, a second-generation Latina salon young worker 

I interviewed, worked at a chain threading salon with a clientele of predominantly white women, 

in between being a student and working a second job. Though Lorena had first started as a 

receptionist, the other salon workers forced her to learn to thread when there was no one around, 

so eventually she transitioned from being a receptionist to being a threader. This particular chain 
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salon relied heavily on South Asian décor to mark the space as “South Asian.” To her 

predominantly white clients, the sensory décor of South Asian-ness or Indian-ness offset their 

initial perceptions of Lorena, namely her lack of legitimacy as a threader. As the non-South 

Asian salon worker—but also sometimes the only salon worker staffed for the day—Lorena had 

to over-perform her knowledge of threading as some customers would question her authenticity 

or ability to thread. Though it bothered her, as she felt it made some of her customers want to 

come to her less in the beginning, she focused on skill and engaged conversation, and established 

her own following at that salon during the few years she had been there.  

Specifically, Lorena had equated her job of being a threader to also include the role of a 

therapist. This included the affective dimensions of listening to her customers talk about their 

personal and emotional problems in a way that urged her to think through her own boundaries on 

sharing. She told me, “I try not to keep it so personal . . . . Some women here, they come here to 

relax and they come to tell me everything. So I feel like a psychologist. It’s nice. I keep up with a 

lot of the customers.” In those instances of customer therapy, Lorena chose not to reveal much 

about herself, noting the one-way direction of customer care and conversation; for her, building a 

clientele meant instilling a mood and feeling of relaxation. Similarly, scholars have coined the 

term “beauty therapy” in regards to the ways that salon workers offer restorative or even 

transformative conversations with their customers. Though the term focuses more on the 

customer’s experience, I extend it to also think about how Lorena’s labor and connection with 

her customers is about producing relaxation through therapy-like engagement about her 

customers’ lives.9 Compared to other threaders, however, Lorena found it important to draw lines 

                                                   
9 Ursula Sharma and Paula Black, describe “beauty therapists,” or non-biomedical healers in detail in 
their articles “Look Good, Feel Better: Beauty Therapy as Emotional Labour,” British Sociological 
Association 35, no 4 (2001) and “Men are real, Women are ‘made up’:Beauty Therapy and the 
Construction of Femininity” The Sociological Review 49, no. 1 (2001) 
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around what she shares of herself, in order to keep it “nice” for herself and her customers. 

Moreover, Lorena’s fluency gives her access to a service interaction that centers conversational 

intimacy.  

Differently, for monolingual non-English speakers or new English speakers, language 

fluency shifts the service interaction. As some recent immigrant and refugee salon workers had 

limited English capacity, building intimacy through even conventional salon conversation was 

challenging. At Central Beauty Salon, this was compounded when monolingual Spanish-

speaking clientele came in for service. Ranjeeta, who otherwise likes being social with her co-

workers—in conversation in Nepali during her breaks with Naina the most—reflected on her 

customer interactions as being less conversational. In an interview with me in Fall 2015, she 

said, “No, I don’t talk that much [with them] but they like my hand and my shape. When they 

come next, they say, I want to do my eyebrows with her. Some even ask my name.” Ranjeeta 

highlights her perceived strengths with her shape in relation to her lack of conversational depth. 

She did not talk with customers much, as her confidence with English shifted the range of 

conversation she could and wanted to engage in. However, Ranjeeta always smiled before and 

after threading a customer—including a high pitched, “Hello,” and, “Thank You”—greetings she 

purposely emulated from watching Piya’s mannerisms, tone, and affect. She engaged in greeting 

practices and cues of sounding welcoming. Yet, she found that for her customers, the threading 

pleasure came from the eyebrow shape achieved, and so she emphasized doing a really good job 

over conversation. 

I noted how Ranjeeta’s clients came back to her because they specifically liked her ability 

to shape their eyebrows. Furthermore, they found her service to be the least painful out of all the 

threaders at Central Beauty Salon. Eileen Scarry writes about the body in physical pain in order 
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to note that the pain requires recognition.10 Affects of hope to absolve pain circulate within the 

space of the salon in a way that contradicts the common sense ideology that “beauty is pain.” As 

threading emerged into the larger landscape of beauty service industry in Los Angeles, 

prominent salons often highlighted notions of threading’s painlessness in contrast to very painful 

practice of waxing. While some threaders strived for fostering service with less pain, customers 

always had their favorite salon worker. According to her clients, Ranjeeta’s gentle way of 

removing facial hair through a care of attentiveness in terms of pulling hair, tended to even be 

pain free. Yet ironically, as much as customers wanted to know her name in order to come back 

to her, they often referred to her as the woman in the third chair, until she shortened her name to 

“Ranji.” The lack of recognition of Ranjeeta by name was painful to watch despite the loyalty 

and following she fostered. 

Differently, a young Indian threader, Parul, who I interviewed at a mom-and-pop salon in 

a South Asian strip mall, also had a reserved sense of conversation as a way to eschew unwanted 

intimacy with customers. Having just moved to the U.S. and Los Angeles a year ago, she 

preferred to limit conversation with all clients, because it took her time to warm up with people. 

While Parul was amiable, she made different choices on who she held conversations with: “I 

make friendly relationships, but I don’t talk that much with customers. I definitely don’t talk 

when Indians come because they ask about where I came from, and I don’t like that at all. But 

when Mexicans come, I talk friendly, ask about movies, that’s how I talk.” Though I could 

observe her visible discomfort with English fluency during her service, Parul’s Hindi would have 

provoked a level of intimacy and nostalgia with her Indian clientele that she declined to have. 

                                                   
10 See Eileen Scarry’s Introduction of The Body in Pain: The Making and Unmaking of the World (New 
York: Oxford U Press, 1985), for a discussion on physical pain, the weapon, and the language of 
recognition.  
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For example, unwanted questions about migration, education, and work may open up an 

intimacy predicated on assumptions and judgments of social status. Here, understanding 

hierarchies of relational difference within South Asian, and specifically Indian, communities 

mark the ways that Parul neither wanted to talk about her co-ethnic customers’ lives nor expand 

on hers. Yet, engaging with her Mexican clientele became an easier way to forge wanted 

connections about lighter topics. In this way, for Parul, affective relationships formed through 

different levels of strategic conversation, opening up or limiting connection.  

Lastly, in another instance of service as connection, working in an ethnic enclave-based 

salon also allowed for imagined relations to home. Like Parul, Sameen worked at a South Asian 

plaza next to other South Asian stores. She described the presumed safety this allowed her to 

feel: “All the people are Indian. I am very comfortable. Close by is the Indian restaurant and in 

this area, most of the Indian, Pakistani people, so I am comfortable, like I am home.” Seeing 

other South Asians in nearby South Asian restaurant and grocery establishments connected her to 

a home, where the social spaces provided in ethnic stores, their objects, and shoppers, tapped 

into discourses of a sense of home and tradition in the diaspora. Purnima Mankekar argues how 

South Asian grocery shops in the San Francisco Bay Area invoked both a fixed and unsettled 

sense of “home” in the diaspora that also created a gendered sense of discomfort too, with young 

women shoppers who were often policed for their authenticity of being or not being South Asian 

enough.11 Sameen perceived that the salon and her clientele marked a comfort and produced a 

sense of home. Yet this was against and in contrast to her prior negative experiences having 

worked at a Latinx Beauty Salon in Central Los Angeles with only Latina and Spanish-speaking 

clientele, which was her first job after receiving a cosmetology license. Sameen confided and 

                                                   
11 Purnima Mankekar, “Affective Objects: India Shopping in the San Francisco Bay Area,” in Unsettling 
India: Affect, Temporality, Transnationality (Durham: Duke University Press, 2015). 
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vented to me how the cosmetology training was full of immigrant and women of color who 

separated by race; she was the only South Asian. At the Latinx salon, she did not connect with 

customers as a stylist, nor did she connect with her co-workers, who had eventually accused her 

of stealing and to whom she then accused the same back. The tensions in her memories clearly 

reflected her loneliness and isolation in both the licensing training and in her first salon job as 

much as it reveals aspects of inter-racial conflict. In a way, then, the South Asian strip mall, the 

salon, and the customers offered Sameen a set clientele she would have connected with better 

than the other salon.  

Yet, Sameen’s comfort at the South Asian threading salon was also interestingly only 

limited to the mall and the customers, and not necessarily her agency as a worker at the salon. 

When I requested her phone number for the interview, she relayed that threading staff are not 

allowed to distribute personal information to customers, likely in an effort to control workers’ 

relationships with customers outside of the salon. Here, again, the affective labor that produced 

relationships and feelings of comfort had to be limited to the salon space, where the irony of the 

workplace as home came with gendered labor restrictions. In the salon, part of the process of 

home-making and relationships formed at the salon is policed by the owner in an effort to protect 

the affective and material commodity in service work, namely the workers and their relationship 

with their customers. 

In addition to communication as customer service, salon time and the way that threaders 

managed salon time also became a key facet of customer service. 

Salon Time: The Speed and Affects of Leisure  

In this section, I look at time at the salon as one mode of managing a customer’s feelings, 

affects, and sense of luxury as a part of the product. Time operates in the salon in three ways: 
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wait time, service time, and down time.12 Though not necessarily mutually exclusive, each 

category of time has its own parameters, and examining the differences between them offers a 

view into neoliberal service work, labor value, and agency.13 From the point of entry into the 

salon to the service interaction itself, managed service interactions reveal much about salon time 

as well as social life. In other words, I ask, what can the experiences of time at the salon offer in 

terms of understanding the production and consumption of racialized and gendered affective 

labor in the immigrant service sector. 

As discussed in my Introduction, popular culture positions the salon as an idyllic place of 

universal sisterhood, where mostly women’s private experiences of cleaning, grooming, and 

beautifying the body are also about pampering and luxury.14 As they get groomed and taken care 

of at the salon, customers engage in forms of luxury and respite from their own day-to-day 

errands and tasks, all of which take time and have different relationships to feelings and senses 

of time. My observations at Central Beauty Salon and Diane’s Beauty Salon, though specific to 

                                                   
12 Walter Benjamin has written about temporality as a way to trouble sequential periodization and the 
past-present-future order of events to broadly consider modes of time; see “On the Concept of History.” 
In Walter Benjamin: Selected Writings Volume 4 1938-1940, Translated by Edmond Jephcott (Boston: 
Harvard U Press, 2006). While I look at modes of time, I refer to how time in the salon space can either 
interfere with or complement the structure of day outside the salon space, including effects of leisure, 
relaxation, and respite. In focusing on time at the salon, I am not reworking periodization and narrations 
of past and future. However, I also do not look at clock-time. Rather, through affective labor, I consider 
the sense of time as anxiety, luxury, respite, and/ or boredom as products of affective labor.  
 
13 See E.P. Thompson’s article on time at the workplace in industrial capitalism in relation to clock-time 
and task orientation, in “Time, Work-Discipline, and Industrial Capitalism” The Past and Present Society, 
38 (Dec 1967): 56-97. In thinking about neoliberal dimensions of service work, scholars like Peter Ikeler 
extend concepts of task routinization operating differently in Fordist and Taylorist models of tasks in 
comparison to the demands of emotional labor at different types of chain retail stores, something I see in 
concert with time, though operating differently in the walk-in-based mom-and-pop salon space.  
 
14 Films from Hairspray (1988) and Steel Magnolias (1989) to Beauty Shop (2005) and the Steel 
Magnolias (2012) remake represent the multi-service salon as a space that brings together racially-
specific groups of friends of women who visit the salon to ready their bodies via social aesthetics.  
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the threading salon, similarly demonstrated how the salon was a site of consumption of aesthetics 

and pampering. I also noticed how threading salons were mixed spaces of both social 

reproduction in terms of grooming as well as of leisure, where the process of care as grooming, 

leisure, and luxury operated on different modes of time for customers and workers. Integral to 

affective labor at the salon, then, were how workers negotiated salon time as ways to manage and 

produce feelings of luxury, pampering, and beauty in their customers, as well as build and 

maintain their clientele, alongside their own feelings of stress, tension, and pleasure.15 

To first understand time at the salon, it is important to note that in the hierarchy of salon 

types, the threading salon can be a relatively quick service visit. In comparison, at the nail or hair 

salon, a basic visit ranges from 30 minutes for nails or a basic trim, but a longer visit can take up 

to a whole day for perming, dyeing, and weaves. The basic menu and service item at the 

threading salon—eyebrow cleaning—is short. Getting only eyebrows threaded includes a process 

of assessing the eyebrows, discussing the desired shape, threading both eyebrows, confirming the 

shape, trimming them, and then cleaning them. I saw that eyebrow threading took 10 to 15 

minutes, while adding upper lip and chin extended that initial service another 5 to 10 minutes; a 

full face service, often the longest menu item, typically took 30 minutes. From only a 

perfunctory perspective, the threading salon represents shorter interactions with clients. Yet, at 

both salons, wait time and service time mattered to both customers and workers. 

A second way to contextually understand salon time is through frequency of customer 

visits. At the threading salon, I noticed that the frequency of customer consumption practices 

shifted based on a customer’s weekly, biweekly, or monthly rituals of hair grooming. In a way, 

                                                   
15 Kang, Managed Hand, too, describes the ways that nail salon workers managed their customers’ 
differently in order to produce feelings of respect for Black working-class customers versus luxury for 
white upper-class customers.  
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visits were timed to the body’s frequency of hair growth. However, a customer’s salon visit also 

related to how much of their own labor they chose to perform on self-grooming alongside how 

much they could afford to spend on salon grooming, relative to their own notions of well-being 

and/or prioritizations of care-taking as a service on a weekly or monthly basis.16 Importantly, 

each customer’s sense of beauty work, expenses, and grooming guided their participation in and 

consumption of aesthetic, racialized, and gendered expectations at the salon. Additionally, 

frequency of visits facilitated threaders and customers relationships with each other, such that 

more frequent customers often had stronger relationships with threaders that pushed them into a 

“regular” category. Being a regular, also made service time better and transformed the salon 

space into a site of routine and ritual as well as relaxation and comfort much more easily.  

Embedded in the ways I interpret salon time—wait time, service time, and down time—

are the factors of 1) the relative quickness of threading services at the salon, and 2) the frequency 

of salon visits. Quickness and frequency remain contextual to customers’ experiences of wanting 

to both be in-and-out of the salon but also be leisurely and luxuriously treated and pampered at 

the salon chair—speeds that challenged the ways threaders’ value circulated in terms of affective 

labor in relation to time. Ultimately, what I look at in this section is how wait time, which is 

ideally fast, against service time, which was ideally luxuriously slow, were facets of racialized 

and gendered affective labor. Down time, differently, was situated for the worker remaining in 

the salon without customers, and functioned both as moments of relationship building and 

disciplining of the worker. 

Wait Time 

                                                   
16 Naomi Wolf calls this “the third shift” in her book The Beauty Myth, where she quantifies the time that 
an unspecified universal woman spends on making up and adorning herself, in Naomi Wolf, The Beauty 
Myth: How Images of Beauty Can Be Used Against Women (New York Harper Perennial, 2002).   
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Wait time at the salon was contradictorily integral to affective labor. Though customer 

feelings about waiting for a service contained the highest ranges of anticipation and anxiety, 

waiting itself was also the most separated from direct service interaction. At both Central Beauty 

Salon and Diane’s Beauty Salon, customer interactions began at the time of entry at the salon. In 

other words, providing customer service became much more than the immediate service 

interaction with the threader in the salon chair. For the mostly South Asian immigrant women 

who worked at either salon, acknowledging customers when they walked in, making sure they 

were resting comfortably when they entered, and conveying their time-to-service were all 

different ways that the threaders immediately began connecting with their customers.  

In one example of understanding the importance of getting wait time experience just 

right, both Central and Diane’s Beauty Salons’ created waiting area ambiances that were as 

much about customer relaxation as they were about entertaining them before their direct service. 

Yet, at Central Beauty Salon, race relations were also a factor in considering salon tone and 

mood. Piya had affixed a poster of Marilyn Monroe in the salon’s waiting room about three 

months after she took over that location; a few weeks later, she put in a similar poster of 

Beyonce. The posters invoked classic images of beauty, with detail towards their eyebrows. I 

caught how most customers glanced at them while waiting and a few customers conversationally 

spoke to Beyonce’s dress, makeup, and eyebrows, more often than Madonna’s. In a way, the 

dual images were about racial relevance to the clientele and neighborhood. Given the primarily 

Black and Latino clientele at the Central Beauty Salon, Piya’s use of both Beyonce and Marilyn 

for eyebrow aesthetics allowed her to represent more than white normative beauty in the salon, 

though still within a black-and-white binary. As Piya reflected on her positionality as a Nepali 

woman as well as the practice of threading itself as relative outsiders, being responsible to her 
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clientele meant providing a conception of beauty that in turn offered a representational 

relationship with them. 

Additionally, Central Beauty’s use of radio over Bollywood songs also acknowledged the 

salon’s clientele in terms of race relations. In one retelling of salon ambiance as choice, in the 

summer of 2014, when Central Beauty still had satellite television access in the waiting area, 

including South Asian programming, I had asked Piya why she did not play the Bollywood 

music channels, or Bollywood music in general. Her demeanor shifted as she wanted me to 

understand that though she once did, a client had come in who was waiting for threading and 

made a complaint about it. The client, a Black customer, who was a regular and did not know 

Piya at the time because Piya had recently taken over managing, had gotten upset at Piya about 

the music and music videos. The client said, “You come into our neighborhood and play your 

songs in your language, that’s not right!” Piya’s tone and shoulders dropped as she further 

explained the seriousness of the interaction: “She was right. These are our clients, and we are in 

their neighborhood, we cannot play our music in our language. That’s not respectful.”  

Since then, Piya intentionally kept the television, YouTube, and a subsequently 

purchased radio on English-language music only. Again, Kang’s work on Korean nail salons in 

New York is instructive here, especially in describing the ways that salon life, service, and 

relationships reconfiguring typical middle-man perceptions of Korean-Black relations, but also 

demonstrated formations of emotional and body labor.17 However, at the threading salon, Piya’s 

assertions around halting any Bollywood music relates to something deeper than an annual party. 

Managing customer feelings of respect in terms of salon ambience shifted the overall salon 

                                                   
17 Kang, The Managed Hand. 
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experience beyond direct service provision. In particular, setting up the right feelings and 

sensations of the salons includes overall salon tone and mood during wait time. 

Piya also managed the salon music as ambiance beyond herself. She told her sister and 

the other staff at the salon not to play Bollywood music on the TV, internet, or their phones. 

While challenging on the salon staff as an unnecessary disciplining mechanism, when both the 

salon was empty of customers and Piya was not around, the staff would occasionally switch the 

TV to a Bollywood music video station via South Asian satellite channels. A few times, different 

Black and Latina women customers walked in while the Bollywood music videos was 

accidentally still on. The customers stared at and enjoyed the videos the entire time, rather than 

their smart phones. Yet despite the customers being mesmerized with sets, costumes, and dance 

moves while waiting for a threader, Piya occasionally referred back to that one customer’s story 

in her head as another way to note her service to her clientele and neighborhood. 

Differently, Diane’s Beauty salon functioned as both a supply store and a salon. The store 

made the salon landscape much bigger, such that the store and the salon were almost split in half. 

Diane’s waiting area then was much more intimate to the salon chair, her service work, and 

therefore her. Diane too would play the radio set to a Los Angeles pop music station, kept the fan 

running in the heat, and had layers of beauty product-based posters, as well as Chinese red-and-

gold language poster draping against the wall in the salon side of the space. For Diane, though, 

on certain days, and then eventually all the time, she played spa music—instrumental, flute-

based, and/or ocean waves—from YouTube or a music app through her smart phone. The switch 

to the instrumental, meditative music was her way to keep the salon and waiting area in a “spa 

like” feel, but also sought to make the salon a site of luxury vis-á-vis relaxation. In particular, the 
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music both relaxed the current customer and set the tone of the salon to help calm down the 

incoming and waiting customer. 

Central Beauty and Diane’s Beauty also dealt with waiting differently, by way of taking 

appointments or walk-ins. Diane’s salon, an older and more established salon and location, 

operated on an appointment-only basis, whereas Central Beauty Salon was all walk-in based. 

Diane’s appointments allowed for scheduled interactions with customers, where she would 

methodically take them for their service at the fifteen-minute mark. Her customers typically 

knew what to expect when waiting, while she also knew how to time and plan her day. In a way, 

Diane’s appointment system gave her the structure to manage her clients’ expectations even with 

some unpredictability. Despite the solidity of the structure, Diane often worried about whether a 

customer was going to arrive on time or not, and how one late customer could ultimately affect 

the chain of customers to follow. In that vein, Diane’s affective labor in terms of managing her 

own anxiety was strongest throughout the day when a customer was a few minutes late, as she 

had to both politely and humorously explain to the customer to come on time next time, and 

figure out how to work faster or explain to her next customer that she would be seen shortly.  

Central Beauty Salon, however, like most threading salons I visited for interviews, 

operated primarily by walk-in. Customers popped into the salon at their whim and convenience, 

often in the middle of running errands as an afterthought by way of being in the area, or as a 

planned stop before another errand or a social event. In doing so, Central Beauty Salon could 

have a line of customers at any given moment, which could foster high levels of anxiety for 

customers and for workers, particularly if a worker was on a break.  
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The two different systems—appointment or walk-in—greatly shifted a customer’s and 

threader’s experience of waiting and managing the wait, but it also moved into service time and 

feelings of rest, relaxation, and luxury during the service.18 

Service Time 

Service time, the next key mode of time at the salon, largely operated in oppositional 

conjunction with wait time, where service time customers desired a slower, deliberate service 

process, distinct from a desired fast wait time. In an illuminating interview moment about the 

contradiction of wait time in relation to service time, one threader, Roshni, who worked at a 

mom-and-pop salon captured the contradiction of the speeds of wait time and service time. She 

said, “when [customers] are on the waiting chair, they are in a hurry, they want you to be very 

quick [snaps], when they are in our [salon] chair, then they said oh my god you are done? Then, 

they are fine. Our client is first—the customer is always right.” The quote elucidates the 

conundrum of wait time as being about leisure, entertainment, and respect. Though waiting is all 

about a customer’s ability to relax from their day, be it a work break or errands, once wait time 

took too long, the customer’s irritation needed to be managed. Importantly, customers’ feelings 

of relaxation and leisure while waiting for a threader operates on an arc, where once past the 

curve, relaxation turns from pensive waiting to frustration. Once outside the range of feeling 

relaxed at a salon—checking your phone, chatting with your friend, or zoning out to music—

luxury can transition quickly into irritation, such as constantly looking at the line, asking how 

long it will take, and asking if anyone else is in to thread today. As Roshni shared, the feeling of 

time as luxury was through the lens of the customer and not the threaders.  

                                                   
18 It is important to note that appointment-based salon operations come from 1) the privilege of having 
built a clientele, and 2) facilitates deeper conversations during the wait time b/c the customers are 
manageable.  
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At Central Beauty Salon, the importance of an acceptable wait-to-service-time offered a 

customer respite. While the customer wanted to feel rest from errands through the luxury of 

being at a salon, the salon too is an errand. On one hot day, a Latina regular customer entered the 

salon after running grocery errands at the store nearby, but before catching the bus home. 

Importantly, Naina heard the door open in the middle of threading a customer, looked up, and 

acknowledged her, “Hi,” making her feel comfortable as their eyes connected. The customer put 

her two plastic shopping bags down in the chair next to her and sighed as she sat next to the fan, 

indicating her relief from being outdoors on her feet. She then perused the fashion in People 

magazine, only looking up after five minutes.  

The customer noticed that Naina had just finished trimming the prior customer’s 

eyebrows and had moved on to massaging them with aloe vera. She closed the magazine and 

started to grab her bags in anticipation to be seen as she assessed that it can only be another 

minute. Her approximately ten-minute wait period revealed itself to be acceptable as she eased 

into Naina’s salon chair, closed her eyes, and entered into casual small talk with Naina. Through 

their shared language of English, albeit as a second language for both of them, they shared that 

they were fine and Naina started to shape the customer’s eyebrows “not too thin,” to which 

Naina agreed, “okay.” 

Naina’s small nod of a welcome when the customer entered the salon exemplified her 

attempt to handle both of her customers, the one in her chair whom she is currently threading, 

and the one waiting, who is entering relaxation mode. Naina looked up just enough to not disrupt 

her current customer, but also to honor the entering one. While customers agree that the salon 

was a part of a perceived tradition of luxury, the process of waiting had several limitations, to 

which feeling acknowledged or being seen was an important facet of service provision at Central 
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Beauty Salon. The time-to-service itself was affective labor through both initial 

acknowledgement and space to rest in the salon for a short period. The customer could collect 

herself as part of the process of care, as Piya’s mostly working- to middle-class clientele did not 

mind and some even appreciate the ability to pause.  

A customer’s agitation with waiting for threaders who took too long also needed to be 

managed in terms of both wait time and service time. The contradiction of wanting to wait at the 

salon transitioned quickly into not wanting to waste time. One busy Saturday morning, 30 

minutes after the salon had opened, a line of five customers formed, with two already being 

threaded. Yet only Naina and one other threader were available then as Piya was coming late, 

placing those two threaders in an unanticipated conundrum. Naina negotiated her own rising 

stress as her eyes widened, while she looked back down at her customer and attempted to pick up 

her work speed. Meanwhile, customers’ bodies began to agitate as they shifted and craned their 

necks to interpret how long the wait would take. Some expressed their impatience as they 

exhaled sighs of dismay, releasing their shoulders with a shrug once they realized one of the 

women wanted a full-face.  

Wait time quickly became disrespect. When the service for the customer ahead of them 

registered as longer than they expected, one black customer who frequented the salon on once a 

week said, “I will come back later this afternoon.” However, another black customer who 

frequented the salon once a month walked out a few minutes after, throwing her hands in the air 

saying, “You all don’t know how to treat us. This is too long.” The time-to-service shifted from 

luxury to disrespect as soon as the customer perceived their wait felt longer than anticipated. The 

customer’s sense of disrespect spoke to both larger dynamics of spatial racial relations, again 

something Kang highlights in noting the types of service that can subvert racial tensions but not 
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dominant racial discourses.19 In thinking about tension affectively, Naina’s shoulders dropped as 

she stayed focused on the customer in front of her and did not respond. Beyond feeling unable to 

do anything about the quickly departing customer, she later relayed her disappointment and wish 

that her sister had showed up to the salon on time to help with the heavy weekend morning 

flows. The salon waiting area became a site of anxiety for all those waiting and working, making 

the affective mood one of calculation, rather than relaxation.  

At Diane’s salon, however, she had a way of deftly tending to the customer at hand and 

the customer waiting. If possible, she acknowledged who walked in, but spent most of her energy 

on the customer in front of her. In doing so, Diane facilitated acknowledgement and connection 

with her returning customers. In particular, Diane made sure to chat with her clients as much as 

she could, in a way that recalled a detail that is both nuanced and not too personal when other 

customers are there. Moreover, Diane, who had been an owner for nearly twenty years, had a 

stronger clientele base, stronger relationships with her customers, and took her customers by 

appointment. Because of the appointment system, her clients generally showed up on time, 

waited in her waiting room for only 5 to 10 minutes before their appointment, and knew how 

long they would be waiting to see her. As the waiting room was spatially in the same area that 

she threaded them, Diane’s clients were also in proximity to her at all times and therefore had 

closer contact to her, conversationally speaking, which set up their sense of intimacy and 

connection as friends as well as threader-and-customer earlier on in their dynamic interaction. 

The threading process was filled with affective and embodied sensations of touch, pain, 

and relaxation, all of which required management on the part of the threader. When in the salon 

chair, customers’ main tasks were to indicate whether they wanted their eyebrows cleaned and 

                                                   
19 For more, see Kang, The Managed Hand, Chapter Five. 
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anything about arch shape. In particular, at both salons service time included: a consultation, the 

threading itself, trimming of eyebrows, approval of the shape, and then a cleaning or massage of 

the face. Yet, the threader had to be quite vigilant in terms of making the customer happy, from 

shape to pain, as shared earlier in the discussion on customer conversation. This included and 

elongated process of being seen, served, and taken care of in terms of facial hair removal and 

grooming Again, as Roshni astutely observed that when in the salon chair, customers want time 

to slow down, such that they can be as relaxed and as taken care of, for as long as possible.  

At Central Beauty Salon, once in a threader’s salon chair, service time still had a busy but 

relaxed feeling to it. Naina typically shouted “next,” hoping that the customers would self-select 

and regulate their order themselves. When I was there, I kept a ledger with a list and called the 

next customer. Naina asked her customer to sit, would ask them what service they wanted, but to 

avoid any miscommunication, would give the customer a handheld black mirror and point out on 

their face exactly what they would want done. In the beginning, she would leave it at verbally 

asking her customers about their service, but after several repeated poor interactions with her 

customers, she learned from Piya to also visually point out any natural misshapes in the arch of 

the eyebrows with the mirror. Naina then began any threading, anchoring the thread in her 

mouth, wrapping it around her two hands, and repeatedly using a twist in the thread to grasp the 

hair by the follicle to remove it in a line as quickly yet as pain free as possible. When a customer 

approved the eyebrow shape at the end, after seeing it in her handheld mirror one last time, 

Naina often spent the closing minute of the service time massaging her customer’s eyebrows 

with aloe vera gel, though this was not necessarily a common practice across salons. The last 

piece of the eyebrow cleaning, the massage, tended to offer the most relaxation, as the pain-filled 

hair removal process was over. 
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Diane’s Beauty Salon, though, by way of her appointment system had more of a rhythm. 

Again, Diane, by sitting while she threaded, was situated in closer physical proximity to her 

customers. Also operating out of familiarity, she tended to know her customers, and called them 

to her chair by their names. Her process of threading similarly included checking in with her 

customers, threading their respective required service, and then wiping off any hair with a cotton 

ball. Again, as she tended to have many more regulars and long-term customers that came from 

the neighborhood or drove to the South Asian enclave to specifically see her. Diane’s mode of 

service time also relied on her catching up with her customers and talking to them about their 

daily lives, family, and any other life updates.  

Lastly, at both salons, new customers required a different level of engagement. New 

customers entered the salon with their own curiosities and anxieties about the history, method, 

and pain-level of threading. At Central Beauty Salon, new customers would bypass the salon’s 

waiting area and walk straight to the service chairs in the workstation area, thereby bypassing 

wait time and entering into a type of service time. The new customers often preferred to watch 

the threading process, learn about threading first-hand, and nervously asked about someone 

getting their eyebrows shaped. Piya and other threaders that the salon took care to facilitate the 

customer’s comfort and ease while also tending to their current customer—a doubled layer of 

managing waiting and service. On several occasions, new customers giggled at the method of 

threading and take photos while a threader removed unwanted facial hair. Again, salon staff had 

learned to barely flinch when being observed but laugh or smile instead, hiding any sense of 

stress of a customer encroaching in their space. New customers needed to be put at ease, but with 

a tradeoff: threaders had to allow up-close observations as one way of introducing threading to 

the neighborhood’s clientele. 
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Return customers have preferred salon rituals of settling into the waiting area. They sign 

in at the front desk, take a seat in the waiting chairs, and listen to ’90s R&B echoing from a 

boombox. They prefer to settle in and zone out just enough to pay attention to the line ahead of 

them. In Central Beauty salon, regulars either tune out the songs or mouth them silently—Latina 

mothers in their 40s with their two children on errands, Black teenage girls on their way to retail 

jobs close by, a Latino young man after soccer practice, a Black nurse on lunch break—as they 

occasionally look up from their smartphones to eyeball how many people are ahead of them. 

Others explicitly ask about the time until their service before perusing available magazines on 

the coffee table: three recent Modern Salon, two new American Salon, an old Ebony, and an old 

People. 

Down Time 

While wait time and service time center customers’ experiences of time in relation to 

workers’ speed, down time centers salon workers’ relations at the salon in the absence of 

customers, including affects of boredom and connection embedded in their dynamics as a 

worker. All salon workers I interviewed expressed a rhythm to busy days and times, and can 

predict some semblance of when streams of customers will be heavy. Thursday, Fridays, 

Saturdays, and Sundays tended to be the busiest days, while Mondays, Tuesdays, and 

Wednesdays tended to be quite slow. U.S. national and cultural holidays and Hindu and Muslim 

religious days, also tended to be packed with many customers. For example, days before 

Valentine’s Day, Mother’s Day, Thanksgiving, and Christmas will be full, while Eid and Karva 

Chauth also are full if in a South Asian enclave. Even on weekend busy days, the salon always 

slows down at some point.  

Salon location and the number of co-workers at the salon also impacted the experience of 
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down time. In particular, threaders at newly opened locations where there are limited regulars, 

spent the bulk of their time slowly building new customers from walk-ins and advertisements. 

When there were both no regular or new customers as well as no co-workers, the emptiness of 

the salon was challenging for threaders. One threader compared her down time nostalgically to 

the tempo she had when working at a salon in the mall because of the sheer isolation she felt 

while stuck inside the new salon she worked at in a strip mall. At the mall, she had made friends 

with the mall security guard and the nearby stores, but when she switched from one chain 

threading salon to another, the isolated salon made it hard to step outside the door and talk to 

other nearby workers. As the only person staffing the salon, in a way, she often sat alone waiting 

for customers to come, noting that she could not just leave the salon to interact with someone 

otherwise.  

Differently, another older South Asian salon worker seemed to prefer the down time to 

decompress without customers, yet such time was surveilled by the owner. When I walked into 

the threading salon in a South Asian plaza to visit her, Bela Ben was alone watching Gujarati 

satellite television shows of soap operas on her phone. I caught her laughing hysterically to a 

punchline on the soap, which she reluctantly put on pause when I came in for some henna and to 

ask about an interview. Bela Ben acknowledged that she liked threading salon work because it 

was specifically good work for women as threading allowed for that kind of down time. Though, 

as I was waiting for her, I noticed that though she was physically alone, the owner of the salon 

kept calling to check in on her service. For the owner, a camera set up in the corner demonstrated 

a layer to her perceived relaxation and facilitated remote surveillance of her activities and her 

customer service. The remote owner surveillance of her activities represented a disruption to her 

sense of agency and decompression, though she actively yelled back at the abuse on the repeated 
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phone calls, another dimension of the management of affective relations.  

In this way, salon down time demonstrated salon worker boredom as a mechanism of 

owner and salon discipline. In salon work, the inability to leave the salon or to do other things at 

the salon sets up the experience of boredom. Customers, however challenging they may have 

been during busy or stressful service moments, also offered a disruption from boredom of down 

time—the salon worker feeling of being stuck, the worry of whether the salon work and its tips 

will pick up, and the dullness of being unable to do anything. Conversations with customers 

instead allowed for a salon worker to anticipate something other than having to entertain 

themselves on their phones or tablets or interacting with their co-workers. If tensions existed 

between co-workers, a customer helped pace the day and offer a new interaction. Ultimately, 

customers offered a way for salon workers to deal with the fluctuations of customer flow in their 

day and their overall situation. 

For some salon workers, the down time in between customers also allowed for time to 

build social and collegial relations with their co-workers in a way that shifted and moved the 

pace of down time.20 At Central Beauty Salon, Ranjeeta and Naina often entered into a 

conversation about family, current events in Nepal, or shared photos from their Facebook feeds 

with each other. Differently, as an owner, Piya was on a conference call for a volunteer-run 

Nepali diasporic organization, called a friend, or did billing to pass the time. When lulls occurred 

a salon worker shifted into a space of comfort and nostalgia with another salon worker. Again, at 

Diane’s Salon, was typically filled with appointments, there was very little down time besides 

                                                   
20 While salon down time does allow for a sense of a break, I want to be explicit in noting that it is not an 
official break. In fact, salon workers were rarely given explicit paid breaks, and so down time blurred the 
lines of seemingly being able to rest but being on the clock. Down time is still policed time, where a 
worker could come in at any second, and salon staff are still asked to do any work duties at a moment’s 
notice, which is ultimately different from a break. 
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lunch. In a way Diane, neither had the chance to “get bored” because of her own agency in 

making her schedule but also the frequency of regular customers visiting the salon in expected 

increments, nor did she have down time to slow down. 

At Central Beauty Salon, the staff women also equated working at the South Asian salon 

to a sense of belonging, in the face of isolation from desired familial care and responsibilities 

that extend across the diaspora. One late Saturday afternoon in 2015 the salon had completely 

slowed down and emptied out. With only a few hours left of the day, Naina sat on the floor near 

her salon desk and chair, stretched out her legs and leaned back against the wall. She plugged in 

her tablet and began scrolling through Facebook, when she read a message from her child in 

Nepal and exhaled loudly. Scholars of care work and domestic labor in the context of global 

capitalism often point to the contradictions of a worker having to care for an employer’s child at 

the expense of leaving behind their own child, whether in another country or otherwise.21 This 

moment complicated how Naina migrated to Los Angeles by way of family reunification to join 

her sisters as their co-worker at the salon and yet was separated from her own son. Her loneliness 

during down time was both layered and was mitigated through social media as a sense of 

connection. 

Down time also allowed for moments to process moments of heightened crisis in home 

countries, like the recent Nepal Earthquake. The trauma of separation from her son only 

escalated at the very moment of the tragic Nepal earthquake. Naina was clearly shaken the few 

days after the earthquake, and in a way, both engaging with her customers and taking a break 

                                                   
21 See Ehrenreich and Hoshschild’s Introduction in Global Woman: Nannies, Maids, and Sex Workers in 
the New Economy (New York: Metropolitan Books, 2003); Rhacel Parrenas, Servants of Globalization; 
Pierrette Hondagnue Sotelo, Domestica: Immigrant Workers Cleaning and Caring in the Shadows of 
Affluence (Berkeley: UC Press, 2007), and Raka Ray and Seemin Qayum, “Traveling Cultures of 
Servitude,” in Cultures of Servitude: Modernity, Domesticity, and Class in India (Stanford: Stanford U 
Press, 2009). 
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with social media allowed her to process that situation. She continued to feel lonely and isolated 

though, which in a way compelled her to reach out to her co-worker sitting and taking a break 

next to her. When Naina clicked on an embedded video that began to play a Nepali song that she 

passively hummed to, something caught her eyes on her feed and she called her co-worker, 

“Sister, come look at this.” Her co-worker crouched down while they chatted about the impact of 

the Nepal earthquake, a few weeks after Kathmandu was struck. Just as quickly, their anxiety 

dissipated and laughter erupted as they look at a meme. Naina realized her song had stopped 

playing. She got up to sip some water, offering some to her co-worker, while they waited for the 

last wave of customers to come before closing and talk about Naina’s dinner plans with her 

sisters and brothers-in-law.  

With Nepal on her mind, she engaged her co-worker in worry that also invoked registers 

of support. The weeks after Kathmandu was rocked with a deathly earthquake, the two of them 

imagined their homeland with each other as a way of care. Both temporary visa holders, neither 

could consider going back, let alone for financial reasons. For Naina and her coworkers, 

spending nine to ten hours a day, five days a week together makes the salon a primary site of 

social interaction that in turn provides a connection to home via their relationship. In doing so, 

they also looked out for each other as they project their end of the day, outside of the salon.  

Affective Communities at Work and the Limits of Sisterhood 

Another pivotal dimension of affective management at the salon occurred between co-

workers who negotiated shared spaces of immigrant and religious community outside of the 

salon, or even literal family, often through the discourse of family or sisterhood. In my 

interviews, the linkages between salons, staff, and community networks became quickly 

apparent. Often, participants were hired by friends, connections at places of worship, or 

diasporic, ethnic organizations. In one Los Angeles region, salon workers at multiple newer 
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salons shared how they attend a religious center with salon owners who introduced them to their 

previous or current salon. In other instances, mom-and-pop salons formed because sisters opened 

and managed a first and then subsequent salons, while hiring neighbors or family friends to staff 

them. Conversely, some stories capture sisters leaving joint salons to lease a chair or open a 

different salon nearby because of challenging family dynamics occurring at the workplace. 

Lastly, recent immigrants who had little to no family at the salon formed bonds with colleagues, 

and even supervisors, often forging relationships of fictive kinships, referring co-workers as 

“Sister” and “Auntie.”  

Another pivotal dimension of affective labor and management at the salon occurred 

between co-workers or workers and owners who negotiated shared social networks of immigrant 

and religious community outside of the salon, or even literal family, often through the discourse 

of family or sisterhood. The moniker of “mom-and-pop” itself invokes the feelings of a small, 

locally owned, family-run business as an antidote to corporate and faceless chains. Thinking 

about the hierarchies of racialized and gendered difference at a place like the salon in the 

immigrant service sector nuances that representation. While scholars have studied ethnic enclave 

and niche economies in terms of the benefits in social networks, scholars of affective labor 

highlight the lack of work-life boundaries, when the affective dimensions of work blurs into life. 

Here, bridging Kathi Weeks and Michael Hardt’s descriptions of affective labor are useful. 

Where affective labor can produce a sense of connectedness or even community through the 

work, as a type of commons, Kathi Weeks considers the concerns of lack of boundaries in 

affective labor.22 The case of the threading salon allows for further insight into the immigrant 

service sector, in terms of how salon workers managed their relationships with co-workers who 

                                                   
22 Weeks, “Life Between and Within Work”; Hardt, “Affective Labor.” 
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were a part of shared social communities.  

In my interviews, the ways social networks between salons, staff, and community 

institutions are a source of support and vulnerability became quickly apparent. Often, 

participants were hired by friends of friends, through made connections at shared places of 

worship, or diasporic, ethnic organizations. For example, in one Los Angeles neighborhood, 

salon workers at multiple newer salons shared how they attend a religious center with salon 

owners who introduced them to their previous or current salon. In other instances, mom-and-pop 

salons formed specifically because sisters opened and managed a first salon together, and then 

subsequent salon that they could then manage separately, like in the case of Central Beauty 

Salon. The extension of salons required labor, and the women run aspect of the business was not 

lost on Piya, who saw her responsibility as an owner to provide support for and empower her 

Nepali community through jobs. Yet, even in hiring her neighbors or family friends to staff such 

salons, the new non-literal family staff member of Central Beauty Salon tended to leave after one 

to two years for another salon job or for personal reasons, keeping that rotating entry, low-wage 

position open. Unlike Central Beauty Salon, some stories about family dynamics between sisters 

circulate as gossip or lore about sisters who once opened a salon together but then opened the 

separate salons and now do not talk. Such narratives hint at the range of challenging family 

dynamics occurring at the workplace.  

In focusing on workers’ affective labor embedded in these hierarchical relationships, 

salon workers conveyed hope and respect for their employers in terms of what such jobs within 

shared social networks have offered materially. Owners and co-workers helped them deal with 

the logistics of state and institutional processes during major life crises. This included the burden 

of filing immigration paperwork due to intimate partner violence and/or hospital bills and the 
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death of a partner. Salon workers opened up to me, either through tears, or through interviews 

that lasted two hours about such difficult moments, where the crisis in and of itself was so 

subsuming that the owner’s ability to navigate state paperwork made the difference of conditions 

of austerity.  

Other instances demonstrate support around needs attendant to social reproduction, 

speaking to broader affective economies of service work. For example, salon workers relied on 

their employer’s husbands who were taxi drivers for rides home after work. One frenzied 

evening, Piya could no longer drop Ranjeeta off at her home because she had a change in plans. 

She genuinely worried and called her husband, who then called other taxi worker friends; within 

an hour, a taxi driver generously rearranged their route to drop Ranjeeta home 20 miles away 

from the salon. Other salon workers found child care through their employer’s friends, where the 

work at the salon owner arranged daily support through a friend who was a nanny, so that the 

worker could be at the salon. Each arrangement took care of important reproductive life needs, 

while facilitating a worker’s ability to show up to work. 

Yet, these material supports were also sites of silences of tensions in such affective labor 

embedded in shared communities. Salon workers sometimes lived in their employer’s housing. 

In one instance, a salon worker, Eiman, who knew her employer through her mosque, got a job 

after her recent divorce. She also got offered housing for herself and her children through her 

employer. While Eiman expressed how nice this was because her employer understood when she 

had to be late with her rent payments by a few days, it was also ironic because her employer had 

paid her late, too, something she was rarely able to bring up.  

In another instance, Amara, who had been relying on her abusive husband for citizenship 

ended up working at a chain salon to begin to slowly establish her own independence and 
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income. For months, she dealt with the shame of a failed marriage and the guilt of wanting to 

separate from her husband, but the social and material inability to do so. When her employer 

noticed Amara both slow and crying at work, she pulled in her into her office with her other 

family-based co-owners and talked about how to get her the support she needed. Later, Amara 

was able to file for citizenship through her employer. When tensions at her workplace grew, 

particularly as she was often asked to train her co-workers, she never left because she felt that 

she owed her employer a debt. She also stayed at that salon because she had a large clientele 

there. 

The instances above demonstrate how recent immigrants who had little to no family at 

the salon formed bonds with colleagues, and even supervisors, often forging relationships of 

fictive kinships, referring co-workers in familial terms of hierarchy, like “Auntie” and “Older 

Sister.” The affective dimensions of producing the feeling of “family” and “home” at the 

workplace can be both supportive and tense, where the layers of connection and possibilities of 

alienation impact co-workers’ management of feelings, expressions, and networks. They also 

contribute to an understand of workplace instability, where the loss of the job indicates a loss of 

the network, in the immigrant service sector. As Miabi Chatterji explains, the notion of “family” 

discourse among South Asians and Latino workers in an Indian restaurant hub operates as a 

“managerial ideology.”23 The desire for a workplace to feel like a “family,” if not already a 

literal family, implicates the workplace as a site of social reproduction through fostering and 

supporting community as much as it extends the labor of managing the dynamics of those 

                                                   
23 Miabi Chatterji, “Putting ‘the Family’ to Work: Managerial Discourses of Control in the Immigrant 
Service Sector,” in The Sun Never Sets: South Asian Migrants in an Age of Power, eds. Vivek Bald, et al. 
New York: NYU Press, 2013: 129. 
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relationships in the workplace.24  

Entangled with family at a women’s workplace is the notion of “sisterhood” and 

“women’s empowerment” that locates the salon as a site for women’s upward mobility. I often 

observed a lot of repeat gendered language of family as a sign of respect, but also deferral, with 

workers calling owners Auntie and Older sister in Hindi, Urdu, and Nepali. Yet these terms were 

also implicated in a hierarchy, where the idea of the salon as a business of sisterhood was 

challenged through the ways in which in this case family was used to denote care and affection 

between co-workers but also erase any complicated and exploitative dynamics in the workplace. 

Part of the affective labor then, was navigating how not to disrupt the workplace, not just for fear 

of loss of the job, but also for any retaliation in the social network in the community.  

In other ways, the dynamics of expectations of affective labor proved to be a form of 

workplace surveillance, where expectations of performance were directly connected to a 

worker’s affect. Sonya, the strike organizer mentioned earlier, revealed that one of the ways she 

felt the she was disrespected was through how she was constantly watched at the salon. She said, 

“If I talk to a client, they are like you are talking too much, if I don't talk to a client, they say, I 

have a moody face.” The salon’s focus on curbing Sonya’s mood and chattiness was partly 

because they wanted her to sell their developing line of South Asian beauty products. Yet, in this 

instance, Sonya’s agency as a threader was limited because her own ability to connect with, and 

do the work of building her clientele, was heavily surveilled which felt frustrating and negative 

to her.  

                                                   
24 The discussion of affective labor also points to Marx’s discussion of estrangement and alienation in 
relation to a material object-product (though intimacy can be a formed in estrangement), precarity and 
instability at the salon is about the loss of co-workers who are embedded in immigrant networks. See Karl 
Marx, “Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts of 1844,” translated by Martin Milligan (Moscow: 
Progress Publishers, 1959).  
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Lastly, another way of understanding how threaders managed salon relationships in 

downtime occurred as they countered tense moments of material and financial worker discipline, 

again through constructing fictive kinships of family with customers. In 2008, when Sonya 

challenged her workplace’s wage and hour practices, she was fired, a case I open with in the 

Introduction and cite in Chapter Four. As much as the threader was upset about the loss of her 

job, she also mourned the loss of her customers, whom she specifically constructed as her family, 

as she said, “my clients were my family, each and every one of them, I made them.” In order to 

manage workplace tensions or even leave workplaces in the immigrant service sector, threaders 

had to consider the loss of fostered affective networks that were spatially terminated, leaving a 

worker vulnerable along lines of pay and support as well as along the lines of community. 

Adding another layer to precarity, financial as well as affective communities all become 

impacted. Ironically, in the case of the fired salon worker, she was eventually able to open her 

own salon with a few of her co-worker friends, as a way to construct a different type of 

workplace. 

Conclusion 

In affective salon work, not only is the product about the service interaction—the smile, 

the skill of grooming, the luxury—but it is also about the intimacy that builds community. The 

threading salon is an important site to understand how affective labor both produces and 

intensifies community. It allows for an understanding of pleasure and exploitation that emerge 

and shift in the contemporary neoliberal service economy, reliant on an immigrant service sector. 

I expand on affective labor in contemporary neoliberal economic modes that privileges service 

work, or products of sensations, feelings, moods, and emotions. Such labor situates a worker-

customer interaction in a private, personal setting, or concerns private and personal situations, 

like that of grooming and bodily upkeep in beauty service work.  
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Yet, at the South Asian threading salon, the affective conceptions of threading, who 

threads, and how the threading happens all become a part of the racialized and gendered service 

interaction as the product. I examine modes of customer service in terms of deep engagement 

and boundaried conversation as a way that threaders, owners and workers, differently navigate 

building repeat and regular clientele. Different aspects of salon time, including wait time, service 

time, and down time, reveal aspects of worker time and discipline in the neoliberal immigrant 

service sector. Salon worker agency in terms of putting the customer first in the South Asian 

threading salon, and relations at the salon vary by salon type, neighborhood, and years of 

experience in Los Angeles. Each demonstrate the weight of building repeat and regulate clientele 

are a key part of a workers’ reputation at the salon, and their navigations of workplace instability 

through client relations. 

Lastly, salon workers’ own affective labor in shared communities with owners too 

extends notions of family discourse and sisterhood. The potential for understanding how affect 

and intimacy overlaps within and beyond work can interrogate the rhetoric of family and social 

life to challenge the premise of work and exploitation. The South Asian threading salon 

demonstrates elements of newfound support, linkages to women’s organizations, and community 

at religious spaces as much as the threat of being fired from, or having tensions at a workplace 

means to those spaces outside the workplace. All of these become key to parsing out nuances of 

race, gender, and affective labor so as to understand new and recycled modes of value at the 

immigrant threading salon in the neoliberal moment. While a niche-based employment or 

female-owned business empowerment model suggests neoliberal notions of individual immigrant 

success, the lens of affective labor provides a nuance to threader precarity and how affective 

relationships at the salon negotiate that. Particularly, affective regimes of service provision at the 
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salon make apparent dual modes of pleasure and exploitation for threaders, and the ways that 

threaders form their own nuanced and messy kinship networks. 
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CHAPTER THREE. TWIST OF FATE: THREADING REGULATIONS IN 
CALIFORNIA 

 
 

In 2003, 71 assembly members and 30 senate members gathered in Sacramento to read 

through a set of routinely scheduled bills on their calendar. Atypically though, one of the bills 

studied the growing practice of threading in salons as a new type of cosmetology in California. 

From that point, an unanticipated six-year debate began about threading and its place in the 

state’s existing barbering, esthetician, manicurist, and cosmetology licenses. A seemingly simple 

legislative inquiry into a regulatory department for a beauty practice that used cotton thread had 

instead become a new bill each year that asked about a range of concerns—including about the 

mostly South Asian immigrant women, their spools of thread, and threading’s origins. 

Ultimately, threading came to represent layers of health, immigrant women’s economies, and 

ancient traditions, in turn recycling prior legacies of racialization and stigmatization of ethnic 

economies as well as population management.1 

Over the six-year debate period, while the players may have changed, the core debate 

questions remained the same. Different assembly members, the Board of Barbering and 

Cosmetology (BBC), threading salon owners, and the Professional Beauty Federation of 

California all either asked about or testified to the following: Does threading fit within the 

purview of the BBC? Does threading have any potential health hazards and should it be 

licensed? And, lastly, what impact will licensing have on consumers and businesses?2 

                                                   
1 Assembly member Rudy Bermudez’s office first discussed threading’s technique alongside health and 
economy in order to understand licensing regulation and locate threading’s place within the state’s hair 
and skin care services. 
 
2 In each question though, the underlying discourse of the debates continued to signal broader stakes 
about racialization, work, and life. 
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Yet, California was not alone in its move to license the newly popular American version 

of threading. Within a decade, 12 states across the country took on licensing threading, with 

rulings from fallback lawsuits as recent as 2016.3 Most states enacted non-regulations to indicate 

that they would not license threading. However, a few pursued immediate regulations that 

incorporated threading within existing cosmetology laws. All states inadvertently interrogated 

the utility of licensing threading similar to California, by way of public health, training, and 

economy.  

In this chapter, I unpack how state interest in threading’s regulation demonstrates 

emerging dimensions of neoliberal biopolitical management of populations at the workplace. By 

neoliberal biopolitics, which I expand on shortly, I refer to a set of state practices of non-

regulation and deregulation that both foster and enforce the service economy—in this case, 

beauty service work—through an emphasis on health for the protection of consumers over the 

worker. In other words, contemporary revisions of seven-decades-old cosmetology licensing 

sought to incorporate threading under its parameters through racialized and gendered notions of 

threading’s effects on consumers. 

Specifically, I examine the regulation of threading within cosmetology and barbering at 

the state-level in terms of the management of the threader, the customer, and the business at 

beauty salons. I explore how the discourse of regulatory debates and decisions in California layer 

South Asian immigrant and refugee women’s participation in threading as a potential threat to 

consumer public health and safety while also being a boon for the economy. I argue that the 

                                                   
3 In “Texas Eyebrow Threading,” it mentions Florida, Pennsylvania, South Dakota, Tennessee, West 
Virginia, and Wisconsin as the six states to require licensing for threaders, as well as California, Indiana, 
and Maryland having rejected threading;  See Institute for Justice, “Texas Eyebrow Threading,” 
www.IJ.org, Accessed April 15, 2019, http://ij.org/case/patel-v-tx-department-of-licensing-and-
regulation/. The other three states, to make 12, that were considering licensing and/or repealed their 
licensing are Arizona and Texas, and later Louisiana.  
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debate to manage threading through cosmetology prioritizes the safety of the consumer and the 

economy of the salon, which in effect makes illegible the labor of the threader. I draw from 

policy bills, hearing notes, newspaper articles, and ethnographic fieldwork to trace such 

discourse. In doing so, I document the state’s as well as professional and legal organizations’ 

struggles to both incorporate and impose a regulatory regime of enforcement on threading salons 

as well as salon owners’ grounds for contestation and resistance based on their own vision.  

First, I explore a theoretical framework of neoliberal biopolitics useful for discussing 

current cosmetology licensing, contextualized with the development of the California Board of 

Barbering and Cosmetology. Then, I center California’s definitions of what is and is not 

cosmetology as it sought to define threading. In doing so, I situate threading in the context of its 

precedent, a California case of African American hair braiding. As definitions in both cases 

invoked debates of what is a “cultural,” and therefore “safe,” grooming practice for the 

consumer, it also invoked logics that sought to maintain and promote immigrant women’s 

economies. I intertwine California’s decision to not regulate threading with the Texas and 

Arizona decision to license, enforce, and then overturn the licensing of threading, in order to 

unpack notions of diversity capitalism in beauty service work. 

Neoliberal Biopolitics and the Role of Licensing Regulations in Beauty Service Work 

Efforts to regulate and license certain types of consumer oriented occupations emerged in 

the late-nineteenth century.4 As a facet of both professionalization of those occupations and 

                                                   
4 Marc T. Law and Sukkoo Kim note that though medicine and law were regulated via early colonial 
apparatuses, a much wider range of occupations began to be licensed in relationship to scientific 
knowledge and specialization as a part of Progressive Era licensing; see Law and Kim, “Specialization 
and Regulation: The Rise of Professionals and the Emergence of Occupational Licensing Regulation,” 
The Journal of Economic History 65, no. 3 (2005): 729-30. 
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industries and the protection of the consumer,5 state licensing boards marked what a licensed 

professional should know and set up enforcement protocol for their practice in the name of the 

consumer. In terms of beauty service work, barbering and cosmetology boards were established 

across the U.S. as early as the 1880s and continued into the 1930s, in part due to the early efforts 

of the Journeymen Barber’s International Union of America (JBIUA), a trade guild for barbers 

that promoted state licensing to professionalize the field, of which I expand in Chapter Four.6 

Quincy Mills explains that the process of professionalization was always racialized for barbers. 

The debates around scientific knowledge of disease and protecting the public from unsanitary 

barbershops centered on the specter of dirty ethnic businesses and enclaves in a way that initially 

pushed out the black barber. Julie Willet also describes the development of hairdressing 

associations during the Great Depression, where middle-class hair dressers’ desires for and 

working-class hair dressers’ contestations of licensing boards were part of the broader context of 

middle-class, white, male professionalization.7 

I locate this professionalization of the occupation and protection of the consumer within a 

framework of biopolitical regulation, in order to think through its neoliberal dimensions, where 

state incorporation continues both the protection of the consumer but also of diversity capitalism. 

In describing biopower, Foucault, refers to the reorganization of state power at the turn of the 

                                                   
5 Ibid; Jeanne F. Backof and Charles L. Martin, Jr. discuss the development of three professional 
organizations and the code of ethics through law, medicine, and accounting, in their article “Historical 
Perspectives: The Development of the Code of Ethics in Legal, Medical, and Accounting Professions,” 
Journal of Business Ethics 10 (1991): 99–110. 
 
6 Quincy Mills, Cutting Along the Color Line: Black Barbers and Barber Shops in America (Philadelphia: 
University of Pennsylvania Press, 2017); Doug Bristol, Knights of the Razor: Black Barbers in Slavery 
and Freedom (Baltimore, John Hopkins University Press, 2009); Julie A Willet, Permanent Waves: The 
Making of the American Beauty Shop (New York: New York University, 2008).  
 
7 See Julie A. Willet, Permanent Waves, Chapter 3 for further discussion. 
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eighteenth century from a kingdom to a government entity that focused on managing the vitality 

of its population.8 The state promoted the longevity of its population and situated health as a 

primary factor to measure its well-being. Demographic and statistical assessments of “the ratio of 

births to deaths, the rate of reproduction, the fertility of a population, and so on” were hallmarks 

of this new form of power.9 Life itself became a right, one that got mapped through mechanisms, 

techniques, and technologies of power as one way to make the living man.10 In other words, the 

enterprise of the government, as well as other forms of dispersed power, set up departments, 

measurement tools and indicators, and enforcement to ensure life in order to protect life 

specifically as a right. However, some racialized and gendered lives were valued more than 

others, as some were devalued in order to make certain lives thrive.11 

Keynesian and neoliberal politics demonstrate facets of this biopolitical intervention, 

especially in terms of ensuring the vitality of labor, productivity, and economy. Keynesian 

political economy, which sought to spark the U.S. out of the Great Depression, correlated the life 

of the national population through the life of the worker, who was also the consumer. Protecting 

                                                   
8 According to Foucault, “Lecture Eleven,” Society Must Be Defended, translated by David Macey. New 
York: Picador, 2003), in the moment of industrialization, the sovereign could no longer govern in the 
same way, and so the technology of regulation became a new mode (249). He says, “It is as though 
power, which used to have sovereignty as its modality or organizing schema, found itself unable to 
govern the economic and political body of a society that was undergoing both a demographic explosion 
and industrialization” (249). 
 
9 Ibid, 243.  
 
10 Ibid, 241. 
  
11 Aihwa Ong, Neoliberalism as Exception, Neoliberalism as Exception: Mutations in Citizenship and 
Sovereignty (Durham: Duke U Press, 2006), demonstrates this in her discussion of the flexible 
accumulation and the ways that zones of exclusion are uneven; Achille Mbembe’s useful discussion of 
necropolitics highlights the ways certain populations were not just “let [to] die” but were made to die, in 
his take on the phrase, “let live, make die,” in “Necropolitics,” translated by Libby Meintjes, Public 
Culture 15, No. 1 (2003). 
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workplace laws through hourly wages enabled the worker to make income and have time off to 

consume, to in turn protect the economy.12 Here, barbering and cosmetology licensing programs 

too, were seen as a way to not only professionalize industries, but eschew competition, in order 

to raise wages.13 Neoliberal biopolitics manages the population and economy differently, as 

1970s and on-going market-based policies relied on deregulation through free trade.14 With 

deregulation removing basic standards and protections for industrialized workers, and the 

privatization of social services including cuts to welfare, under neoliberal biopolitics, the 

individual becomes the realm of self-support and disciplines themselves for their own health 

through individual choices.15 As Aihwa Ong states, “neoliberal logic requires populations to be 

free, self-managing, and self-enterprising individuals in different spheres of everyday life—

health, education, bureaucracy, the professions, and so on. The neoliberal subject is therefore not 

                                                   
12 See Lizabeth Cohen’s Making a New Deal: Industrial Workers in Chicago, 1919-1939 (New York: 
Cambridge U Press, 2008) and A Consumer’s Republic: The Politics of Mass Consumption in Post-War 
America (New York: Random House, 2003). The oft-cited examples are of National Labor Relations Act 
of 1935 which protected collective bargaining, as well as the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, which 
established minimum wage, the 40-hour work week, overtime, and breaks. The case of farm workers and 
domestic workers who were excluded from wage and hour laws for example, demonstrate racialized and 
gendered notions of whose lives mattered and were given protection through the set wages and healthy 
and safe workplaces. 
 
13 See Mills, Cutting Along the Color Line, Chapter 3, and Willet, Permanent Waves, Chapter 3. 
 
14 According to Aihwa Ong, in Neoliberalism as Exception, in the United States, neoliberalism gets 
popularly written about in terms of market-based policies, neo-conservatism, or the elimination of social 
programs. But in the space of politics, neoliberal logic gets marked as “liberty,” though that differs based 
on republican free economic action, or democratic individual rights and civil liberties. She finds that a 
neoliberal logic has pervaded notions of government and knowledge where governing activities both 1) 
require technical solutions and 2) are non-political and non-ideological. 
 
15 Ong, in Neoliberalism as Exception, takes on a quick genealogy of Neoliberalism (Polanyi, Hayek, 
Friedman and Becker, Clinton, Gill, Harvey) either about free-markets, individual actions, attacking 
welfare states, economic liberalization overseas, to then say that neoliberalism is actually not a broad 
sweep from North to South, but can be broken into various technologies. She describes neoliberal 
governmentality, in terms of Foucault’s biopolitics, as a most recent technique of governing life based on 
market-knowledge and politics of subject making (13).  
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a citizen with claims on the state but a self-enterprising citizen-subject who is obligated to 

become an ‘entrepreneur of himself or herself.”16 In other words, health gets displaced onto the 

individual, instead of the state.17 At the same time, health becomes redefined as an all-

encompassing wellness, where individual practices of care, including the purchase of services, 

like beauty services, becomes central to self-management and self-care. 

The emergence of threading in Los Angeles in the 1990s, and the debates surrounding its 

lack of licensing gives insight into neoliberal biopolitical processes within the beauty service 

industry. The growth of the service sector, and the rise of the immigrant service sector in 

particular, is one place well-being as self-care gets consumed, including at the salon. The 

individual finds one set of their many needs taken care of through services of grooming and 

leisure at the salon, which also continues their own regulatory protection as a consumer receiving 

a service.18 The case of the threading salon illuminates two modes of regulation: 1) the emphasis 

on the public health of the body of the consumer and 2) the non-regulation of beauty practice in 

order to foster a type of diversity capitalism.19 By diversity capitalism, I refer to the state’s 

acknowledgement and inclusion of differences, like immigrant women’s traditional and cultural 

                                                   
16 Ong, Neoliberalism as Exception, 14; Carla Freeman’s argument on entrepreneurs in the Caribbean is 
helpful, here, too for thinking about the unevenness of the self-enterprising citizen-subject unfold as 
attuned to race, class, gender, sexuality, but also in different parts of the world and the type of subject 
being mobilized. For more, see Freeman’s Introduction in Entrepreneurial Selves: Neoliberal 
Respectability and the Making of Caribbean Middle Class (Durham: Duke U Press, 2014). 
 
17 Also see Wendy Brown’s Chapter One in Undoing the Demos: Neoliberalism’s Stealth Revolution 
(New York: Zone Books, 2015) for further discussion of the way neoliberalism economizes spheres 
governed by other entities, as well as the ways that every need or desire becomes a profitable enterprise, 
and caring itself is a market niche. 
 
18 The economy also garners its own managed deregulation. 
 
19 Both imply a lack of focus on worker unless as a facet of enforcement for the consumer. 
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practices, as valid and relevant for the economy.20 Under neoliberal biopolitics, then, licensing, 

training, and enforcement, or lack thereof, incorporate the craft/skill of threading where the well-

being of the consumer contradictorily gets cast as overregulation of the industry for the health of 

immigrant women’s economic business. 

One way to think about the shift from professionalization of practitioners to the emphasis 

on the role of consumer is in service economies is through departmental reorganization and name 

and framework changes. In California, the origins of the California Board of Barbering and 

Cosmetology (BBC), dates back to 1927.21 After the first oversight board formed for medicine, 

consumer reviews later independently added ten other boards including two separate ones—

barbers and cosmetologists through the late 1920s—which were all then brought under the 

umbrella of the Department of Vocational and Professional Standards (DVPS).22 However, the 

1970 Consumer Affairs Act demonstrates a broad restructuring of the as licensing and 

professionalization the DVPS was renamed and reorganized to the “Department of Consumer 

Affairs.”23 Its two-prong dedication includes “empowering consumers” and “supporting 

                                                   
20 Jodi Melamed, writes on how diversity gets used, from the 1970s on, that describes “human 
differences” and “idealizes attributes of the global economy” (87) in the essay, “Diversity,” in Keywords 
for American Cultural Studies, ed. Bruce Burgett and Glenn Hendler (New York: NYU Press, 2014); 
Melamed also draws from Cedric Robinson, in a way that allows us to think about how “racial capitalism 
deploys liberal and multicultural terms of inclusion to value and devalue forms of humanity differentially 
to fit the needs of reigning state-capital orders” (77) in the essay “Racial Capitalism,” Critical Ethnic 
Studies 1, no. 1 (2015). 
 
21 Board of Barbering and Cosmetology, “History,” CA.gov, Accessed April 15, 2019, 
https://www.barbercosmo.ca.gov/about_us/history.shtml. 
 
22 The separate barbering and cosmetology boards remained relatively unchanged besides the addition of a 
manicurist license and an electrologist license in 1939, an esthetician’s license in 1978, and an 
apprenticeship for barbering. See, California Department of Consumer Affairs, “History” and 
“Introduction: The Department of Consumer Affairs,” in California Department of Consumer Affairs 
2007-2008 Annual Report (Sacramento: State of California 2008), 
https://www.dca.ca.gov/publications/07_08_annrpt.pdf. 
 
23 Ibid, “Introduction.”  
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licensees,” emphasizing consumer rights as a facet of their informed decisions, alongside 

professionalization as a standard and an ethic.24  

As a project of the Department of Consumer Affairs, the BBC operates inside the 

framework of consumer protection. The BBC itself merged in 1992, but remained housed under 

the Department of Consumer Affairs.25 The mission of the BBC centers the consumer: it operates 

“to ensure the health and safety of California consumers by promoting ethical standards and by 

enforcing the laws of the beauty industry.”26 Its responsibilities include salons and practitioner 

inspections for health and safety compliances, enforcement through fines for any lack of 

implementation, and the establishment of training and licensing exams. Protection by way of 

ethics, standards, and enforcement repeat throughout its mission, vision, and values. California 

has the largest professional licensee population in the United States.27 In 2018, the BBC issued 

12,776 fines, with 12,802 issued with a fine; this resulted in nearly $5 billion in total fines 

collected.28 Located within the BBC, I look at the composite of five cosmetology regulatory bills 

in California order to examine how policy discourse racializes and orientalizes threading as 

                                                   
 
24 The Department of Consumer Affairs publishes annual reports; the last ten years of which were 
available online. The reports include the department’s mission, vision, and values up through 2011-12 
fiscal year, and an introduction of the department in the 07-08 report. See the Department of Consumer 
Affairs 2007-2008 Annual Report https://www.dca.ca.gov/publications/07_08_annrpt.pdf as well as 
California Department of Consumer Affairs, 2006-2007 Annual Report (Sacramento: State of California, 
2007),  https://www.dca.ca.gov/publications/06_07ar.pdf. 
 
25 Board of Barbering and Cosmetology, “History.”  
 
26 Board of Barbering and Cosmetology, “History.”  
 
27 Board of Barbering and Cosmetology, “Manicure & Nail Salon Services Fact Sheet,” (California 
Department of Consumer Affairs, August 2004) https://cchealth.org/warnings/pdf/manicure_factsheet.pdf 
 
28 The total number of fines assessed were $5,228,287, with a reduction of $597,200 and $4,926,011.67 
collected. See the California Department of Consumer Affairs, 2018 Annual Report, (Sacramento: State 
of California, 2018), https://www.dca.ca.gov/publications/2018_annrpt.pdf. 
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traditional and cultural against it being unhealthy and unsafe. In doing so, I capture California’s 

decision to not regulate and license threading as a part of its management of its population’s 

health and safety as a consumer population and a business population. 

Superfluous, Cultural, or Natural: The Definitions of Cosmetology, African American Hair 
Braiding, and South Asian Threading 

In 2003, Assembly member Bermudez authored “Barbering and Cosmetology: 

threading,” or AB 282, which was the first of five eventual threading-related bills. The bill’s 

focus was to exempt threading as a licensable beauty practice. AB 282 passed effective 

immediately, within six months of it being introduced, under the conditions that threading would 

undergo a four-year review process through 2007. In actuality, the review of and indecision to 

exempt threading continued for six years, with five bills: AB 282 in 2003; AB 163 in 2005, AB 

1793 in 2006, AB 265 in 2007, and AB 518 in 2008. From the first bill’s review, the state also 

opened a complaint process for threading consumers to submit to the Department of Consumer 

Affairs through 2005. As each bill spanned definitional shifts in threading, the later bills 

extended the “sunset review” period from 2007 to 2008 to 2009, but not necessarily the 

complaint process. AB 163 included the use of scissors in threading’s definition with bifurcated 

licensing exams and was vetoed; AB 1793 included incidental use of scissors in threading’s 

definition and extended the sunset review date to 2008 and passed; AB 265 extended the sunset 

review date to 2009 and passed; and AB 581 provided a permanent exemption of threading from 

regulation and passed.29 In each of these bills, invoked racialized and gendered debates on 

                                                   
29 Each of five bills typically began in the Assembly, then moved to the Senate, then a hearing in each 
committee on the language of the bill and the potential impact, with the Committee on Business and 
Professions to hone in on the bill language throughout. The bill analysis contains the commentary from 
the bill authors, with subsequent bills documenting text from the previous bills thereafter, and a log of 
support and opposition after that. Interestingly, the further the subsequent years and versions of the bills 
contained more substantive comments from support and opposition. Thus the process for including one 
line of not regulating threading involved five bills, with thread readings each in the assembly and senate 
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threading’s practice were organized around three concerns: 1) the definitional parameters of 

cosmetology, 2) the non-regulations of hair braiding and threading as traditional and cultural, 

and 3) the questions of threading as healthy and safe.  

Definitions: Cosmetology, Gender, and the Body 

AB 282 first opened up with defining the parameters of cosmetology in order to situate 

threading under its purview. Since the cosmetology board first formed in the late-1920s, it had 

only changed its definition when new professions, skills, and/or technology entered the sphere of 

beauty service work. This included the above mentioned manicuring, electrology, and esthetician 

work through the 1970s, but it also included the more recent question of hair braiding in the 

1980s and 1990s. Like those profession-based changes, when considering threading, AB 282, 

started with assessing BBC’s current jurisdiction. The bill listed which licensees the BBC 

currently covered—cosmetologists, barbers, estheticians, manicurists, electrologists—noting that 

they required between 400 and 1,600 specialty and practitioner hours.30  

Next, the bill centered the body as it laid out definitive and gendered differences between 

barbering and cosmetology. Barbering focused on the scalp, face, hair, and beard and described 

five ways to work on those parts of the body, which included shaving/ cutting, massaging, 

singeing, applying, and styling. Cosmetology also included the scalp, face, and hair, but different 

from barbering, it extended the landscape to the neck, arms, and the upper part of the human 

body. Cosmetology also had six detailed services for those parts of the body, like massaging, 

                                                   
and hearings that later included support and opposition commenters, and last the governor’s desk. 
Reading the discourse of this discussion elucidates not only the legislative process but also diversity 
management in the neoliberal era.  
 
30 California Legislative Counsel, Assembly Bill No. 282 Barbering and Cosmetology: threading, 
(Sacramento: California Legislative Information, 2003) 
http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billTextClient.xhtml?bill_id=200320040AB282. 
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cutting, and styling, yet it also included “beautifying” via cosmetics and “removing superfluous 

hair.”31 Lastly, cosmetology also had an addition of two specialty branches of skin (facials, make 

up) and nail care (hand- and foot-based manicuring).  

The differing definitions suggested cosmetology’s practices ultimately “beautified” the 

body, whereas barbering “applied” cosmetics. In this way, the language of beautifying 

constructed cosmetology as outside other more functional language of cutting, styling, or 

massaging. It also gendered beautifying as a cosmetology-women’s practice against applying as 

a barbering-male’s practice. In other words, the bill’s definitional discourse centered cosmetics 

services in cosmetology around beauty and gendered it in relation to women.32 More so, the bill 

also gendered hair removal, integral to understanding the exemption of threading as women’s 

work and women’s diversity economies. Furthermore, the sociospatial relations of salons 

themselves may be highly gendered in starkly binaristic ways, yet what these definitions 

highlight are how the state itself both structures and ascribes to that binary, especially when 

threading’s clientele exist across the spectrum.33 

In order to formulate a definition of threading, the proposed bill also described 

cosmetology’s current relationship to hair and hair removal. The bill states that BBC’s 

cosmetology included “the practice of removing superfluous hair from the body of any person by 

                                                   
31 California Legislative Counsel, AB 282.  
 
32 The term “beautifying” was added in here at the time of natural hair braiding. 
 
33 Bryant Alexander has an ethnography of a black barbershop from his childhood and a black beauty 
shop as an adult, to note the different types of racialized and gendered talk, community, and spaces 
fostered, but also to think about border crossings, see “Fading, Twisting, and Weaving: An Interpretive 
Ethnography of a Black Barber Shop as Cultural Space,” Qualitative Inquiry 9, no. 1 (Feb 2003): 105–
128. Also see, Kristen Barber’s Styling Masculinity: Gender, Class, and Inequality in Men’s Grooming 
Industry (New Brunswick: Rutgers U Press, 2016). 
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the use of depilatories or by the use of tweezers, chemicals, preparations or by the uses of 

devices or appliances of any kind or description, except by the use of light waves, commonly 

known as rays.”34 Again, cosmetology situated hair removal as about “superfluous hair”—hair 

that is excessive, unnecessary, or unneeded—whereas barbering’s notion of hair was only about 

shaving or cutting. Rebecca Herzig describes the way racialized and gendered implications of 

hairiness of the body has changed over time, but was rooted in notions of pale, unblemished 

faces indicative of European standards that saw hairs on the face or neck as deformities to a 

porcelain ideal.35 Though barbering and cosmetology both perform services of hair removal, 

cosmetology focuses on superfluous hair removal as its own gendering process, that requires 

specifically regulated tools. Such tools include tweezers, chemicals, preparations, devices, or 

appliances, where men’s shaving and cutting, and women’s styling described above did not point 

to cosmetological tools in the same way.  

Deregulation and Nonregulations: Hair Braiding as a Precedent for Threading 

In assessing threading’s exemption, the state also defined what cosmetology is not, which 

included threading’s precedent—California cosmetology’s prolific case of African American 

hair braiding. At the time, cosmetology had two lines describing its negation, with threading then 

becoming the third. I want to highlight that in as much as what gets written into a policy 

affirmatively is core to the policy’s meaning, marking through notation of what is not a regulated 

practice represents its own kind of state acknowledgement and protection. Specifically, 

                                                   
34 California Legislative Counsel, AB 282. 
 
35 Rebecca Herzig, Plucked: A History of Hair Removal (New York: NYU Press, 2015): 35; See also p. 
36; She also says the palm unblemished face was about an interiority, or “a reflection of underlying 
temperament and spirit.”  
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cosmetology does not include the fitting and styling of wigs and hairpieces, nor natural hair 

braiding. AB 282 and subsequent bills state:  

(d) The practice of barbering and the practice of cosmetology do not include any 

of the following: 

(1) The mere sale, fitting, or styling of wigs or hairpieces. 

(2) Natural hair braiding. Natural hair braiding is a service that results in tension 

on hair strands or roots by twisting, wrapping, weaving, extending, locking, or 

braiding by hand or mechanical device, provided that the service does not include 

hair cutting or the application of dyes, reactive chemicals, or other preparations to 

alter the color of the hair or to straighten, curl, or alter the structure of the hair. 

(3) Threading. Threading is a technique that results in removing hair by twisting 

thread around unwanted hair and pulling it from the skin. This paragraph shall 

become inoperative on July 1, 2007.36 

While the language describing wigs and hairpiece-related sales was terse, natural hair braiding 

was described in full, but service-oriented detail, and both were added in the late-1990s; 

threading was described in technical terms, and was thus first defined through the state in 2003. 

All three, were again, marked different from other services or techniques, that relied on 

tweezing, chemicals, devices, and appliances. 

Like threading, hair braiding also had its own series of debates in the 1980s and 1990s, 

vis-á-vis hair braiding court cases and simultaneous public attention drawn to the process of 

licensing enforcement and fines. In 1982, the state found that hair braiding was licensable under 

                                                   
36 California Legislative Counsel, AB 282. 
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cosmetology.37 However, in 1997, Dr. JoAnne Cornwell, proprietor of Sisterlocks and San Diego 

State University Professor, and the American Hairbraiders and Natural Hair Care Association 

(AHNHCA) supporting San Diego salon Braiderie, run by Senegalese immigrant women, filed a 

lawsuit against the BBC and the DCA to remove the required licensing in order to practice hair 

braiding.38 The lawsuit was in collaboration with the Institute for Justice (IJ), a libertarian legal 

organization that has fought occupational licensing on the parameters of economic liberty across 

the U.S. (and a character that reappears in threading’s cases in the 2010s).39 She and IJ argued 

that natural hair braiding should be exempt because it was both “artistic and cultural form of hair 

styling” and that was not taught in cosmetology schools. In September 1999, Dr. Cornwell won 

her case, but the ruling only exempted herself.40  

The concerns of the lawsuit—licensing and exemption—were brought to the forefront 

when state law enforcement went after a braiding salon in Compton in July 1998. Sabrina Reece 

was braiding someone at her salon who turned out to be an undercover investigator pretending to 

                                                   
37 Cornwell v. CALIFORNIA BD. OF BARBER & COSMETOLOGY, 962 F. Supp. 1260 (S.D. Cal. 
1997) https://law.justia.com/cases/federal/district-courts/FSupp/962/1260/2311323/. 
 
38 The AHNHCA is a non-profit nationwide organization dedicated to protecting the rights of hair-
braiders and natural hair stylists. Its members are individuals and salons engaged in the business of 
African hair styling and natural hair care. In the case documents, Cornwell was listed as proprietor of 
Sisterlocks, but on IJ’s website, she’s further described as trying to trademark a technique of hairbraiding. 
See Monica C. Bell, “The Braiding Cases, Cultural Deference, and the Inadequate Protection of Black 
Women Consumers,” Yale Journal of Law & Feminism 19, 1, no. 4 (2007); Also Cornwell v. 
CALIFORNIA BD. OF BARBER & COSMETOLOGY; and Institute for Justice, “California Hair 
Braiding,” Accessed April 15, 2019, https://ij.org/case/cornwell-v-california-board-of-barbering-and-
cosmetology/. 
 
39 Institute for Justice, “California Hair Braiding.”  
 
40 Sacramento Bee Editorial, “Hair Braider Harassment – How Can the State License What It Doesn’t 
Teach?” Sacramento Bee, October 11, 1999.  
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be a police officer as a part of a barbering and cosmetology sting.41 After the services ended, the 

hair braider was charged with working without a license and had to halt her practice.42 Such 

enforcement attests to larger patterns of policing in the police state, and was equated as such in 

the title of a Village Voice article entitled, “Hair Police State.”43 Though the case was dropped 

because of the media profile it received, the state law requiring licensing for hair braiding 

remained. 

Following Reece’s case, a Barbering and Cosmetology Act, SB 235, from 1999 to 2000 

sought to exempt and therefore deregulate hair braiding from licensing using the argument of 

“natural.”44 Like the court ruling, the Board ultimately decided that because their 1600-hour 

cosmetology course does not cover hair braiding and that hair braiding does not use harsh 

chemicals, it would also exempt hair braiding from any BBC licensing.45 Though the bill was 

                                                   
41 The enforcement of barbering and cosmetology licensing by police also occurred in another Southern 
California moment that the ACLU took up. For Sabrina Reece’s case, see Lee Hubbard, “Hair-brained 
Politics,” Salon, September 13, 1999, https://www.salon.com/1999/09/13/hair/ and Lisa Jones, “Hair 
Police State,” The Village Voice, September 22, 1998, https://www.villagevoice.com/1998/09/22/hair-
police-state/; Jason Lewis, “Straight Outta Compton: Braids by SaBrina,” LA Sentinel, April 22, 2011, 
https://lasentinel.net/straight-outta-compton-braids-by-sabrina.html. 
 
42 Lee Hubbard, “Hair-brained Politics.” 
 
43 Lee Hubbard, “Hair-brained Politics.” 
 
44 In 1999, San Francisco Assemblymember Carole Migden also introduced a bill, AB 132 to exempt hair 
braiders from state cosmetology licensing requirements, by making it a speciality. AB 132 became 
invalid, but another bill sponsored by the American Hairbraiders and Natural Hair Care Association, SB 
235, sought to exempt hair braiding because it was natural and was not taught in cosmetology schools 
(Haynes (R)/ Senate Rules Committee, SB 235, “Unfinished Business,” 05/15/00).  
 
45 California Legislative Counsel, Senate Bill No. 235 Cosmetology: licensing (Sacramento: State of 
California, 2000) 
http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billTextClient.xhtml?bill_id=199920000SB235&search_keywords=
hair%23%23%23braiding. 
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passed, there was strong opposition by licensed cosmetologists who feared competition as well 

as by beauty school operators who feared loss of students during the debates.46  

The logic of incorporating hair braiding through deregulation, and later threading through 

non-regulation, clustered around three non-mutually exclusive racializing themes—depicting 

each practice as natural, cultural, and lacking of instruction in certification training. Such themes 

were ultimately racializing in the way they constructed origin stories of the two beauty practices 

as well as how such practices are core to immigrant and women of color’s entrepreneurial 

empowerment. While I will come back to the “natural” later, I focus on two dimensions of the 

exemption discourse, the “cultural” in relation to official/professional training, comparing the 

way the narratives of hair braiding and threading were ultimately constructed for the promotion 

of women’s and immigrant women’s business as a type of diversity capitalism. 

The notion of cultural was invoked throughout California’s hair braiding debate, 

centering its origins of and its expressions as African folk art. In advocating for the delicensing 

of hair braiding, AHNHCA found that braiding “is as much a cultural tradition as commercial 

enterprise.”47 Surrounding this discourse, an earlier Sacramento Bee article, entitled, “A Cultural 

Ritual Hundreds of Years Old is More Than Just a Hairstyle—or Trend,” narrates the tension of 

braiding as a trend in relation to its roots and its genealogy. It states, “The tradition of braiding 

survived even as some of the African styles and techniques were lost. Young girls learned to 

braid from their mothers, aunts, sisters and cousins.”48 As much as the quote describes braiding 

                                                   
46 Sacramento Bee Editorial, “Hair Braider Harassment.” 
 
47 California Legislative Counsel, SB 235.  
 
48 Tara Mack, “Braids–A Cultural Ritual Hundreds of Years Old is More than Just a Hairstyle or Trend,” 
Sacramento Bee, August 22, 1995. 
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as traditional and an intergenerational women’s practice, the article also highlights braiding as an 

“art,” “creativity,” and “artistry.” With such roots in Africa, it even positions African American 

braiding as a nod to illicit grooming and haircare in relation to slavery.49 Origin, tradition, and art 

each circulate in media’s representation of braiding, but later get invoked through the IJ to justify 

its deregulation and incorporation in the name of anti-licensing economic freedom. In doing so, 

braiding was both constructed as an art but also a racialized beauty practice that needed to be 

protected from unnecessary licensing.50 

The notion of culture and art is also constructed in opposition to the lack of state training 

available for hair braiding, which was also central to the hair braiding’s deregulation. Dr. 

Cornwell’s case specifically focused on cosmetology instruction and its lack of relevancy to hair 

braiding. One editorial calls this “harassment,” asking how the state can license what it does not 

teach. Similarly, an earlier article notes, “many braiders, both licensed and unlicensed, complain 

that what students study in cosmetology school is not relevant to braiding. Braiding is not part of 

the cosmetology exam, so if schools teach it at all, it is only an elective.”51 The state licensing 

process is two-fold, with the training itself, and then the exam. In faulting the state for enforcing 

braiding without attending to braiding in its curriculum, the braiders make an important point 

about curricular relevancy and competency. Here, the state contradictorily subsumes a racialized 

                                                   
49 See also Bob Sylva, “Braiding, Weaving Strands of Culture,” Sacramento Bee, November 8, 1997. 
Scholars have long discussed the politics of black hair in relation to the radicality of black is beautiful and 
the afro. See Sussanah Walker, “Black Is Profitable: The Commodification of the Afro, 1960–1975,” in 
Beauty and Business: Commerce, Gender, and Culture in Modern America, ed. by Philip Cranton, NY: 
Routledge, 2001; Tiffany Gill, Beauty Shop Politics: African American Women's Activism in the Beauty 
Industry (Chicago: UI Press, 2010).  
 
50 Institute for Justice, “California Hair Braiding.”  
 
51 Sacramento Bee Editorial, “Hair Braider Harassment”; Tara Mack, “Braids.” 
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beauty service practice, hair braiding, within the BBC and the DCA for the protection of the 

consumer, which was not yet about the practice or the African American or Black immigrant 

salon owners. In the case of threading, the logics were the same, but the support for its 

exemption initiated in the state itself.  

Less than five years later, threading’s origins also surface in state policy discourse that 

recycle orientalist tropes in order to situate the beauty practice’s exemption. During the hearing 

process, comments of support pointed to threadings origins: “threading is an ancient technique 

used for removing unwanted body hair.”52 The phrase “ancient technique” positioned threading 

as anachronistic, Orientalizing its origins as neither modern, and therefore mysterious. In 

essentially translating the practice as such, the discourse placed threading in another time while 

separating it from other contemporary and professional hair removal practices. Subsequent bill 

comment sections similarly note the support for threading through its origins, but as a way to 

validate it as a practice: “According to the proponents, the practice of threading has existed for 

centuries and is a well-established beauty practice in many countries, such as India and the 

Middle East.”53 Again, the notion of threading as both centuries-old and established practice 

positioned it as atavistic to India and the Middle East, as much as it Orientalized it as older, 

wiser, and therefore natural/safer.54 The specific stance in the bill validated threading as a non-

regulatable beauty practice through a sense of its duration. 

                                                   
52 California Legislative Counsel, AB 282. 
 
53 California Legislative Counsel, Assembly Bill No. 1793 Barbering and Cosmetology: threading 
(Sacramento: State of California, 2006). 
http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?bill_id=200520060AB1793 
 
54 See Edward Said, Orientalism (New York: Vintage Books, 1978); Dibesh Chakrabarty, Provincializing 
Europe: Postcolonial Thought and Historical Difference (Princeton: Princeton U Press) for a discussion 
on Orientalism; Malini Schueller U.S. Orientalisms: Race, Nation, and Gender in Literature, 1790-1890. 
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Additionally, threading was presented as intergenerational, familial, and cultural skill 

between women, along spatial and national lines. The bill stated, “Hair threading is a technique 

that is passed down from generation to generation in Asian and Middle Eastern cultures.”55 In 

positioning threading’s origins to the large swathe of geo-spatial regions of Asia and the Middle 

East, as well as India nationally, the bill continued to chart out an oriental imaginary of threading 

that collapses region, nation, and culture. While in the previous comments, threading was Indian 

Middle Eastern, and ancient, in this description, threading is more broadly Asian, and more 

specifically cultural. In naming the beauty practice as generational and cultural, the discourse 

figured it as non-technical, familial, and private. Threading’s location in the realm of the family 

and the private also situate it as non-professional. In placing threading as intergenerationally 

Asian and therefore outside of the public and the state, threading was again harmless and did not 

need regulation. Such an Orientalizing discourse invokes a type of management of difference in 

order to incorporate the practice through a lack of regulation.  

Lastly, the notion of threading as generational and cultural shifted it into a racialized 

framing of “cultural skill,” outside of existing cosmetology trainings. According to AB 282, 

“The author states that currently there are no cosmetology schools or vocational programs in the 

United States that teach hair threading. It is a cultural skill involving only a cotton thread that is 

twisted around a row of unwanted body hair and then pulled from the individual’s body.”56 

Different from hair braiding, then, are the ways the state acknowledges by the lack of training, 

by way of schools, and by way of curriculum. Attendant to its own lack of multicultural 

                                                   
Ann, Vijay Prashad, The Karma of Brown Folks (Minneapolis: U Minnesota Press, 2001); and Bill 
Mullen, Afro-Orientalisms (Minneapolis: U Minnesota Press, 2004) for a discussion of U.S. Orientalisms. 
 
55 California Legislative Counsel, AB 282. 
 
56 California Legislative Counsel, AB 282. 
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incorporation in its training materials, the author of the exemption affirms the lack of utility of 

licensing the South Asian beauty practice. The author also positions threading as a cultural skill, 

contrasting it to a professional skill. In situating it as cultural, the simplicity of “involving only a 

cotton thread” highlights its non-technical nature. Again, through a discourse of threading’s 

ancient origins, its generational training, and its cultural dimensions from India, the Middle East, 

and/or Asia, the state re-Orientalizes the practice, but as both established and safe, as a 

justification for its non-regulation. 

Parallel to hair braiding, as much as threading could have been licensable to the BBC 

under cosmetology, the series of five bills recycled Orientalist tropes to exempt the beauty 

practice. However, another layer of discourse situated threading’s naturalness in order to debate 

its safety in relation to pain, safety, and the body. 

What is Natural about Threading? Pain, Injury, and Safety of the Consumer 

The question of whether and how threading was natural enough to warrant its non-

regulation emerged in each of the six policies and included two different facets of the 

consumer’s body—pain and chemical injury. Two main organizations argued for threading’s 

regulation across the five bills, the Professional Beauty Federation of California (PBFC) and the 

BBC, who both based their opposition on concerns of consumer safety.57 Different from hair 

braiding, threading salon owners first showed up in records of hearing documents in 2006, or the 

third iteration of the bill. The PBFC initially stated, “the specified ‘threading’ technique employs 

the use of fine threads to extract unwanted body hair, a procedure that can cause pain and 

                                                   
57 The PBFC seeks to influence policy to promote and raise the professionalism of California barbering 
and cosmetology. See Professional Beauty Federation of California, “Mission,” 
www.beautyfederation.org, Accessed April 15, 2019, https://www.beautyfederation.org/mission.  
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possible injury to the consumer if not skillfully performed by a licensed cosmetologist.”58 Here, 

the discourse of skill emerges, yet unlike the prior discussion of cultural skill, PBFC locates it in 

terms of a license and the consumer’s body. With a focus on both pain, an affective and bodily 

register, and injury, a bodily harm or wound, the argument for regulation mandates professional 

skill and the professionalization of threading vis-á-vis the state.  

In contrast, supporters of threading also premised threading’s natural technique through 

its lack of chemicals as a basis for the health of the consumer. AB 282’s author commented, 

“hair threading requires no dangerous solutions, chemicals, or heat. Hair threading is becoming 

more popular in California because it is painless and does not damage the human skin.”59 In 

listing the lack of solutions, chemicals, and heat used in threading, the materials involved in the 

process are not dangerous. Specifically, in terms of the consumer’s body, threading is not 

dangerous because it does not damage the skin. Ultimately, threading’s naturalness is still about 

the consumer. 

In subsequent iterations of the bills, the role of scissors, too, raised new debates about 

threading’s naturalness, and the impact that threat of scissors would have on the consumer’s 

body and safety. In 2005, threading was first redefined in AB 163 with the addition of the use of 

scissors, or the “possible trimming of eyebrow hair.”60 However, since scissors were already 

                                                   
58 California Legislative Counsel, AB 282. 
 
59 In California Legislative Counsel, AB 282, the author states that in view of the fact that there are no 
schools or programs that teach hair threading and the technique involves no immediate risk to state 
consumers, it is unnecessary to require hair threaders to enroll and pass a cosmetology program and seek 
licensure from the Board.  
 
60 California Legislative Counsel, Assembly Bill No. 163 Barbering and Cosmetology: threading: 
examination and licensure, (Sacramento: State of California, 2005) 
http://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov/faces/billNavClient.xhtml?bill_id=200520060AB163, states “existing law 
allows only individuals who are licensed by the BBC to use scissors for trimming purposes.” Furthermore 
he stated, “the existing law has led to frivolous fines imposed on salon owners who offer the service.” 
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regulated in cosmetology, the bill was vetoed because it sought to create a bifurcated licensing 

program, to which the PBFC continued to log concern.61 Implied in this discussion were the 

elements of consumer safety—the limited usage of scissors did not need regulation because the 

minimality would not cause harm to the consuming public. Yet, it also highlighted the state’s 

lack of interest in and inability to manage a separate licensing for threading’s minimal use of 

scissors. In a corrective bill, AB 1793 changed the language to clarify that the incidental usage of 

scissors is not necessary and would create only fines that would harm the threading business.6263 

Here, the scissors are again a technical tool, but also demonstrate the position of the consumer’s 

body against the vitality of the business of threading.  

In the later bills, threading salon businesses also showed up to support the non-regulation 

of threading. In the comments of 1793, the bill logged that support of threading salons, including 

their own narrative of threading’s naturalness in relation to fines and enforcement:  

According to the proponents, threading is an effective alternative for those who 

are looking for a natural and beneficial technique of hair removal. Proponents 

                                                   
 
61 California Legislative Counsel, AB 163; In AB 163, PBFC was again a listed opponent because they 
believed scissors fell within the parameters of cosmetology and were a concern of “public safety,” and 
“lack of regulatory oversight.” The BBC weighed in to suggest that it too opposed revising threading’s 
definition to include scissors. In the record, the BBC stated, “The act of trimming hair is considered to be 
within the scope of practice of a cosmetologist and is currently part of the required curriculum for 
cosmetology students.” 
 
62 In California Legislative Counsel, AB 1793, it changed the definition to include “incidental trimming of 
eyebrow hair” and to extend the exemption review date to July 2008: “This bill will allow threading 
practitioners to trim eyebrow hair without being licensed by the Board. The author contends that the 
trimming involved during threading is very minimal and existing law has led to frivolous fines imposed 
on salon owners who offer the service.” 
 
63 In California Legislative Counsel, AB 1793, Ziba Beauty Center argued in support that "being able to use 
small scissors…does not constitute a new skill or technique in the practice of threading. Threaders have 
always employed small scissors when needed. AB 1793 simply codified what threaders were already 
doing.” 
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state that this method of hair removal is more effective and less painful than 

tweezing, and is an excellent option for those who cannot wax or for those who 

are using Retin-A, Accutane, or Renova. Proponents argue that the Board's 

attempt to prohibit the trimming of eyebrow hair is not reasonable, stating that in 

order to give the eyebrow the shape required, it is absolutely necessary to have the 

ability to trim eyebrow hair when needed. Proponents state that the lack of clarity 

in the law has led to unexpected and unreasonable fines by the Board against 

small business that offer this service.64 

The salons center the consumer in a different way, focusing on how threading is actually less 

painful than existing hair removal services, like tweezing and waxing, or use chemicals. The 

naturalness of threading is good for the consumer, and facilitates the industry’s purpose, to be an 

alternative to existing chemically-dependent methods of hair removal.  

Ultimately, as stated earlier, AB 265 ended reporting of threading to the DCA, and AB 

518 asked the last sunset review process to end. In the six-year period, the DCA only received 

five complaints since the 2004 enactment of this sunset date for oversight. As such, threading 

became exempt, and a non-regulation within California’s cosmetology. Through the precedent of 

racialized and gendered notions of hair braiding, threading was represented as cultural and non-

professional skill; yet through the testimony of salon owners, it was also articulated as natural. 

Diversity Capitalism and Immigrant Women’s Economic Empowerment: The Rationality 
of Training 

The last discourse emerging in threading’s regulatory management, not only in 

California, but across the U.S., focused on its viability as an economic source for immigrants and 

immigrant women. Combining a type of liberal feminism as a diversity capitalism, such 

                                                   
64 California Legislative Counsel, AB 1763. 
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narratives sought to foster the growth of the salon as a part of women’s financial stability. Such 

diversity capitalism affirms the immigrant entrepreneur, small business owner, and 

multicultural/diverse products as a not only a part of, but also support for the economy, rather 

than shuns them. In the case of the salon, its non-regulation and deregulation is about promoting 

its growth in immigrant economies. In California, Senator Mendoza, author of the last set of 

threading bills, captured threading as a boon to the Greater Los Angeles region. He stated, “‘This 

practice is a great example of the strength of (California's) diversity,’ Mendoza said. ‘As 

Hollywood and the rest of Southern California has come to learn about this method, small 

threading businesses in the Indo-American community are thriving.’”65 Using health-based 

phrases like “strength” and “thriving,” Mendoza situates the salon in different layers of the Los 

Angeles economy—Indian Americans, Hollywood, and diversity at large.  

Ziba, too, as industry leader, hones in on threading as a source of women’s economic 

empowerment. At a hearing in 2007, a Ziba representative stated, “‘in the South Asian 

community, threading is more than beauty practice’ as ‘becoming a threader is a viable way for 

women in the South Asian community to gain economic stability.”66 More than a beauty 

practice, to Ziba, the threading business fosters immigrant women’s economic support that 

resonates with aspects of liberal feminisms that transnational feminisms critiques. For example, 

such programs centered on women’s cottage arts as sources of income and/or microcredit, 

without acknowledging the wages such income provides nor the structures they are embedded in. 

Highlighting the South Asianness of both the practice and the community, Ziba too, notes echoes 

the business’ supposed contribution to South Asian women’s stability. 

                                                   
65 Steve Wiegand, “Bill threads its way through Legislature,” Sacramento Bee, January 28, 2008. 
 
66 California Legislative Counsel, AB 163. 
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Such discourses of diversity capitalism in terms of small business empowerment also 

appear in IJ cases as they took on threading in Texas, in 2008, Arizona in 2009, and Louisiana in 

2016. Just when California resolved its questions of licensing, Texas and Arizona faced different 

versions of the same debates as they filed lawsuits against state enforcement of licensing, relying 

on the vitality and economic prosperity of threading. In June 2008, Texas enacted an extreme 

version of California’s regulation that sought to criminalize unlicensed threaders immediately; so 

did Arizona, a year later. The Texas Department of Licensing and Regulation (TDLR) mandated 

licensing for threaders with punitive enforcement, which resulted in a lawsuit that overturned 

that licensing in in 2015. Similarly, in August 2009, Arizona’s Board of Cosmetology (BC) also 

required all threaders to be licensed as estheticians or cosmetologists, but in 2011, five threaders 

sued the BC suggesting the health concerns had been overblown.  

Like California’s policy discourse, both cases focus on salons as about the immigrants 

and the prosperity of the economy. For example, deploying a type of diversity capitalism, the IJ 

considers threading as an employment opportunity for immigrants: “threading presents a great 

employment opportunity for them because they are already highly skilled in the practice.”67 

Differently though, both cases centered deregulation as a way to get around what IJ considered to 

be government oversight under the guise of threader small business economic support. While the 

issue of the state’s racialized and gendered enforcement is an oft-raised concern by immigrant 

and community advocacy groups, what is important to the story of threading’s regulation here, is 

how the parameters of deregulation are not about decriminalization enforcement or about 

                                                   
67 Institute for Justice. “Texas Eyebrow Threading.” 
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structural equality: rather, parameters of regulation are but rather, are about economic rationality 

and liberty.68  

While California always situated threading as an exemption from cosmetology as a part 

of its diversity, Texas not only defined threading as tweezing, it saw it as enforceable 

immediately, ordering its threading population to stop working. In Texas, because the TDLR 

tweezing was already cosmetological, threaders immediately had to comply with cosmetology 

requirements. All previously unlicensed threaders were asked to complete 1500 hours of 

cosmetology licensing and two examinations, as similar to the California hair braiding and 

threading cases, did not include any material on threading. Texas’ bill not only initially fined 

non-licensed threaders $2,000, it mandated that they quit their jobs until they completed the 

required courses. Should the threaders not quit, they would be fined an additionally $5,000 a day, 

under a criminal misdemeanor. It would also cost the supervisor or employer $15,000 a day with 

potential cease and desist letters. Typically, cosmetology courses at the time ran between $7,000 

and $22,000, so the immediacy of the licensing plus the effect of the fines proved economically 

inhibitive for most immigrant threading workers.69 Small and chain business owners also 

complained. In Texas’ case, the materiality of the fines are indicative of the regulatory state as 

also a financially viable one, reproducing itself through such extensive costs, fees, and fines.  

                                                   
68 See, for example, T. Quach, et. al., “Identifying and Understanding the Role of Key Stakeholders in 
Promoting Worker Health and Safety in Nail Salons,” Journal of Health Care for the Poor and 
Underserved 26, no. 2 (2015; and Adhikaar for Human Rights and Social Justice, Behind the Polish: 
Experiences of Nepali-Speaking Nail Salon Workers in New York City (New York: Adhikaar, 2015), 
http://www.adhikaar.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/BehindthePolish.Report.pdf. 
 
69 Scholars have pointed to licensing as a barrier against immigrants, but the logic of reducing, removing, 
or shifting licensing is not the same as pushed in IJ’s narratives of deregulation. See Maya N. Federman, 
D. E. Harrington, and K. J. Krynski, “Vietnamese Manicurists: Are Immigrants Displacing Natives or 
Finding New Nails to Polish?” Industrial and Labor Relations Review 59, no. 2 (2006): 302–318.  
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IJ deployed a narrative of threading salons as “honest businesses” to justify the 

deregulation of salons in Texas and Arizona from fines and fees. The 2009 lawsuit filed by three 

threaders and two threading salons claimed that “the regulations hurt their ability to do 

business.”70 In Patel v. Texas Department of Licensing and Regulation, the defendant, Ash Patel 

joined by the IJ, sought to reverse the mandatory licensing of threading. According to the IJ, the 

threaders said that they wanted to “earn an honest living in the occupation of one’s choice free 

from unreasonable governmental interference.”71 In Arizona, like Texas, the IJ helped file 

Gutierrez v. Aune (between a threader at Shapes Brow Bar and the executive director of the 

Arizona Board of Cosmetology) in 2011. According to IJ, “the Arizona Constitution protects 

every individual’s right to earn an honest living without first having to obtain a completely 

unnecessary license. Our goal is to restore the right to earn an honest living to its proper place as 

a fundamental right.”72 In both cases, the use of honest living gets applied to the threaders, the 

salons, and the businesses multiple times. First, such a living is about a business’ ability to do 

their business. Second, such a living as about a right to be free from licensing and governmental 

interference.  

Additionally, both cases invoke notions of irrationality in terms of licensing. When the 

Texas Supreme Court ruled in favor of the threaders in a vote of 6-3, it called the bill 

“irrational.” The lawsuit challenged the Texas constitution on the basis that it already prohibited 

useless and expensive trainings that do not protect the public. Focusing on the utility of the bill, 

                                                   
70 Alana Rocha, “Eyebrow Threading Regulations Go Before High Court,” Texas Tribune, February 25, 
2014, https://www.texastribune.org/2014/02/25/texas-eyebrow-threading-industry-under-microscope/. 
 
71 Institute for Justice, “Texas Eyebrow Threading.” 
 
72 Institute for Justice, “Arizona Eyebrow Threading,” Accessed April 15, 2019, 
https://ij.org/case/arizona-eyebrow-threading/ 
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specifically, that the 750 hours as well as the exam did not include any information about 

threading, it found that time and expense that this would require did not cater to the practice, and 

was disconnected to threading itself. Similarly, in Arizona, to get the license, threaders must take 

a minimum of 600 hours of classroom instruction at a cost of more than $10,000 even though not 

one single hour teaches threading. Here, the IJ suggested that, “Eyebrow threaders cannot afford, 

in terms of money or time, to obtain government-issued cosmetology licenses.”73 Given that 

threading was not taught within either state’s Cosmetology schools, nor was it a part of the 

written exams, the IJ relied on the threader’s body and their inability to afford the cost and time 

of such training. As such they justified that the training could be interpreted as both “useless” 

and “expensive.” An India West weekly publication captured the sentiment of scale beyond the 

case, “This is not necessarily about Ash Patel and his Perfect Browz business; it’s about 

thousands of threaders in the state of Texas who want to use their techniques they have learned 

back home.”74 

Conclusion 

In this chapter, I looked at how California state practices of the regulation of threading 

within the beauty service industry sought the protection of consumers over the worker. The 

precedent of African American and African hair braiding in relation to threading, demonstrates 

the parallel racialization of both practices and the discourse of their deregulation and non-

regulation. Unlike hair braiding which had first been regulated and then deregulated, threading 

was Orientalized as ancient, cultural, and generational in order to represent its non-professional 

                                                   
73 Institute for Justice, “Arizona Eyebrow Threading.” 
 
74 Monica Luhar, “Threading Licensing in Texas Tied Up in Debate, Lawsuit,” India West, March 27, 
2012, https://www.indiawest.com/news/business/threading-licensing-in-texas-tied-up-in-debate-
lawsuit/article_bde7fe63-e579-5331-b6ea-0887f6d61368.html 
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and private exemption from the state. Through the span of five bills, threading was also 

constructed as a potential threat to consumer public health and safety by opponents while also 

being seen a diverse and economically viable industry by supporters. Such notions of consumer 

health embedded in the practice’s natural-ness, were ultimately about the business’ health within 

diversity capitalism that promoted women’s empowerment. 

Different from California, Texas and Arizona enacted regulations to license threading 

that also criminalized unlicensed threaders. In deciding to overturn those lawsuits, the cases also 

relied on racialization of the craft of threading as ancient and safe, but instead focused on the 

economic liberty of the threaders as small business owners. In both instances, the notion of the 

health and safety of the worker remained illegible. In all three states, the exemption of threading 

as a non-regulation/deregulation ultimately demonstrated the management of both the threader 

and the customer at beauty salons. 
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CHAPTER FOUR. RAISING EYEBROWS: UNIONS, WORKER CENTERS, AND 
HEALTHY COLLABORATIVES 

 
 

On May 7, 2015, journalist Sarah Maslin Nir, wrote a two-part groundbreaking expose in 

The New York Times on the harrowing workplace conditions in New York and California nail 

salons. The first article, “The Price of Nice Nails,” was based on the journalist’s year-long 150-

salon worker and owner survey in New York and revealed layers of hierarchy with Chinese, 

Korean, and Nepalese immigrant and refugee women salon owners and workers.1 It catalyzed 

such a vast array of concerns about worker dignity that both the mayor of New York City and the 

governor of New York state immediately enacted inquiries into and created emergency 

protections for nail salon work within a month of its publication.2 A second article, “Perfect 

Nails, Poisoned Workers,” continued the series but focused on health and exposure to cosmetic 

toxins in salons in California.3 The pair of articles together created national buzz that prompted 

an array of follow up articles in media and industry publications alike probing the stories, 

                                                   
1 Nir, “The Price of Nails,” The New York Times, May 7, 2015. 
https://www.nytimes.com/2015/05/10/nyregion/at-nail-salons-in-nyc-manicurists-are-underpaid-and-
unprotected.html.  
 
2 Nir also wrote a lesser known article about health and safety in the same series in California’s nail 
salons, “Perfect Nails, Poisoned Workers,” The New York Times, May 8, 2015, 
https://www.nytimes.com/2015/05/11/nyregion/nail-salon-workers-in-nyc-face-hazardous-
chemicals.html. 
 
3 For example, New York Department of the State, “Governor Cuomo Introduces Legislation and 
Comprehensive Plan to Protect Nail Salon Workers and Educate Employers [Press Release],” New York 
State. May 18, 2015, https://www.governor.ny.gov/news/governor-cuomo-introduces-legislation-and-
comprehensive-plan-protect-nail-salon-workers-and; City of New York, “De Blasio Administration 
Announces Multifaceted Effort to Address Labor and Health Risks at City’s Nail Salons,” Website of the 
City of New York, May 15, 2015, https://www1.nyc.gov/office-of-the-mayor/news/316-15/de-blasio-
administration-multifaceted-effort-address-labor-abuses-health-risks-at 
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impacts, and ways to ethically consume services as well as doubt around these narratives and 

backlash.4 

Nearly a decade prior to Nir’s article, on June 23, 2008, journalist Teresa Watanabe 

wrote a different kind of expose in The Los Angeles Times, highlighting a case of wage theft and 

exploitation at an otherwise seemingly vibrant and industry-leading Southern California chain 

threading salon, Ziba beauty salon. Focusing on one threading salon, the article described a 

pending workers’ rights legal case about wage exploitation of South Asian immigrant women 

threaders, stemming from a history of strife at the salon and at an immigrant woman run 

business. In doing so, Watanabe also documented overarching questions of exploitation in ethnic 

enclaves and immigrant service work.  

Both the Nir and the Watanabe articles revealed regular workplace violations occurring 

within the beauty service industry around wages and hours as well as occupational health and 

safety. Both articles also provoked a response of shock on the part of readers and consumers 

alike that prompted the question: “What can we do?” As such, the articles hint and allude but 

ultimately leave out, the vast history of recent and long-term advocacy and organizing within 

beauty service work. Immigrant and refugee community-based organizations and worker centers 

                                                   
4 For a few responses see a range of articles that were published immediately after Nir’s piece: Jordan 
Weissman,“Worried that Your Manicurist is Being Exploited? Tipping More Probably Won’t Help,” 
Slate, May 07, 2015, 
http://www.slate.com/blogs/moneybox/2015/05/07/new_york_times_nail_salon_investigation_tipping_yo
ur_manicurist_isn_t_going.html; Michele Gorman, “Public Editor: ‘New York Times’s Nail Salon 
Expose ‘Went Too Far,’” Newsweek, November 06, 2015, http://www.newsweek.com/new-york-times-
nail-salon-too-far-391498; Anna Merlan, “Nail Techs Say NYT’s Nail Salon Expose Made Working 
Conditions ‘Incrementally’ Better,” Jezebel, December 12, 2015, https://jezebel.com/nail-techs-say-nyts-
nail-salon-expose-made-working-cond-1749166675; to a Wedding Bee Forum, “The Price of Nice Nails” 
Wedding Bee Forum, 2015, https://boards.weddingbee.com/topic/the-price-of-nice-nails/. 
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had long been building relationships, advocating, and organizing with beauty service workers in 

California and New York.  

In Los Angeles, with the advent of Asian American worker centers, reproductive health 

agencies, and occupational health and safety organizations starting in the 1990s, certain types of 

service work, and the beauty salon in particular, became recognized as an organizable site of 

violation and exploitation.5 Yet beauty service organizing has tended to follow two different 

pathways: nail salon advocacy has focused on occupational health and safety, while threading 

salon advocacy has dealt with questions of wages and hours. In this chapter, through a focus on 

different modes of organizing in threading and nail salons, I examine how affective labor in 

beauty service work and the immigrant service sector each shape understandings of labor 

organizing and movement building. 

Specifically, I hone in on a strike and class action lawsuit against a prominent chain 

threading salon, Ziba, to tell the story of intersectional labor organizing in beauty service work in 

the current moment. I locate the efforts to change the contemporary beauty service industry as a 

workplace in Los Angeles as a part of a larger trajectory of occupational, immigrant organizing 

emerging in the late-nineteenth century through trade unions, professional associations, and 

women’s clubs. In doing so, I ask, what are the structural conditions that led unions to leave out 

certain kinds of service work? And, what is at stake in rendering invisible this realm of work as a 

                                                   
5 See Jong Bum Kwon, “The Koreatown Immigrant Workers Alliance: Spatializing Justice in an Ethnic 
‘Enclave’” in Working for Justice: The L.A. Model of Organizing and Advocacy, ed. Ruth Milkman, et. 
al., (Ithaca, NY: ILR Press, 2010); Nazgol Ghandnoosh, “Organizing Workers along Ethnic Lines: The 
Pilipino Workers’ Center,” Working for Justice: The L.A. Model of Organizing and Advocacy, ed. Ruth 
Milkman, et. al., (Ithaca, NY: ILR Press, 2010); as well as Stewart Kwoh and Russel C. Leong, Untold 
Civil Rights Stories: Asian Americans Speak Out for Justice (Los Angeles: APALC, 2009); Kent Wong, 
“Building an Asian Pacific Labor Alliance: A New Chapter in Our History,” in The State of Asian 
America: Activism and Resistance in the 1990s, ed. Karin Aguilar San Juan (Boston: South End Press, 
1994). 
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site of “power?” Conversely, how did worker centers come to facilitate wage and hour and health 

and safety conversations with beauty and threading salon workers and owners? Finally, I ask 

how a lens of affective labor makes legible and illegible certain forms of organizing specific to 

the salon that typical claims of wage and hour violations cannot take on? 

I argue that the logics underlying traditional union organizing is insufficient to organize 

workers in service industries that rely on affective labor. While union organizing was founded on 

racial and gender exclusion and management, the formation of workers centers at the end of the 

twentieth century and their campaigns that emphasize intersectional organizing approaches are 

better situated to attend to the needs of racialized and gendered immigrant and refugee 

populations. Furthermore, because worker centers are able to navigate and challenge the ways in 

which contemporary service work centralizes affective labor, they are also able to address the 

ways that affective labor can more efficiently exploit workers along racialized and gendered 

lines.  

I start with a context of beauty service organizing in the U.S., first with the Journeymen 

Barbers International Union of America (JBIUA) and black women’s beauty associations, as a 

way to understand the contemporary role of worker centers as the organizing vehicle for beauty 

service advocacy. I then focus on a class action lawsuit at Ziba Beauty Salon that came out of 

worker center organizing with South Asian Network (SAN) to also describe how legal 

parameters of wage and hour regulations limit the full range of exploitation and organizing 

attendant to forms of affective labor at the salon. I end with a discussion of the California 

Healthy Nail Salon Collaborative’s (Collaborative)’s intersectional organizing around 

environmental, reproductive, and immigrant justice and its support of the National Healthy Nail 
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and Beauty Salon Alliance (Alliance) to extend and examine worker centers’ support of affective 

workers in beauty service work statewide and federally.  

A Brief Context: From Journeymen to Beauty Culturists  

The Journeymen’s Barber’s Union of America (JBIUA) is one of the first instances of 

formal organizing in the beauty service industry. Established in 1887 by journeymen barbers, the 

JBIUA sought to set wages and hours across the industry and create overarching industry 

training and licensing standards.6 Though typically a term for apprenticed craft workers, to the 

union, “journeymen” referred to barbers employed at a barbershop and represented the union’s 

membership base, and not employers or independent contractors. In December 1887, journeymen 

from five cities—New York, Muskegon, Detroit, Buffalo, and Toledo—met in Toledo for a 

convention to officially form the national union across North America. Soon after, it chartered 

with the American Federation of Labor (AFL) in 1888.7 At its next convention in 1891, the 

JBIUA had 28 delegates representing 900 members, and by 1926, at its height, it had 54,762 

members and in 1927, 927 local unions, in part because by 1924 it had opened its membership to 

beauty workers.8 

Even in its early formations, the JBIUA understood the labor parameters that set it apart 

from industrial unions, by definition of it being a craft profession, as well as the distinct spatial 

                                                   
6 Early JBIUA scholar Hall suggests it was 1887. W. Scott Hall, The Journeymen Barbers’ International 
Union of America (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1936), 13. 
 
7 In Hall, The JBIUA, 14, he finds that JBIUA chartered with the AFL in 1888; though Julie Willet ed., 
The American Beauty Industry Encyclopedia (Santa Barbara: Greenwood, 2010): xx states the affiliation 
occurred in 1886, and Mills, Cutting Along the Color Line, notes it as 1888. 
 
8 Hall, The JBIUA, 14, 16, 22. 
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relations of the barbershop. Scholar W. Scott Hall who published the earliest documentation of 

the JBIUA in 1936, assessed these distinctions:  

The conditions under which a journeyman barber works are quite different from 

those of practically all other American trade unions. The worker in most 

organized trades is one among many in a factory or a plant . . . . He [other 

American trade union worker] is working on a product that will be sold to a 

consumer whom he will never see and his work can be performed just as well by 

numerous other men that the employer might hire.9 

Hall points to the conditions of the barbershop which makes it affective labor, and also describes 

the facets of the barbershop that make it an atypical organizing workplace compared to the 

occupations that dominated unions at the time. The primary difference—its service-based work 

in a small shop—was in distinction to the material, product-based shop in a factory or plant. The 

shop size in comparison to a factory plant reveals two complications to unionizing barbershops 

overall, specifically, the smaller numbers of staff to organize at any given moment as well as the 

smaller scale of influence awarded to organizing one particular barbershop. Moreover, given the 

economy of the barbershop in terms of its limited staff, the small shop floor size, how the labor 

itself is the largest cost at a barbershop, and the proximity between an employer and employee 

also suggest the unique facets of organizing beauty service. Such markers of member size and 

the scale of individually-owned salons, also speak to the challenges of organizing in the largely 

non-unionized beauty-service industry today. 

On the one hand, because of the barbering industry structure at the time, the JBIUA 

advocated for standard union claims for set wages and shop hours. While the union’s initial 

                                                   
9 Ibid, 9. 
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efforts focused on health, with the creation of a sickness and death benefits system, it 

immediately also fought for standardization of prices across shops as a way to stabilize minimum 

wages and decent hours across the industry. In doing so, JBIUA fought for a minimum 

guaranteed commission wage. In 1935, that commission wage was a $25 weekly guaranteed 

minimum, with a percentage of income earned from work over $37. 

On the other hand, the racial and professional terrain of barbers in the late-nineteenth 

century also facilitated an ideology of the barber as a skilled trade worker, with particular 

attention to advocacy for standardizing licensing and training regulations.10 Similar to other 

trades seeking to professionalize at the turn of the nineteenth century as described in Chapter 

Three, the JBIUA focused on trade licensing as its other major goal. While the first barber school 

opened in 1893, and all prior barbering training happened through apprenticeship, the JBIUA 

advocated for statewide regulation, through a “model law.”11 The model sought to regulate all 

schools, and set a process for licensing, where a barber could be an apprentice for 18 months, 

and would enter the profession legally through an exam. Scholar Quincy Mills documents how 

licensing itself was a racializing project to delegitimize and deskill long-standing black barbers. 

Specifically, the advent of the T-razor in the 1920s decreased the use of blades, a tool perfected 

and practiced by black barbers.12 Training, licensing and exams that focused on the T-razor as 

opposed to the blade pushed out black barbers over time and also changed the notion of skill. By 

1936, all but seven states had JBIUA sponsored licensing laws; 30 states had licensing for beauty 

salons, though the JBIUA was not a direct advocate for those laws. 

                                                   
10 See Mills, Cutting Along the Color Line. 
 
11 Hall, The JBIUA, 79. 
 
12 Mills, Cutting Along the Color Line, Chapter Three. 
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Racism, sexism, and xenophobia, in terms of who could be trained to be a barber, and be 

admitted into the union, plagued the history of the JBIUA. Technically, union membership was 

open to any barbers who first completed a state-determined length of apprenticeship and then had 

been a journeyman for two years. Later, when beauty workers or manicurists were admitted, this 

required a one-year term of employment. Despite the seemingly open-ended trade-based 

membership, the union tended to represent white, male, West European immigrant barbers. 

Specifically, since founding, the union excluded or slowed down the membership process for the 

following seven types of workers or industry-related staff: “1) the part-time worker, 2) the 

beauty worker and manicurist, 3) the one-chair and co-partnership barber, 4) the employer, 5) 

women, 6) negroes and 7) orientals.”13 Union research notes that it had always been open to 

black barbers, however, in states south of the Mason-Dixon line, barber locals were segregated. 

In 1898, there were three segregated locals in Nashville, Galveston, and Houston specific to 

black barbers, with 1,000 black barbers represented in the union overall by 1903. In 1936, 

however, black barber membership dropped, with only six black locals, and the total number of 

black barbers in the profession decreasing overall, due to shifts in regulation, licensing, and 

razoring technology.14  

At the same time, since its founding, the JBIUA chose not to allow Asian immigrant 

barbers. In particular, the Pacific coast barber delegates obtained a provision in 1909 to exclude 

Asian immigrant barbers, based on notions of their threat or loyalty to the union. Five years later, 

at the union’s national convention, the issue of Asian immigrant membership came back up, 

                                                   
13 Hall, The JBIUA, 38. 
 
14 Hall, The JBIUA, 44, where Hall notes that Black membership numbers in the union stayed the same 
from 1903 to the publishing of the book, and did not keep up with the overall growth in union numbers. 
See also, Mills, Cutting Along the Color Line, Chapter Three. 
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specific to Japanese barbers. The rationale for inclusion also cited but defended Asian immigrant 

barbers’ loyalty, this time primarily to continue to standardize the industry price and wage scale, 

as well as to end competition: “west coast Japanese shops were as loyal as any shops in 

maintaining the Union scale of prices and that furthermore, the best way to destroy the 

competition of those that were not was to bring them into the Union.”15 However, the proposal 

was denied and never revisited.16   

Debates on whether to allow women into the union coincided with debates on admitting 

beauty salon workers and manicurists, though the rationale shifted from gender and morality to 

industry power. The first questions of admitting women, whose races were not specified, began 

in 1896 by a judiciary committee, that did not resolve until 1924 when the JBIUA allowed in 

beauty salon workers. Union members considered moral notions of gendered domesticity, where 

a “woman’s place was in the home and that admitting her would degrade both her and the 

trade.”17 Later, they also debated women’s economic contributions or lack thereof, in terms of 

strikes and standards: “women are a menace to the Union. They cut prices and wages, lower the 

standard of work, and, especially in time of strikes, replace the Union men. The Union cannot 

drive them out of the trade, and therefore in self-defense should admit them and then raise their 

standards.”18 Admitting women into the union centered on a strategy to strengthen the profession 

through keeping barbers’ jobs at particular prices and wages rather than as an acknowledgement 

of the growth or connection of the work across the beauty service industry overall. 

                                                   
15 Hall, JBIUA, 44. 
 
16 Ibid, 44. 
 
17 Ibid, 42. 
 
18 Ibid, 43. 
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Yet in 1924, and then in 1929, the union shifted as it made its first efforts to organize 

beauty salon workers and manicurists respectively, which represented another challenge for the 

union based on gendered notions of work. Hall’s research documents the union had “little 

success in organizing beauty workers,” interpreting the difficulty as a result of the fact that 

beauty workers are mostly women, and “women are hard to organize.”19 Hall noted the 

superiority that women felt in their profession in distinction to barbers, but at the same time, he 

also noted that the union neglected beauty salon workers in general. Because part of the JBIUA’s 

efforts focused on training and apprenticeship standardization of licensing, the distinctions 

between barbering and beauty worker seemed relevant to the exclusion beauty workers, again 

prompting questions of craft training. Despite the initial inclusion, by 1935, the JBIUA made 

beauty salon workers a separate and dependent organization to the JBIUA.20  

Manicurists, however, were included in 1929, though the JBUIA also assessed that they 

too were hard to organize because they were women. Different from beauty salon workers 

though, manicurists were employed in barbershops at that time, making it possible for all the 

employees of one barbershop to be organized under the same union. However, manicurists 

facilitated a debate of “industrial unionism” instead of a “craft unionism,” with the implicit focus 

on the need to uphold the craft status and identity over the industry.21 Ultimately, at that time, 

                                                   
19 Ibid, 22. 
 
20 Ibid. 
 
21 Ibid, 23. Manicurists’ inclusion did interestingly bring up questions whether the union should include 
boot-black and brush boys, but again the JBIUA was less interested in organizing the entire shopfloor 
insomuch as protecting the craft. 
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JBIUA members did not put effort into organizing manicurists, and the overall numbers of 

manicurists remained small in comparison to barbers.22  

Outside of the JBIUA, beauty salons have also had their own history of labor and 

community organizing, primarily located in black women’s clubs and associations. The 

associations varied, between regional chapters of a national organization, or city-specific clubs 

and associations. Initially, the National Negro Business Council (NNBC) did not allow black 

women beauty salon innovators and workers the space to speak at conventions; this included 

prominent beauty culturist, Madam C.J. Walker, as well as the National Association of Colored 

Women (NACW) focus on industry and worker needs.23 Scholar Tiffany Melissa Gill details 

how most famously, Madam C.J. Walker then became one of the key organizers of two separate 

associations, the Hair Culturists Union of American, based in Philadelphia, founded in 1917, and 

the National Negro Cosmetic Manufacturers Association, also founded in 1917.24 The former 

awarded cash prizes to clubs with largest number of members, sales volumes, and/ or record of 

benevolent work. The local clubs of the associations became sites of political discussion along 

with community professionalism, outside of racial uplift inherent in the NACW at the time. The 

clubs also provided a platform for black hair and cosmetics workers address innovations in the 

field as a way to avoid dishonest manufacturers and their products.  

A few years later in 1919, the National Beauty Culturists League (NBCL) formed, 

becoming the largest organization in the black beauty industry, which continued engagements in 

                                                   
22 Ibid. 
 
23 In 1912, Madam C.J. Walker requested time to speak at the NNBL convention but was denied by 
Booker T. Washington. Beauty culturists work was also denied in the Tuskegee curriculum and the sale of 
products were disallowed on school grounds. See Tiffany M. Gill, Beauty Shop Politics: African 
American Women's Activism in the Beauty Industry, (Chicago: UI Press, 2010): 23-27. 
 
24 Gill, Beauty Shop Politics, 177–178. 
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civic and community work, and to raise the profile of the industry. Through the organization, and 

otherwise, beauty culturists themselves were elite black women who believed in racial uplift, and 

in other ways, their own background from lower classes and their mixed clientele brought out 

unresolvable tensions rooted in their class ideologies. However, after the depression, and a lack 

of focus on beauty salons in New Deal social legislation, the NBCL shifted to state regulation 

and segregation on beauty control boards, inspectors, and examiners.25 In one example, the 

NBCL intervened in the New York Department of Labor by advocating for a Beauty Service 

Minimum Wage Board to examine the industry. They also fought for a beauty shop owner to be 

on the New York State Wage Board. Together the NBCL and the Wage Board raised 

beautician’s minimum wage from $16 a week to $25 a week. In the 1950s, being about more 

than the occupation, the NBCL also engaged in activities to increase enfranchisement through 

the vote and partnered with the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, foreshadowing a type 

of community-occupation organizing present in a worker center model.26  

Though the formal union of the JBIUA, the Hair Culturists, and other associations were 

powerful in establishing regulations within states or for creating and circulating products and 

politics, both decreased in the 1960s and 1970s with the changing structural landscape of the 

industry, political economy, and immigration. The beauty service industry, too, experienced the 

structural changes described in the Introduction, in terms of the feminizing of work, the 

commodification of affect and intimacy in global racial capitalism, and the rise in service work 

and the immigrant service sector in particular. Changes in discretionary income but also the 

valuation on spending on services in affective and intimate labor were met with the formation of 

                                                   
25 Ibid, 184. 
 
26 Ibid, 186. 
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the discount salon in terms of the affordability of manicuring and cosmetological services, 

changes in barbering trends for beauty and hair care, and the availability of new immigrant and 

refugee racialized and gendered labor to fill such work. This not only shifted the overall 

composition of beauty service staff, clientele, and services, it changed the organizing demands 

attendant to the salon’s racialized and gendered immigrant and refugee populations–

incommensurable with the reach, demands, and single-issue vision of unionization in the 1970s 

and 1980s.  

The next formation of union organizing in the beauty service industry occurred through 

the United Food and Service Workers union and focused on occupational hazards.27 Over the 

years, the JBIUA changed its name to the Journeymen Barbers’ Hairdressers’, Cosmetologists’, 

and Proprietors’ International Union of America and headquartered in Indianapolis, to reflect the 

changes in the industry as well as changes in its wider parameters of union membership.28 The 

name lasted a decade, as the International renamed again to the Barbers, Beauticians, and Allied 

Industries International Association by 1970.29 Shortly after, it also affiliated with the United 

Food and Service Workers (UFCW) in September 1980. UFCW focused its efforts on 

occupational health and safety for the industry in a federal level, with communication standards 

improved in 1987.  

                                                   
27 United Food and Commercial Workers International Union, “About,” www.ufcw.org, 
http://www.ufcw.org/about/ufcw-history/. 
 
28 Victoria Sherrow, Encyclopedia of Hair: A Cultural History, (Westport, CT: Greenwood: 2006.) 53; 
For example, in the 1930s, the union still went by JBIUA, see JBIUA, The Journeymen Barber, 
Hairdresser, and Cosmetologist Magazine 35-36, (1939-1940). Yet in the 1950s, was the Journeymen 
Barbers, Hairdressers, and Cosmetologists International Union of America, see JBHCIUA, The 
Journeymen Barber Hairdresser and Cosmetologist Magazine 46 (1950). And in the 1960s, was the 
Journeymen Barbers, Hairdressers, Cosmetologists, and Proprietors’ International Union of America, 
JBIHCIUA, The Journeymen Barber Hairdresser and Cosmetologist Magazine 56 (1960). 
 
29 JBIUA, The Journeymen Barber, Hairdresser, and Cosmetologist Magazine, 66 (1970). 
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While the unions fixated solely on wage, hour, health, and safety concerns, reliant on a 

type of shop floor scale, immigrant community-based organizations and later worker centers 

picked up a multifaceted, intersectional approach to community and occupational organizing that 

allowed for a different kind of community-industry transformation. Rather, the worker center 

presented a form of organizing that was needed to address the way affective labor began to 

exploit its racialized and gendered workforce. 

Worker Centers: An Intersectional Approach to Racialized and Gender Service Work  

Scholars have described the overall decline in contract unionism, trade unionism, and 

industrial workplace unionism since the 1970s.30 The traditional labor movement has always had 

gaps and erasures in organizing racialized and gendered labor, as was the case of black beauty 

workers organizing through associations above. Yet in part due to the changes in the economy, 

and in part due to a strategy outside of collective bargaining, since the 1980s, a movement of 

community-based and immigrant “worker centers” have taken on a holistic approach to 

addressing immigrant and community groups’ needs, including workplace issues in the 

immigrant service sector, all coinciding with the decline in union density in the private sector 

overall.31 In 2013, there were 176 worker centers in the U.S., and the majority of these were 

                                                   
30 See Dorothy Sue Cobble’s “Betting on New Forms of Worker Organizing” Labor: Studies in Working-
Class History of the Americas 7, no 3 (Fall 2010); Eileen Boris and Premila Nadasen’s “Domestic 
Workers Organize!” WorkingUSA: The Journal of Labor and Society 11 (2008); Janice Fine’s “Worker 
Centers and Immigrant Women,” in The Sex of Class: Women Transforming American Labor, ed. 
Dorothy Sue Cobble (Ithaca, Cornell U Press: 2007); Janice Fine’s, “Worker Centers,” in Race, Poverty, 
and the Environment 14, No. 1 (2007). 
 
31 Fine notes that the first worker centers emerged from black worker activists in North and South 
Carolina, and immigrant rights activists in New York’s Chinatown, El Paso, and San Francisco in the late 
1970s and early 1980s in response to manufacturing closing and the rise of lower-paying service sector 
jobs, From Fine, “Worker Centers and Immigrant Women,” 214. Fine notes that “as work is the primary 
focus of life for many newly arriving immigrants, it is also the locus of many of the problems they 
experience. This is why, although they actually pursue a broad agenda that includes many aspects of 
immigrant life in America, most of the organizations call themselves “worker centers.”” The increase of 
immigrant communities migrating to urban cities, businesses’ need for immigrant employees, and policies 
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immigrant worker centers.32 The emerging worker center movement demonstrates a unique 

model of service, advocacy, and organizing for low-wage immigrant workers. Importantly, 

worker centers also address community concerns beyond a single-issue framework of workers’ 

rights or immigrant rights. 

An understudied way of thinking about worker centers, then, is their intersectional 

approach to organizing racialized and gendered labor in the immigrant service-sector. Kimberlé 

Crenshaw first wrote about intersectionality in order to understand the limitations of fair 

employment law to handle cases of workplace discrimination towards black women in the 1980s. 

The problem at hand was what it meant for black women’s legal cases to be assessed through 

precedents of sexism or racism at the workplace, but not both.33 In a subsequent essay, Crenshaw 

applied an intersectional analysis to social movement organizations as well, through the ways in 

which domestic violence organizations inherently excluded immigrant women by not providing 

multilingual services, while civil rights organizations excluded the issue of domestic violence 

entirely by hiding it from its platforms.34 Since Crenshaw coined the term, scholars have defined 

intersectionality to parse out the ways in which race, class, gender, and sexuality are mutually 

                                                   
that leave immigrant workers and workplaces vulnerable to exploitation, contribute to the increase in 
immigrant worker centers. From Fine, Worker Centers: Organizing Communities at the Edge of the 
Dream (Ithaca, NY: IRL Press, 2006), 19, 27.  
 
32 Hector Cordero-Guzman, Pamela Izvanariu, and Victor Narro, “The Development of Sectoral Worker 
Center Networks,” in The Annals of the American Academy, 647, no. 1 (May 2013): 106. 
 
33 Crenshaw, “Demarginalizing the Intersection of Race and Sex: A Black Feminist Critique of 
Antidiscrimination Doctrine, Feminist Theory and Antiracist Politics,” University of Chicago Legal 
Forum 1, no 8 (1989) 149. 
 
34 Crenshaw, “Mapping the Margins: Intersectionality, Identity Politics, and Violence Against Women of 
Color,” Stanford Law Review 43, no 6 (1991): 1234. 
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constituted, though not fixed, such that structures of oppression are also inseparable.35 

Intersectional analysis has also assessed the concerns of single-issue frameworks in social 

movements before the coining of the term, and well after, especially in U.S. women of color 

feminist organizations, understanding the position of their organizations beyond anti-racism or 

anti-sexism as visions of justice that operate alone.36  

Worker centers, I argue, address the gaps of labor organizing required for racialized and 

gendered, affective labor in contemporary service work; through the use an intersectional 

approach, worker centers identify the communities they work with, their strategies in developing 

campaigns, and their analysis of movements. Worker centers predominately reach an 1) 

ethnically, 2) geographically, or 3) immigration-status-defined base of underserved, low-wage 

community members.37 Definitions of worker centers range, with the most common referring to 

them as community-based institutions that support immigrants and low-wage workers through 

service delivery, advocacy, and organizing; others specifically emphasize the support to address 

workplace issues and any advocacy to change industry, state, and broader concerns.”38 Across 

                                                   
35 See Hong, Ruptures of American Capital: Women of Color Feminism and the Culture of Immigrant 
Labor (Minneapolis: U Minnesota Press, 2006); Ferguson, “Reading Intersectionality,” Trans-Scripts 2 
(2012).  
 
36 Scholar Jennifer Chun writes about women of color social movement organizations and how they too 
draw on intersectionality as an analysis of power and difference as well as a vision for establishing new 
social relations in “Intersectionality as a Social Movement Strategy: Asian Immigrant Women 
Advocates” Signs 38, no 4 (2013). For an analysis of intersectionality in social movements see for 
example, Cathy Cohen “Punks, Bulldaggers, and Welfare Queens: The Radical Potential of Queer 
Politics,” GLQ 3 (1997); Combahee River Collective, “A Black Feminist Statement,” in Words of Fire: 
An Anthology of African American Feminist Thought, edited by Beverly Guy-Sheftall (New York: New 
Press, 1995). 
 
37 Most worker centers focus on a specific-immigrant ethnic group or two within a geographic area and 
then analyze an industry through patterns of workers’ rights violations. 
 
38 Fine, Worker Centers, 11, 12; and Victor Narro, “Impacting Next Wave of Organizing: Creative 
Campaign Strategies of Los Angeles Worker Centers,” New York Law School Review 50, no. 2 (2005-06): 
467.  
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these definitions, the community-based focus remains clear, while service-provision as an 

instrument of advocacy also presents a common feature. 

Worker center missions vary but an overarching multi-method model of tactics and 

strategy prefigure an intersectional approach. Most worker center practices offer service 

provision, which ranges from language courses to legal representation on a small claims court 

issue as a part of building trust with workers and community members. Such support also 

facilitates a broader agenda of grassroots organizing. Additionally, worker centers engage in 

workshops through popular education; they also focus on developing the leadership of a smaller 

membership base as a central feature of their approach.39 Furthermore, they rely on and 

emphasize coalition building with other worker centers, locally, regionally, and/or nationally for 

campaigns. Lastly, worker centers’ office spaces are key “gathering places where members of 

the immigrant community can socialize, celebrate, and enjoy solidarity with other workers and 

supporters.”40 The specific features of worker centers allow them to operate in tellingly unique 

ways that reach an underserved, mostly low-wage immigrant population and community. 

Throughout Los Angeles, a vibrant history of worker centers demonstrates how diverse 

laborers can 1) remain specific to their communities’ needs, 2) deploy strategies not limited by 

collective bargaining contracts, and (3) also borrow from union tactics to shift organizing and 

advocacy practices on a larger stage. Victor Narro also highlights how “during the past decade, 

California has seen an increase in the emergence of immigrant-based worker centers.”41 So much 

                                                   
  
39 Milkman, et. al, Working for Justice, 10; Fine, Worker Centers, 12–14. 
 
40 Narro, “Impacting Next Wave of Organizing,” 467. 
 
41 Ibid. 
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so that Ruth Milkman argues, “Los Angeles is the national pacesetter in the new wave of low-

wage worker organizing and advocacy” where unions and workers’ centers use “distinct yet 

overlapping strategies.”42 Los Angeles’ worker centers have creatively formed a model of 

organizing efforts that borrows from union strategies, alters them, or moves in a community-

based focus.43 

 For example, Garment Worker Center (GWC), the Koreatown Immigrant Worker’s 

Alliance (KIWA), the Instituto de Educacion Popular del Sur de California (IDEPSCA), the Los 

Angeles Taxi Workers’ Alliance (LATWA), the National Day Laborers Organizing Network 

(NDLON), and the Pilipino Workers’ Center (PWC), each launched different immigrant worker-

led campaigns against worker exploitation and the lack of corporate responsibility in the 

garment, restaurant, and taxi industries, as well as in the more informal domestic laborer and day 

laborer industries, as a way to improve working conditions. Several of those worker centers 

began through either neighborhood-based campaigns, or as community-based organizations 

focusing on a community issue, and expanded to take on workers’ rights with a community of 

workers who work and usually live in ethnic enclaves.  

Given the lack of enforcement in small firms nationally and locally, Los Angeles worker 

centers pushed the boundaries of wage theft concerns. As the wage theft capital of the country, 

                                                   
42 Milkman, et. al., Working for Justice, 1. 
 
43 Milkman, et. al., Working for Justice. For worker centers, unions were “bureaucratic, inflexible, and 
conservative” making them unlikely candidates for organizing workers within informal economies 
(Milkman, 9). Milkman traces how both unions and worker centers have been skeptical of each other’s 
efforts and strategies. She says unions find limitations in worker centers due to their lack of large-scale 
mobilizations, limited collective bargaining relationships and limited resources (11). Comparing examples 
of unions and worker center strategies and tactics achieving broader economic justice in Los Angeles, 
Milkman finds that both employ: strategic research, grassroots organizing, legal initiatives, compelling 
narratives, shaming of employers, media attention, and public pressure (10–11). 
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starting in 2010, the same worker centers described above organized a wage theft coalition and 

eventually a Raise the Wage campaign.44 The coalition and campaign passed a minimum wage 

increase to $15 and the creation of a wage theft enforcement office that collaborates with worker 

centers for guidance as a tool to prevent wage theft in 2015. While minimum wage increases 

have been tactics used across the country, Los Angeles was one of a few cities across the country 

to have raised its wages that high, while also attending to the very real concern of wage theft and 

lack of enforcement of wage and hour rules.45 Moreover, outside of wage and hour campaigns, 

the organizations tend to support each other’s broader campaigns, whether it was getting 

Temporary Protective Status for immigrants and refugees, setting a precedent of targeting and 

extracting concessions from a bad employer in an ethnic enclave, seeking affordable housing in 

an ethnic enclave, and/or strengthening wage and hour protections for domestic workers.  

In the next section, I turn to threading salons and nail salons in Los Angeles to highlight 

how the framework of intersectionality offers a glimpse into the beauty service industry as an 

organizing low-wage workforce but also to focus on the innovations of local worker centers in 

addressing the nuances and concerns of affective labor. Such worker centers and organizations 

deploying an intersectional approach better situated to address the racialized and gendered 

immigrant and refugee populations include South Asian Network, the California Health Nail 

Salon Collaborative, and the National Healthy Nail and Beauty Salon Alliance. 

                                                   
44 Laphonza Butler and Rusty Hicks, “Raise Los Angeles’ Minimum Wage and Enforce It,” Huffington 
Post, April 22, 2015, https://www.huffpost.com/entry/los-angeles-minimum-wage_b_7118506. 
45 Michelle Chen, “LA’s Minimum Wage Workers Just Won $15 an Hour–How Many Will Actually Be 
Paid That?” The Nation, May 22, 2015, https://www.thenation.com/article/las-minimum-wage-workers-
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“Each and every customer, I made them”: Worker Centers and Affective Labor 

On June 10, 2008, Southern California civil rights’ law firm Hadsell Stormer Keeny, 

along with a second law firm, Rothner, Segall, and Greenstone, filed a class-action law suit for 

three threaders at prominent Southern California chain threading salon, Ziba Beauty Center.46 As 

a class action case, the lawsuit focused on several concerns of wage theft, from lack of minimum 

wage to overtime, and sought to include hundreds of workers who had been employed or were 

currently working at one of Ziba’s five locations between 1998 and 2008. On the one hand, the 

lawsuit documents a typical wage and hour violations claim. Yet, the overarching organizing 

case also begins to illuminate how the value of affective labor remains both extralegal and 

extraneous to classical formations of wage labor and calculable wage claims. In particular, the 

case demonstrates how the worker-customer relations in affective labor are central to the 

exploitative concerns raised in the workplace contract, namely the decrease in workers’ 

commission and the non-compete clause limiting their ability to work at another salon. More so, 

the story surrounding the case, and the context of labor organizing through immigrant rights’ 

organization and worker center, South Asian Network (SAN), revels new dimensions of 

intersectional organizing relevant to affective labor in the immigrant service sector. 

In this section, I analyze contemporary intersectional organizing in the beauty service 

industry in California. I focus on the Ziba case alongside the ways in which a local community-

based organization and worker center, SAN, came to take on that case as a drive for its workers’ 

rights campaigns. In turn, I ask what it means for the industry and organizing that a threading 

salon became the locus of wage theft in the beauty service industry, despite the industry’s 

overarching long-term focus on worker health and safety. 
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Worker Centers: SAN as a Model of Intersectional Organizing 

At the time of the Ziba Beauty Salon case, SAN had been a nearly 20-year old 

community based organization for persons of South Asian descent, as well as had a well-

established intersectional approach that centered issues of race, immigration, gender, and 

sexuality. Founded in 1990 as a grassroots community-based organization, SAN was located in 

Artesia, with a satellite office in Koreatown, and reach in the South Bay. Similar to other worker 

centers, SAN relied on case management for services and leadership development for advocacy 

to foster community transformation through arts, workshops, townhalls, actions, and issue-based 

committees. Community members either came for cases, one-time events, or participated in 

long-term campaigns. Unique to SAN, though, was its emphasis gender justice through its 

violence prevention and queer visibility efforts. It had developed a model by the mid-2000s that 

understood its community needs intersectionally and holistically through three programmatic 

units. The units included: 1) community health and health care access through a Health Unit, 2) 

violence prevention of domestic violence, sexual assault, and gender-based discrimination 

through a Violence Prevention Unit, and lastly, 3) a Civil Rights Unit, focusing on immigration, 

workers’ rights, tenants’ rights, and queer visibility. I argue that such a holistic approach to 

understanding the community paved the way for a threading salon case to emerge and support an 

eventual class-action lawsuit against Ziba Beauty Salon. 

SAN’s intersectional approach also demonstrated its possibility through its workers’ 

rights project to transform racialized and gendered labor in a way that built trust in Little India 

and across Los Angeles County. Its first work-related case did not occur until 2002 in the post-

9/11 environment of blatant racial employment discrimination. An employer had fired a turban-

wearing Sikh man because of his refusal to leave his turban off at work in Los Angeles County. 
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While the individual case highlighted racialized notions of being South Asian and Sikh, in terms 

of workplace discrimination that was heightened post-9/11, the organization understood the 

impact on the community to be broader. On the one hand, it represented how “workers’ rights” 

cases were only legible as discrimination vis-á-vis racialization, yet on the other, taking the case 

was always about fostering a long-term connection with community members to achieve a 

broader vision of worker justice.  

Because of that case, and SAN’s continued intersectional efforts across its three units, the 

organization was able to be responsible to the increase in wage theft cases it received that were 

not limited to one industry across Los Angeles County. Such cases including typical wage and 

hour violations, from lack of minimum wage to owed back-pay and poor workplace conditions. 

They came from convenience store and gas station workers, motel workers, taxi workers, and 

domestic workers across the county.47 Yet, at that time, no worker from Little India’s famous 

Pioneer Boulevard strip had come in yet for a case, despite outreach staff having heard about 

local workers’ rights violations from clients in the organization’s other units.  

In 2006, SAN’s analysis of power, trust, and its multi-issue programming allowed it to 

organize workers in the enclave proactively, striving to impact its restaurant and retail-based 

immigrant service sector. With approximately 80 South Asian-owned and South Asian- and 

Latinx-staffed businesses in five blocks of restaurants, grocery, and clothing stores, it centered 

Pioneer Boulevard for its workers’ rights efforts, knowing that it had forged strong relationships 

in the area.48 Worker anecdotes of fear of employer retaliation were a facet of the affective labor 

attendant to the immigrant service sector, but also the role of affect in organizing. The tightly 
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knit network of social relations in Little India meant the slow emergence of workers’ rights 

efforts in the area required concerted notions of worker safety, trust, and vulnerability.  

In particular, when holding its first worker’s rights-specific “know your rights” town hall 

in 2007, threading salon workers cite SAN’s gender justice analysis and their sense of trust as 

what made such efforts possible. At a central location on Pioneer Boulevard, nearly 50 workers 

and community members attended who were also curious about workers’ rights began to show 

up to learn about their basic rights, including the workers who eventually organized the Ziba 

beauty walk-out. SAN’s previous relationships with community members through its health, 

immigration, and violence prevention work in Little India allowed for town hall participants to 

feel safe to attend. In particular, the town hall and know your rights training felt as comfortable 

as going to another SAN event to them. For example, the threaders integral to the strike and class 

action lawsuit had first met SAN through its various programs on other issues, including its 

violence prevention efforts. A few other salon workers mentioned that they knew and had 

recommended people to visit SAN’s health unit for benefits’ enrollment support and other 

services. Focusing on the importance of multi-issue organizing that centered women, one salon 

worker recollects that the town hall was formative to her, not only because it was the first to 

focus on workers’ rights in Artesia’s “Little India,” but because a few threading salon workers 

attended. In other words, to her threading salon workers were recognized as important to Pioneer 

Boulevard’s worker’s rights efforts. Additionally, the women workers felt that organization 

valued women overall, citing SAN’s track record of addressing violence prevention within the 

community and for their friends. Thus, as the training focused on providing workers with a set of 

language and laws to understand basic aspects of wage theft, including minimum wage, 

overtime, and breaks, its information became a key starting point about labor law. However, 
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outside of wage and hour concerns, the town hall was also another facet to understanding the 

possibilities of power in the neighborhood. Ultimately, SAN had created the opportunity for a 

case of threading salon workers’ multifaceted concerns to emerge through its intersectional and 

holistic programs that addressed the South Asian community in its multiple dimensions.  

 

The Ziba 5! 

The Ziba case demonstrates the multiple nuances of affective labor in low-wage work, 

where affective labor is both about the service relations but also about the community within 

which the triangulation of customer, owner, and worker exists. The case started with the drama 

and spectacle of a rare strike in the otherwise seemingly mundane Los Angeles South Asian 

enclave. The strike, which occurred three months after the town hall, and six months before the 

class action case itself, can be narrated through an analysis of legal and policy discourse in the 

class action lawsuit, but it also through affective dimensions. Scholars assessing the role of affect 

in social movements are useful to understanding SAN’s and salon workers’ interventions, again 

in terms of worker notions of trust.49 In early January 2008, Ziba gave new contracts to all its 

threaders across its then 11 Southern California salons. Having been asked to sign the contract 

with little time to consider its details, threaders faced quick decisions about several impactful 

workplace changes with long-term career effects.  

As they received the contract, the threading salon workers who attended SAN’s town hall 

knew that contract did not feel good, even though the contract was not about typical wage-theft 

concerns. First, the chain salon’s threaders faced an immediate decrease in commission. Second, 

the contract included a non-compete clause, marking the inability to work at another salon in a 
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30-mile radius of one of Ziba’s expansive network of locations. Lastly, it allowed for forced 

transfers to other far-away salons.50 One strike leader turned that knowledge about workers’ 

rights and her feeling of concern into action as she said, “I spoke with everyone. We all decided 

that this is not a good contract. We would not sign that contract paper.” The new contract upset 

the chain salon’s threaders on all accounts, especially as the chain salon sought to raise the price 

of their services at the same time. When threaders attempted to negotiate the contract with 

management, efforts to get more time to consider the contract were dismissed. 

On January 11, 2008, five threaders, three of whom are plaintiffs of the class action 

lawsuit, led a multi-store walk-out and strike to challenge the contract itself, and inadvertently, 

the contract process. One of the organizers remembers texting and calling the other organizers’ 

cell phones to activate the strike across multiple stores, particularly at one of the salon’s flagship 

Little India locations as well as the salon’s West Los Angeles location. Unprecedented for the 

enclave and for this industry, 36 threaders at two of the chain’s stores across a span of 30 miles 

refused to sign the contract and walked out of work to stop services and raise attention regarding 

the contract’s detrimental effects as well as the chain’s treatment of its staff.  

At the strike, salon management called the police on their workers, but the strike 

organizers called SAN from across the street. One salon worker confided, “We were so scared, 

nobody has ever called the police like that, we wanted to run away, but everyone, my friends 

stayed. First, we thought they will take us, they are rich, they have power, so my sister called 

South Asian Network.” In feeling fear from confronting layers of power publically, including 

state law enforcement, but especially through street-based contestation and employer-based 

                                                   
50 Susan Alva and Tamia Pervez, From Displacement to Internment: A Report on Human Rights 
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harassment, workers mobilized. They simultaneously felt trust in each other and to call SAN as a 

resource to mitigate and de-escalate the situation. As the five strike organizers were fired that 

day, however, they again looked to SAN to help negotiate their unexpected employer’s 

retaliation as well as their disputed contract.  

The initial walkout escalated to a second protest a few days later, as a part of efforts to 

change the chain salon’s disputed contract. On January 15, 2008, five salon workers were 

dubbed “The Ziba 5” by media, as SAN used this frame as an organizing strategy that 

highlighted their collective concerns and actions about the chain.51 According to a SAN report, 

the Ziba 5 took the organizing claims to be broader than the store contract itself, as “they 

demanded health insurance, interrupted breaks, the elimination of illegal contract provisions, no 

forced transfers to other salons, and an end to retaliation against workers fighting for their 

rights.”52 Ultimately, the Ziba 5 imagined a broader scope of concerns beyond the contract, 

challenging the gamut of their undervalued positions within a particular economic and social 

reproduction. The strike was covered in India West, India Journal, Pakistan Link, and The Los 

Angeles Times.53 

In addition to highlighting how a worker center flipped the dynamics of power in co-

ethnic owner-worker relations, I argue that the change in commission and the non-compete 

clause also demonstrate key concerns of organizing in service work. The Ziba 5 and Ziba 
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53 Michel Potts, “SAN Stages Protest Over Ziba Contract,” India West, February 22, 2008; Michel Potts, 
“Workers File Lawsuit Against Ziba Center,” India West, July 04, 2008; Teresa Watanabe, “Beauty Salon 
Chain is Sued in Labor Dispute,” Los Angeles Times, June 23, 2008, 
https://www.latimes.com/archives/la-xpm-2008-jun-23-me-beauty23-story.html 
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management met within the week to negotiate and had agreed to terminate the initial contract on 

February 25, 2008, noted as a “Big Victory for Ziba Workers” in a SAN email alert. Importantly, 

Ziba rescinded the non-compete clause parameters, which allowed any threader employed at 

Ziba to work at another salon and/or open up their own salon. They also allowed Ziba staff to file 

for unemployment and stopped salon worker transfers after a year of employment. Lastly, the 

case proceeded into a class action lawsuit, approved as such in March 2010, for 315 former and 

current employees. Those two aspects of the contract demonstrate the very facets of affective 

labor that require a different model of organizing. As service workers providing affective labor, 

these changes were particularly concerning to the threaders.  

FLSA, Commission, Noncompete Clause, and Affective Labor 

Ziba’s contract, the strike, and the subsequent class action lawsuit are each poignant 

examples of how affective labor produces its own kind of exploitation that is not legible by the 

typical parameters of wage and hour concerns. While workers’ rights protections established 

under the New Deal are based on notions of calculable wages and clockable hours—both 

important facets of labor law and protections for low-wage workers—the parameters of 

exploitation in affective labor exceed classical calculations and notions of exploitation. 

Legitimized through the instrumental Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, both the legal standards 

of minimum wage and overtime represented key tools to curb exploitation in manufacturing 

industries at the height of New Deal era.54 Rightfully so, the conditions of manufacturing 

economies, including garment, auto plants, and canneries to name a few, included long hours, no 

breaks, and 7-day work week. Service-based workplaces like retail, grocery, and drugstores also 

                                                   
54 Phyllis Palmer, “Outside the Law: Agricultural and Domestic Workers Under the Fair Labor Standards 
Act,” Journal of Policy History 7, no. 4 (1995); Dora L. Costa, “Hours of Work and the FLSA: A Study 
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shared similar wage and hour concerns. Unionized workforces as well as workers seeking 

unionization sought to tackle the range of inhumane conditions at work that included setting a 

bounded 40-hour work week through overtime with a minimum wage that would enable decent 

income. On the one hand, the FLSA, like much of the New Deal’s social wage policies, had left 

out certain racialized and gendered labor, including farm workers, domestic workers, and tipped 

workers. Yet, on the other, as conditions of work and the economy changed to valuing service-

based industries, the protections of the FLSA did not adapt to the needs of work, including gig 

work and retail work with different relations to scheduling.55 In the case of the beauty salon, as I 

will explain below, the tip as commission itself becomes the material representation of affective 

labor, yet the federal tip wage remains at $2.13, while commission-based workers in the beauty 

service industry often exist in a category of misclassification.  

The class action lawsuit against Ziba was approved in March 2010 and included six 

points emblematic of wage theft, or a violation of wage and hour regulations, including overtime, 

minimum wage, meal and rest breaks, and lack of accurate records and wage statements. The 

complaint document details specifics to such wage and hour concerns: overtime (over 40 hours a 

week, and over 8 hours a day), meal and rest breaks (neither offered during shifts, nor 

compensated for); wage and hour statements (gross wages earned, total hours, deductions, and 

net wages); waiting time pay (wages due at the time of termination/ resignation); failure to pay 

minimum wage; and unfair competition (unlawful, unfair, and fraudulent business practices). 

Representing clients from, but not limited to, five different Ziba locations in Artesia, Canoga 

Park, Cerritos, Los Angeles, and Redondo Beach, the complaint also documents three threaders’ 

pay issues. One salon worker, who had worked at Ziba for a year and a half, was not paid for 
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their two-month training period, in addition to having other wage and hour concerns. A second 

salon worker who had worked at Ziba for seven and a half years, and a third, who had worked at 

Ziba for two and a half years, had typical wage and hour issues of overtime, rest breaks, and 

minimum wage. Additionally, the complaint also pointed to how two of the above salon were 

asked to provide hours of free henna at parties.56  

Yet, returning to the Ziba contract allows for an understanding of the dimensions and 

impact of two modes of exploitation in affective labor central to worker-customer relations —1) 

commission and 2) proprietary-trade. First, the contract had cut the commission of salon workers 

from 25% to 15%, which was a core source of the threaders earnings. The class action complaint 

also documented the confusing methods in which a salon worker gets paid, exemplifying 

dimensions of misclassification in the beauty service industry: some threaders were paid solely 

based on commission for their work, with no other hourly wages, earning $40 to $80 a day; other 

times, threaders were paid a daily wage plus commission. The lack of a minimum wage due to a 

range in wages, base pay, and/or commission also resulted in a lack of overtime. As affective 

labor is about producing an immaterial product of feelings, sensations, affects, and emotions, the 

work itself is centered on customer relations. Again, a tip accrues not just through the well-made 

eyebrows, but customer relations in which the feeling and aesthetics of well-made eyebrows, the 

pleasure of being pampered, and the layers of connections and exchanges that occur during and 

even exceed the service interaction. A threader navigates a range of affective labor, where 

commission and/or tip renders itself as a material manifestation of the service. Thus, the contract 

demonstrates how a sole focus on wage and hour violations of minimum wage and overtime 

make illegible affective forms of work reliant on tips. More so, affective labor based on 
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commission and tipped work remains unregulated on a federal level.  

Second to dimensions of affective labor, Ziba had added a new clause that made it 

difficult to leave the chain and work at any other threading salon in a certain mile radius of any 

given Ziba location, due to trade proprietary secrets of the art of threading and henna.57 In their 

contract, Ziba tried to claim a “proprietary trade secret” of threading and henna, as one way to 

prevent workers from working at other threading stores. The non-compete clause was a marked 

feature of the strike and as a part of the context of the lawsuit primarily because it 

misrepresented threading work as a trademarked process and product, disavowing its history as a 

transnational beauty practice and craft. In doing so, the non-compete clause also sought to limit 

the ability of threading as affective labor, recognizing again that an important aspect of the work 

was to maintain long-term customers. Each threader was potentially connected to any number of 

loyal clientele. Trademarking threading not only sought to monopolize threading to the chain, 

but it also sought to limit threader employment at any other beauty salon. In other words, the 

threaders, and thus their long-term labor of making each customer, had to remain with the salon.  

Again, both provisions explicitly relate to affective labor in terms of how salon workers 

build relationships with customers. First, the decrease in commission impacted salon workers’ 

livelihood by way of literal pay as well as the material impact of their affective labor. Second, in 

limiting the ability to work at another salon, the chain sought to disentangle worker-customer 

relationship, and keep the customer base affiliated with the chain salon and not the worker. 

Making each customer and building a clientele network was a key part of the affective labor that 

salon workers did each and every day, so the contract provisions were ultimately predicated on 

the threat of that worker-customer relationship.  

                                                   
57 Alva, et al, From Displacement to Internment, 18. 
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While those aspects of the contract were struck down in that salon, the impact was felt on 

the employers in other industries across Little India at the time. Specifically, SAN’s case of 

Ziba’s threaders was a key example to workers and owners in the area of what could happen 

when workers speak out about their conditions. It eventually led to SAN establishing and 

working with a broader with a committee of workers on Pioneer Boulevard, called the Pioneer 

Boulevard Workers’ Rights Committee (PBWRC) to launch a workers’ rights campaign to 

empower workers and to end exploitation in the mostly South Asian-owned businesses in the 

area.58 Though the campaign ended at the height of the recession as it impacted foundations and 

community-based organizations that rely on that funding, for a time, SAN continued its work 

with the PBWRC for another year. In the summer of 2009, for example, SAN and PBWRC held 

a picnic in nearby Cerritos to launch the campaign, held another workers’ rights townhall early in 

the next year, participated in May Day marches each year and also partnered and started a 

community participatory action research project and report in 2009 to learn about worker 

demographics as well as wage-theft occurrences in a context of workers’ life stories. The report 

remains unpublished, but initial findings cited that 86% of workers do not receive minimum 

wage, while 54% of workers did not take action.  

Ultimately, SAN, the Ziba case, and the PBWRC for a time had inspired each other to 

take a transformative, intersectional approach to workplace issues beyond simple collective 

bargaining, locating the threading as a neither craft or an industry, but rather seeing threading as 

a part of a network, or social relation in the region. Yet, the overarching issues demonstrated in 

the threading salon case remain both in that industry and the beauty service industry at large. 

Organizing in the nail salon sector, too, demonstrates emerging modes of organizing necessary to 
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affective labor in beauty service work.  

Toxic Beauty No More: “Healthy” Collaboratives for Racial, Reproductive, and 
Environmental Justice  

The California Healthy Nail Salon Collaborative (Collaborative) formed in 2005 in 

Oakland, due to the emerging health and safety concerns for nail salon workers in the state of 

California, and expanded to Los Angeles and Orange County in 2008. Since then, it has focused 

on the occupational exposures of toxic chemicals to low-wage women of color, and 

predominantly Vietnamese, nail salon workers. Toxic chemicals, including “the toxic trio,” 

(toluene, formaldehyde, and dibutyl phthalate) are a part of nail care products included by 

manufacturers and used in nail salons, and are dangerous to salon workers and consumers’ 

health.59 As a major part of their vision, the Collaborative seeks to develop regulatory oversight 

of the usage of toxins in nail salons as an occupational health issue, amidst other holistic salon 

and refugee community concerns. 

While the Collaborative does not necessarily fit within a strict definition of a worker 

center, in that it does not explicitly address wage and hour violations, and does not have a central 

space for community members to gather, its layered focus on occupational safety and health for 

Vietnamese refugee community members across California nail salons transforms a low-wage 

workplace through an intersectional approach of social justice. The Collaborative intentionally 

frames itself through racial justice, reproductive justice, and environmental justice movements in 

order to impact the nail salon in multiple ways.60 Deploying racial justice in terms of the 

                                                   
59 Quach, T., et. al, Framing a Proactive Research Agenda to Advance Worker Health and Safety in the 
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Vietnamese workers, the Collaborative seeks to increase language access for salon workers on 

health and safety. In addressing occupational health and safety by regulating toxic products, it 

also addresses women’s health and bodies or reproductive justice. Lastly, in seeking to make 

salons “green” and use less toxic chemicals, the Collaborative sees itself as contributing to small 

business training opportunities and environmental justice. The Collaborative’s current work in 

four counties and one city in California, the Healthy Nail Salon Recognition Program, recognizes 

salons that use less toxic products and trains workers on health and safety and workplace rights. 

The Collaborative’s mission is to improve the health, safety, and rights of the nail and 

beauty care workforce to achieve a healthier, more sustainable, and just industry. The 

organization grew out of initial outreach concerns where community health workers from Asian 

Health Services, a community health center in Oakland, CA, noticed patterns of health issues 

occurring in nail salon and cosmetology workers, owners, and students. Since then, the 

Collaborative brought together various organizational members and allies to support healthy 

workplaces, advocate for safer cosmetics and beauty products, increase nail salon workforce 

leadership and advocacy, and engage in national movement building. In 2017, the 

Collaborative’s members and allies include over 30 organizations from environmental and 

reproductive justice groups, the salon workforce, non-profit organizations, researchers, 

government agencies, and other key stakeholders. 

The beauty and nail salon was a toxic space, reproductively and environmentally. As an 

organization founded out of a health organization with an analysis of race and gender, the spatial 

relations of the nail salon always represented more than a workplace bounded by labor laws. 

Rather, the salon existed at the axis of toxicity produced by nail salon products, consumed by 

customers, and emitted into the community, all of which compounded to impact the nail salon 
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worker herself a young woman. Former Collaborative Steering Committee member and Research 

Advisory Committee Chair, Thu Quach, remembers that she “observed her mother working at 

the salon while growing up and knew that the health conditions were understudied because of the 

anecdotes amongst the community of salon workers.” As such, in 2005, AHS held focus groups 

and conducted 200 surveys with nail salon workers, that found that 80% of salon staff have 

health concerns due to work, with 47% having health symptoms potentially related to solvents.61  

The initial survey sought to examine if there was excess breast cancer risk for women 

working in salons. Although this was not demonstrated in the study, AHS believed this was 

because the nail salon workforce was young at the time in relation to exposure, so Quach with 

the support of AHS and the Collaborative decided to do a long-term health-based study.62 AHS 

found that salon products to be disrupting hormones in some way. They found that the toluene 

levels were two times higher than the recommended levels for indoor air quality.63 As most of 

the salon staff in California are Vietnamese women of reproductive age, the results provided 

tools to name what salon workers were experiencing. 
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Occupational health and safety refers to federal law that entitles workers to a safe 

workplace, free of injuries, illnesses, and hazardous substances. In nail salons, this specifically 

refers to air quality and ventilation, chemical and product safety, and ergonomic workspaces. 

Chemical safety has long been an avenue of advocacy through the reduction or elimination of 

harmful chemicals in products, yet cosmetics companies continue to change and update their 

products without federal mandated disclosure. Air ventilation is also fundamental in promoting a 

safer salon.  

Because of the health and reproductive health concerns, one major project of the 

Collaborative is the Healthy Nail Salon Campaign and the Healthy Nail Salon Recognition 

Program. Initiated in 2009 as a way to protect salon workers and owners from exposure to toxic 

chemicals found in nail products, the Healthy Nail Salon Recognition Program sought to 

establish local incentive programs and support for salons that agree to use safer products and 

workplace practices.64 The Collaborative engaged one city and four counties to officially certify 

this program on a local level as well as with California Assembly member Ash Kalra on a 

statewide level. The program currently exists in Alameda County, the City of San Francisco, San 

Mateo County, Santa Clara County, and the City of Santa Monica, with over 70 salons 

participating.  

Program criteria includes nine requirements that seek to protect nail salon staff and their 

customers: 1) Use toxic-trio free nail polishes (no dibutyl phthalate, toluene, and formaldehyde), 

2) use safer nail polish removers (no ethyl or butyl acetate, like acetone), 3) avoid nail polish 

thinners, 4) have all staff wear nitrile gloves, 5) ventilate the salon, 6) install a mechanical 
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ventilation unit, 7) train all nail salon staff, 8) commit to adopting safer nail products, and 9) do 

not allow customers to bring in products unless they meet the program criteria. 65  

Another advocacy achievement includes language justice in terms of translation of all 

relevant Board of Barbering and Cosmetology forms. The Collaborative has successfully 

advocated for translation of over 40 of its fact sheets, inspection forms, and complaint forms in 

Vietnamese, Spanish, and Korean. Additionally, the Collaborative won a language access bill in 

2015, AB 2235, requiring state agencies to translate language access complaint forms.  

Beautiful on the Inside and Out: Expanding Worker’s Health to Worker’s Rights 

While a healthy workplace free of toxins was a key avenue to achieving worker justice, 

so too was dignity and respect in terms of workers’ rights. The influential New York Times article 

made national headlines in May 2015 and was a turning point for assessing wage theft in nail 

salons. It reported violations including: less-than-minimum-wage pay, no overtime for daily 

schedules of 10- to 12 hour-long days, income payment in cash, tip docking, charging salon 

worker fees, and misclassification. Furthermore, the salon was also a place of verbal and 

physical abuse, including worker surveillance through camera monitoring. Some nail salon 

workers made between $0 to $40 a day as a training wage, while others were misclassified as 

independent contractors making 50% of their daily earnings.66 

                                                   
65 Ibid. 
66 In New York, within a week of the articles’ publication, Mayor Bill de Blasio launched a “Nail Salon 
Day of Action” to inform manicurists of their rights, while Governor Andrew M. Cuomo followed with 
emergency regulations to reform the nail salon industry. The regulations included a health review of 
chemicals, requiring owners to purchase bond insurance to pay for potential back wages in the event of a 
wage violation, requiring owners to purchase ventilation, as well as requiring a multilingual nail salon 
worker bill of rights poster to be posted in each salon. The state also created a multi-agency task force to 
investigate the issues impacting salons. The scale of violations and potential for state-specific action was 
not limited to New York.  
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Yet, before the article’s consciousness raising and impact, the Collaborative was already 

engaged in conversations to learn more deeply about and address another element of workers’ 

rights issues, including wage and hour violations in California nail salons. In 2005, a failed 

attempt to organize nail salons took place through UFCW in the Bay Area. After two years, the 

effort quickly died because the dynamics of organizing within a close-knit co-ethnic community 

made the landscape of organizing too difficult; as such, it was difficult to get nail salon workers 

to join and the organizing team was not able to get enough numbers to justify the campaign. 

Already demonstrating the differences in a union approach based on collective bargaining 

numbers versus a community-based approach that relies on relationship building, the 

Collaborative remained focused on the short and long-term impacts of toxicity in nail salons. 

However, in 2014, the Collaborative was invited to Washington, D.C. by the U.S. Department of 

Labor and the White House Initiative on Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders (WHAAPI) 

Interagency Roundtable to speak at a Roundtable Discussion on the U.S. Department of Labor’s 

commitment to the Asian American and Pacific Islander community, including wage concerns in 

the nail salon industry nationally.67 In January 2015, the Collaborative provided testimony in Los 

Angeles at the WHIAAPI Interagency Listening Circle on Vulnerable Workers to establish joint 

efforts on nail salons as a low-wage industry. Lastly, Collaborative member Asian Americans 

Advancing Justice-Asian Law Caucus provided workplace rights trainings at worker and owner 

meetings over the years.  

Meanwhile, the Collaborative had already been receiving member and worker anecdotes 

indicating worker’s rights violations across the state. Then outreach director Lisa Fu shared: 
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. . . during one outreach day in Los Angeles County, two Collaborative interns entered a 

salon and approached several salon workers who spoke mostly Mandarin. One of the 

interns, fluent in Mandarin, inquired about salon conditions such that workers shared how 

they would be lucky if they received close to even the $8 minimum wage. When asked if 

they had done anything about it, the workers explained that they did not want to risk 

retaliation and lose their job. 

In the Bay Area, a member organization also shared instances of workers earning less than the 

minimum wage, not getting meal breaks, and having to pay for broken nail polish bottles as well 

as forgetting to clean the footbath. This case resulted in a class action settlement of $750,000. 

Also in the Bay Area, at one salon, Vietnamese workers were not allowed to speak Vietnamese 

to each other at a salon. 

Misclassification remains the predominant issue of wage theft in nail salon work.68 The 

independent contractor label is misapplied to those who are economically dependent on the 

employer (employee), when it is meant for those who are in a business for themselves 

(independent contractor). An independent contractor is generally free from control in the work, 

and must make a similar investment in the product as the employer. For the misclassified nail 

salon workers who rent a booth, key questions of who sets the pay rate and hours, whether the 

worker is free to work for others, and even hire helpers, further reveals whether a person is 

wrongly under an independent contract. The independent contractor’s lack of status as a worker 

delegitimizes any workplace standards that an employer has to follow. The lack of standards also 
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furthers the inability to claim the basic worker’s rights listed above, benefits, and any out of 

pocket expenses.69 

Lastly, in terms of advocacy efforts, the Collaborative also had a major role in planning a 

hearing in Sacramento on both toxicity concerns and labor issues in California. Held in August 

2015, in conjunction with Assemblymember Gonzalez’s office, the hearing sought to obtain 

information about current state-level, advocate, and industry concerns in order to garner policy 

solutions. The hearing demonstrated that lack of information on workers’ rights was a major 

concern in California nail salons. Pervasive issues specifically included employee/ independent 

contractor misclassification and wage theft from less than minimum wage. While California’s 

Department of Industrial Relations and the Division of Labor Standards Enforcement hold 

jurisdiction over labor law compliance, one avenue for immediate change was to increase 

education about owner responsibilities and workers’ rights about wage theft, sick days, overtime, 

and misclassification. 

Similar to the Ziba case, in low-wage nail salon work, with workplace concerns of wage 

theft, misclassification, and health and safety, an emphasis on labor education and organizing 

nail salon staff is both instrumental and challenging. Understanding the cultural and community 

nuances as a part of affective labor are key to organizing and mobilizing the Vietnamese nail 

salon community. The Collaborative notes that one issue to take into consideration is the 

intimate and affective dimensions within nail salons in California. Fu says, “As the salons are 

predominantly small businesses and Vietnamese-owned and staffed, owners often know other 

owners and workers. A worker may not only fear retaliation when raising concerns against an 

                                                   
69 Preeti Sharma, Saba Waheed, et. al., Nail Files: A Study of Salon Workers and Industry in the U.S. Los 
Angeles: UCLA Labor Center, 2019. https://www.labor.ucla.edu/publication/nail-files/.; Dat Tommy 
Phan, “Unpretty Nails: Addressing Workers’ Rights Violations in the Vietnamese Nail Salon Industry,” 
UCLA Asian American Law Journal 21, no. 1 (2016). 
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employer, but also fear of being blacklisted from other potential nail salon jobs.” Like the 

threading salon, nail salon community may also be a literal one, with many salons being family-

run and staffed, meaning your co-workers are your family members and relatives in business 

together. Being in business with one or more family members brings about its own sets of 

benefits and challenges, including taking advantage of workplace laws given the close 

relationship. 

For the Collaborative, reaching a worker where they are at requires a process of trust. The 

worker center model of organizing focuses on in-language culturally appropriate outreach and 

various forms of community-building. Trust-building with a worker supports their leadership 

development and also the ability to navigate information about worker’s rights, wage claims, and 

organizing. In 2015, the Collaborative launched several worker and worker’s rights focused on 

meetings and events, including a worker-centered survey, a Labor Rights community forum in 

Orange County, and Collaborative meetings with all members. The goals of the events included 

informing workers about their rights, assessing what workers needs are, and discussing as a full 

Collaborative how to best advocate for workers’ rights.  

In July 2015, the Collaborative held an Orange County Labor Rights Community Forum 

in Little Saigon (Southern California). Seventy-five people attended the forum, of whom the 

majority were owners and a few were workers. The purpose of the forum—the first of its kind by 

the Collaborative—was to provide an opportunity for the nail salon workforce in Orange County 

area to learn about workplace standards and worker’s rights from legal and community experts. 

A Collaborative member spoke to health and safety with a discussion on chemical safety and 

infectious diseases first. Then, staff from the U.S. Department of Labor Wage and Hour Division 

spoke about the Fair Labor Standards Act, while the CA Department of Labor Standards 
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Enforcement staff addressed the new sick leave policy, breaks, overtime, misclassification, and 

pay stub requirements specifically. A workplace rights attorney from Asian Americans 

Advancing Justice-Los Angeles also offered information on the wage claim process.  

While the first half offered presentations organized again around knowing your rights, the 

second half of the forum offered an opportunity for attendees to ask their own questions, and 

thus highlighting the range of workers’ rights questions attendant to the sector. At the forum, one 

worker, Lucky Nguyen shared, “if she could change one thing, the 46-year old manicurist said, 

she’d have a W-2—be an employee rather than an independent contractor,” as “we are paid in 

cash, there are no record, everything can be erased. Even who we are.”70 Another staff person 

pointed to their observations of salon culture, where the customer rules: “When a customer walks 

in, it doesn’t matter what time it is, they stay open until no one is left,” such that “I don’t think 

this will ever change.” 71 The community forum was considered an important event in the 

community, with one owner suggesting that they take place on a monthly basis, emphasizing the 

desire to talk candidly about workplace issues and employment law.  

The Collaborative also held two all-member regional meetings in February and June 2016 

to discuss how to address worker’s rights as a priority. In February 2016, Victor Narro with the 

UCLA Labor Center described his history of organizing with vulnerable low-wage and 

immigrant workers like day laborers, taxi workers, and carwash workers. He also grounded his 

presentation in his research on wage theft and enforcement in Los Angeles city and county and 

overall working conditions in low-wage industries. Narro emphasized that “workers need to have 

income to be healthy” such that “labor and health are connected.” With wage theft being a major 

                                                   
70 Ahn, Do, “Little Saigon Forum Sheds Light on Nail Salon Issues,” Los Angeles Times, August 07, 
2015. www.latimes.com/local/california/la-me-nail-salon-rights-20150807-story.html. 
71 Ibid. 
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crisis in this country, he also emphasized the importance of adopting standards and policies. Yet, 

Narro also provided two examples of Asian immigrant organizing in Los Angeles. The first, 

Pilipino Workers Center, sought to improve the lives of Filipino domestic workers who had 

worked in home care industries in a way that fostered unionization; the second was of the 

Garment Worker Center, where the focus was on health and safety, like the Collaborative.72 Both 

models were presented as generative ways for Collaborative members to reflect on potential 

models to impact the beauty service industry.  

Member questions at the session centered on labor standards as a way to unpack industry-

wide expectations. Collaborative members reflected on employer expectations that workers work 

overtime, and expressed that both employees and employers do not know the law.73 The other 

main point of discussion was misclassification.74 Despite being an independent contractor, salon 

workers do not have the freedom to set their own hours, as shared by members. Another member 

conveyed a worker narrative on how a salon worker was once fired because she took two hours 

off to go to the hospital to see her ill mother.  

In June 2016, Collaborative held a session to talk about workers’ rights, including how to 

apply the affective concerns of organizing around wage theft in other low-wage immigrant 

                                                   
72 In 1997, through collaboration with the labor center and other worker centers, the organization was able 
to help unionize 74,000 homecare workers. The union now has 150,000 members where workers can 
negotiate their terms of work. 
 
73 A major part of the discussion included the culture of payment in nail salon work. In focusing on 
worker’s rights, one member raised concerns from their outreach conversations about how workers get 
paid in cash under the table and in check. One member said that some workers have told her that they 
prefer to be paid in cash so they can receive public benefits, as their wages are already too low. Narro 
shared a counter example of carwash workers who through wage and hour education about overall pay 
rates, were able to facilitate a change in the culture of payment in order to benefit the worker. The 
carwash comparison also demonstrated the understanding the niche economy that ran the carwashes. 
 
74 Some members understood that salon workers hired as independent contractors receive 40% of the 
daily earnings, at about $24 to $50 a day, which equates to under minimum wage. 
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industries to the nail salon. Shaw San Liu and Alex Tom were brought in to present their history 

of organizing Chinese restaurants in San Francisco’s Chinatown with the Chinese Progressive 

Association in San Francisco (CPA-SF).75 Topics again included issues related to affective labor 

in terms of fear, exposure, and harm–in particular, the tension of navigating issues in family-run, 

niche businesses potentially both exposes concerns in the community and shakes up established 

networks. Though the initial thoughts included differences between the nail and restaurant 

industries, member attendees again shared their observations on the culture of payment in nail 

salons where workers preferred to be paid in cash for benefits-purposes. One concern raised was 

to understand the issue of how salon owners in small businesses and workers both can work 

towards their mutual benefit and survival. Given that, CPA asked, how can we lift the top of the 

nail salon industry to do better, so we could also push at improving the bottom.76 

A healthy nail salon including honoring nail salon worker’s rights to ensure that they are 

treated with the dignity and respect they deserve. After a decade of building trust with the 

Vietnamese American community and nail salon owners in California, nail salons are at an 

opportune moment to shift their workplace culture given the attention to wage theft in nail 

                                                   
75 In the early 2000s, CPA focused on building their worker project, as the context of factory flight left 
many immigrant workers unemployed, and many moving into the restaurant industry. In restaurants, 
dynamics of wage theft occurred: lack of minimum wage, no overtime, no breaks, and backpay owed. 
CPA did a community-based study in 2008 where workers were trained to come up with the survey 
questions and conduct the surveys. Their report found that 50% of workers were not getting paid 
minimum wage and that they had higher rates of wage violations. CPA then developed a campaign 
focusing on establishing worker power through campaigns to navigate wage theft in the city. 
 
76 CPA talked with both owners and workers in order to shift the culture, but again, short-term gains with 
the work culture end up being long-term loss for both workers and employers. The last aspect of the 
presentation encouraged Collaborative members to identify one concrete way they would see a specific 
labor success. Members were concerned about rocking the boat in the nail salon and Vietnamese 
American community, to which a presenter pushed those reticent to support a worker, “This work 
requires experimenting and trying different tools.” 
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salons, and the strong effort of Los Angeles and SF Bay area worker centers to raise and enforce 

the wage.  

Intersectionality and National Beauty Service Advocacy 

Thinking about the national scale and scope of the beauty service industry, especially in 

terms of the intersecting ways that environmental justice, reproductive justice, worker’s rights, 

and immigrant rights are regulated on the federal level, the Collaborative anchored the formation 

of a national alliance, the National Healthy Nail and Beauty Salon Alliance (Alliance). The 

Alliance advances a national movement to expand and protect nail salon workers’ health, safety, 

and workplace rights. In November 2015, the Alliance hosted a national meeting with the White 

House Initiative on Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders seeking to raise overall industry 

standards and highlight local models that have been successful in addressing health, safety and 

rights. Attendees included community advocates, state and federal agencies with jurisdiction 

over nail salons, and foundation partners. In the face of bounded federal agencies, a national 

alliance with an intersectional approach becomes the vehicle to disentangle single-issue 

sensibilities not possible when dealing with racialized and gendered labor. Presentations from 

community-based organizations and nail salon advocates covered the context of nail salon 

advocacy efforts and then best practices for workplace health, safety, and rights, while federal 

and regional agencies described their efforts and the difficulties of fostering workers’ health, 

safety, and rights when each agency has its discrete operational parameters. For example, the 

Environmental Protection Agency has little ability to regulate toxins in the environment, while 

the Food and Drug Administration has little ability to regulate the cosmetics industry, yet the 

Occupational Health and Safety Administration can address certain levels of hazardous 
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conditions in the workplace, but the Wage and Hour division is responsible for only minimum 

wage and overtime.  

Another future area of development focused on nail salon collaboration with hair salons. 

Black Women for Wellness in California talked about the similarities of reproductive health 

issues coming out of black women salon staff for both the immigrant black women salon staff 

and the African American hair salon staff. Women’s Voices for the Earth described their own 

market-based campaign for both workers and consumers focusing on the Brazilian Blow-out and 

how that product caused formaldehyde poisoning, where workers are getting backlash for 

speaking out about getting sick, as the formaldehyde levels exceed OSHA regulations for 

Brazilian Blow-outs. The potential to draw out collaboration across the beauty service industry 

through auspices of workers’ rights, wage theft, and health and safety has been revived through 

the concerted effort of women of color and immigrants and refugees’ rights organizations and 

worker centers.  

Conclusion: On Intersectional National Worker Center Visions and Federal Limitations 

In this chapter, I explored the ways that the exploitative elements of affective labor in 

racialized and gendered low-wage work must be understood through an intersectional framework 

of labor organizing, and that worker centers are already well-poised to do that. In locating 

threading and nail salon organizing as two cases in the broader context of trade union barbershop 

and women’s association beauty salon organizing, I focused on the ways that the form of the 

union in the early-twentieth century posed limitations for racialized and gendered labor 

workforce. Rather, the formation of the worker center in the late-twentieth century is able to 

attend to concerns of flexible accumulation and affective and intimate labor. The two cases of 

intersectional organizing demonstrate such nuanced engagement of trust and power, as well as 

tightly knit community formations embedded in industries. This includes 1) SAN’s holistic 
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understanding of South Asian communities and workforces, including race, immigrant, gender, 

and sexuality, which primed it for a case within threading salon, an often overlooked occupation 

and industry; and 2) CHNSC’s understanding of racial, environmental, and reproductive justice 

movements, which helped it develop its own current green, anti-toxic work in the space of the 

nail salon.  

Worker centers themselves came to shift analyses of power attendant to affective labor, 

where the important but typical wage and hour-based models, as well as health and safety 

concerns, were not enough to resolve conditions of exploitation within the beauty service 

industry. Rather, the lens of affective labor makes legible both conditions of exploitation around 

worker-customer relations, including tips and misclassification, as well as worker-customer 

relations as embedded in owner triangulation. Ultimately, threading salon workers raised their 

eyebrows in the workplace in more than one way, from managing their relationships with 

different customers, to striking against their salon and their co-ethnic employers.  
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EPILOGUE: IMMIGRANT AND REFUGEE WOMEN WORKERS AND LABOR LAW: 
MOVING THE MOVEMENT IN THE TIME OF NEOLIBERALISM 

 

Over ten years have passed since the 2008 strike that I open this dissertation with, had 

sparked change and a momentary shift in the sense of power in Los Angeles County’s Little 

India that exceeded one neighborhood, one salon, and one contract. However, the decade’s mark, 

2018, was an overtly difficult year for organized labor vis-á-vis labor law. The most infamous 

case, Janus v. American Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees, Council 31, 

broke the hearts of unions, public unions in particular, and those attending to the labor movement 

in the United States.1 The lamentation centered on an overruling of a 40-year precedent for 

public employees’ compelled union dues. It also marked the potential for unionization’s 

continued decline when the public sector was both its numerical and financial stronghold.2 While 

those outcries were correct, one missed story was the slightly buried other supreme court case on 

labor law, Epic Systems Corporation v. Lewis.  

The Epic Systems case mandated individual arbitration in employee contracts instead of a 

class action lawsuit.3 Only decided a few weeks prior to Janus, its 5–4 decision carved out 

protections for workplace grievance embedded in earlier 1920s and 1930s arbitration and labor 

                                                   
1 SCOTUS Blog, “Janus v. American Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees, Council 
31,” www.scotusblog.com, Accessed April 15, 2019, https://www.scotusblog.com/case-files/cases/janus-
v-american-federation-state-county-municipal-employees-council-31/. 
 
2 Brian Miller, “Unpacking the Janus Decision,” Forbes, June 27, 2018, 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/briankmiller/2018/06/27/unpacking-the-janus-decision/#e09e59b41a42. 
 
3 SCOTUS Blog, “Epic Systems Corp. v. Lewis,” www.scotusblog.com, Accessed April 15, 2019, 
https://www.scotusblog.com/case-files/cases/epic-systems-corp-v-lewis/. 
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relations acts.4 The 2018 case however shifted the legal grievance process from the collective to 

the individual, limiting the law, or class action, as a tool for protest.5 The immigrant and refugee 

salon workers in Little India whose stories frame and thread through this dissertation used legal 

collective action through the form of class action as a point of possibility following their strike. 

Importantly, such a class action lawsuit was also initiated because, in a way, their workplace 

contract was not only problematic—it spoke to emerging concerns regarding affective labor 

conditions as exploitative and constrained salon workers’ agency. As per Epic Systems, however, 

the contract now binds an employee’s inability to use the class action at the outset of their 

employment, which policy researchers have called “an erosion of rights and freedom.”6  

Furthermore, both of those cases have grave implications for intersectional feminist labor 

organizing given the conditions attendant to an immigrant and women of color workforce. One 

signals a challenge to the protection of the public employee workforce, which impacts its largely 

black and Latina women workers. And, the class action lawsuit was a counterforce against sexual 

harassment through the collective. 

Though those harbinger cases signal sadness for organized labor in, and as some situate, 

because of, the Trump era, such cases follow a long trajectory within neoliberal deregulation and 

                                                   
4 Garrett Epps, “An Epic Supreme Court Decision on Employment,” The Atlantic, May 22, 2018, 
https://www.theatlantic.com/ideas/archive/2018/05/an-epic-supreme-court-decision-on-
employment/560963/. 
 
5 Michelle Chen, “The Supreme Court’s War on Class-Action Lawsuits,” The Nation, June 4, 2018, 
https://www.thenation.com/article/supreme-courts-war-class-action-lawsuits/. 
 
6 Celine McNicholas, “News from EPI: In Epic Systems Corp. Decision, the Supreme Court deals a 
Significant Blow to Workers’ Fundamental Rights,” Economic Policy Institute, May 21, 2018, 
https://www.epi.org/press/in-epic-systems-decision-the-supreme-court-deals-a-significant-blow-to-
workers-fundamental-rights/. 
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deunionization emerging in the Reagan era, but the ideologies of which began decades earlier.7 

Scholar of emergent neoliberal histories and organizing within the service sector, Lane 

Windham, asks us to rethink the narrative that deunionization means a decline in union activity, 

as well as a decline in worker organizing.8 Rather, she points to the numerous ways that 

workers—young, women, and people of color—continued organizing in the service sector in 

D.C. despite the difficulties of deregulation on unionization.  

Such a reframing is important, even in thinking about the labor movement now as “a 

worker movement,” where the spark in worker organizing extends beyond unions into 

formations that others locate as “alt-labor organizations.”9 For example, even when centering 

2018’s losses within federal labor law, the recent California state case, Dynamex Operations 

West v. Superior Court of Los Angeles strengthens and provides hope for both its unionized and 

non-unionized workforce, misclassification workers, of which includes truck drivers, ride-share 

drivers, and salon workers, among others.10 Windham’s framing, then, also allows for a way to 

                                                   
7 See texts of Frederick Von Hayek, Milton Friedman for examples of the long ideological trajectory of 
neoliberalism; For narratives invoking sadness, see Nicole Goodkind, “After Supreme Court’s Anti-
Union Janus Ruling, Here’s a List of Donald Trump’s Anti-Labor Policies,” Newsweek, June 27, 2018, 
https://www.newsweek.com/supreme-court-labor-rights-afscme-president-trump-998212; and also Adam 
Liptak, “Supreme Court Ruling Delivers a Sharp Blow to Labor Unions,” New York Times, June 27, 
2018, https://www.nytimes.com/2018/06/27/us/politics/supreme-court-unions-organized-labor.html. 
 
8 Lane Windham specifically looks at the rise of filings for union status by black women in the 1970s 
retail sector in D.C. in Knocking on Labor’s Door: Union Organizing in the 1970s and the Roots of a 
New Economic Divide (Chapel Hill: UNC, 2017). 
 
9 See “worker center” and “alt labor movement” discussions in Milkman and Ott’s New Labor in New 
York and Milkman, et al.’s Working for Justice.; Windham, Knocking on Labor’s Door; Lane Windham 
talk, “Hour Crisis: Scheduling and Retail Worker Organizing in Los Angeles” at UCLA, October 24, 
2018. 
 
10 See Margot Roosevelt, “Are You an Employee or a Contractor? Carpenters, Strippers, and Dog 
Walkers Now Face that Question,” Los Angeles Times, February 23, 2019, 
https://www.latimes.com/business/la-fi-dynamex-contractors-20190223-story.html; and Caitlin Vega, 
“What’s the Real Story on Dynamex?” California Federation of Labor, August 13, 2018, 
https://calaborfed.org/whats-the-real-story-on-dynamex/. 
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understand that the formation of the worker center highlights how immigrant and refugee women 

of color are organizing in their oft-ignored neighborhoods, workplaces, and sectors.  

In fact, considering the labor movement as not just unions, and formal organizing as not 

just long-term campaigns, the formation of worker centers in particular highlights how 

immigrant and refugee communities, have always been, and always had to be, creative when it 

comes to organizing, spatiality, and the law. For example, both the National Domestic Workers’ 

Alliance and the Restaurant Opportunity Center-United demonstrate the vision, scale, and 

possibility for immigrant and refugee women of color to organize industries that are feminized, 

seen as private and unregulable, and are constitutive of forms affective and intimate labor in 

global racial capitalism.11 As argued in my parts of my second and fourth chapter, such worker 

centers not only understand the conditions of the work that are specific to the industries that 

immigrant and women of color are in, they also understand the affective labor of doing such 

work within shared social networks, be they faith-based, social, familial, or place-based. And, in 

a city like Los Angeles, the wage theft capital of the U.S. its innovation and specificity with 

organizing garment worker, car wash workers, domestic workers, or beauty service workers.12 

While 2018 was a site of loss for federal labor law, one question that it poses for both 

affective labor, as well as affective registers of social justice efforts and their movements 

                                                   
11 See Lisa Moore, “Transformative Labor Organizing in Precarious Times,” Critical Sociology 44, no. 7–
8 (Sept 2018):1225–1234; Premila Nadasen and Eileen Boris, “Domestic Workers Organize,” 
WorkingUSA: The Journal of Labor and Society 11 (2008): 413–437; Monisha Das Gupta, Unruly 
Immigrants: Rights, Activism, and Transnational South Asian Politics in the United States (Durham: 
Duke U Press, 2006); Marnie Brady, “An Appetite for Justice: The Restaurant Opportunities Center of 
New York,” in New Labor in New York Precarious Workers and the Future of the Labor Movement; 
Vanessa Tait, Poor Workers’ Unions: Rebuilding Labor from Below (Chicago: Haymarket Books, 2005).  
 
12 Warren Olney, “Los Angeles: The Nation’s Capital Wage Theft,” KCRW, May 9, 2015, 
https://www.kcrw.com/news/shows/which-way-la/los-angeles-the-nations-capital-of-wage-theft/los-
angeles-the-nations-capital-of-wage-theft. 
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broadly: is where does hope emerge? And if hope is the right mobilizing affect, where do 

intellectual traditions offer insight? Social justice rhetoric often relies on the relevant but 

misused quote, “Don’t mourn, organize” in times of Trump-era crisis as a way to forge 

forward.13 However, I want to think about how the space of loss and the affect of mourning are 

also generative.  

The intellectual vision of the Black Radical Tradition, Women of Color Feminisms, and 

Queer futurisms are instructive here, in the face of sadness is the chance for vision. Audre Lorde 

reminds us of the stakes of survival in social movements in her essay, “Learning from the 60s,” 

where the embodied and affective dimensions of oppression, including anger, are complex, 

multi-issue, and collective. In centering the role of envisioning in movements, Robin Kelley 

finds that:  

Progressive social movements do not simply produce statistics and narratives of 

oppression; rather, the best ones do what great poetry always does: transport us to 

another place, compel us to relive horrors, and more importantly, enable us to 

imagine a new society. We must remember that the conditions and the very 

existence of social movements enable participants to imagine something different, 

to realize that things need not always be this way. It is that imagination, that effort 

to see the future in the present, that I shall call “poetry” or “poetic knowledge.”14 

                                                   
13 This quote is often confused with Mother Jones quote who, in her time with the Knights of Labor, said 
““Pray for the dead, and fight like hell for the living.” I also want to be careful here in highlighting 
mourning, particularly as Grace Hong has shown how the politics of mourning in social movements of the 
60s has been used to mobilize nationalism, in her text Death Beyond Disavowal: The Impossible Politics 
of Difference (Minneapolis: U Minnesota Press, 2015).  
 
14 Robin Kelley, Freedom Dreams: The Black Radical Imagination (Boston: Beacon Press, 2002): 9. 
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As much as scholars recognize the limitations of non-profit structure in carrying forward 

activism, the power of worker centers as well as the immigrant and women of color core to their 

formation, are one attempt to center that imagination of a new society.  

Such a vision is articulated by Lisa Moore in her recent speech, “Transformative Labor 

Organizing in Precarious Times,” where she describes the necessaries creativity for domestic 

workers’ lives. She writes:  

Many skeptics have said that this workforce is not organizable because domestic 

workers are so dispersed, work in a one-to-one relationship with their employers, 

and lack the legal framework that would allow them to build collective power. 

But our members disprove that argument . . . . As more and more workers in the 

United States are robbed of the right to unionize, and as work overall becomes 

more precarious, the models that domestic workers have developed are 

increasingly relevant and essential for the labor movement as a whole.15 

Legal exclusion is in a way normative for racialized and gendered affective labor, but not is final. 

The innovative models situated domestic workers’ lives as well as politics as imagination. Their 

challenge to the neoliberal state in global racial capitalism also represent an opening of solidarity 

and a lesson from the 2000s, if you will, relevant for affective labor and salon workers.  

In this dissertation, salon workers’ labor represents continuities but also the 

transformation of work, particularly affect and intimacy, in global racial capitalism. Immigrant 

and refugee women’s incorporation into particular forms of low-wage service work and the 

immigrant service sector in the global city are as much about their tenacity in making businesses 

work, but also in making relationships and alternate relations with each other inside and outside 

                                                   
15 Moore, “Transformative Labor Organizing in Precarious Times,” 1226. 
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the possibilities and limitations of the workplace. The context of women’s empowerment 

narratives in the beauty service and cosmetics industry lifts up pioneers like Madame C.J. 

Walker and Estee Lauder, in the early-twentieth century.16 While the South Asian threading 

salon has its place in that legacy, its salon workers too, craft their own legacy alongside an 

alternate genealogy of immigrant and refugee women of color pushing the boundaries of the 

workplace but also social relations. Their affective and intimate labor forges relations in a way 

that looks after each other, and imagines another collective future.  

  

                                                   
16 Philip Scranton, ed. Beauty and Business: Commerce, Gender, and Culture in Modern America (New 
York: Routledge, 2001). 
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